Keeping Franklin’s Promise

In the words of one elegiac tribute, “Great men have two lives: one which occurs while they work on this earth; a second which begins at the day of their death and continues as long as their ideas and conceptions remain powerful.”

These words befit the great Benjamin Franklin, whose inventions, innovations, ideas, writings, and public works continue to shape our thinking and renew the Republic he helped to create and the institutions he founded, including the University of Pennsylvania.

Nowhere does Franklin feel more contemporary, more revolutionary, and more alive than at the University of Pennsylvania. His startling vision of a secular, nonsectarian Academy that would foster an “Inclination join’d with an Ability to serve Mankind, one’s Country, Friends and Family” has never ceased to challenge Penn to redefine the scope and mission of the modern American university.

When pursued vigorously and simultaneously, the two missions – developing the inclination to do good and the ability to do well – merge to help form a more perfect university that educates more capable citizens for our democracy.

Penn has embodied and advanced Franklin’s revolutionary vision for 281 years. Throughout its history, Penn has extended the frontiers of higher learning and research to produce graduates and scholars whose work has enriched the nation and all of humanity.

The modern liberal arts curriculum as we know it can trace its roots to Franklin’s innovation to have Penn students study international commerce and foreign languages.

The first medical and business schools in the United States were launched here.

And the first general-purpose electronic, digital computer – ENIAC – was invented right here at the University of Pennsylvania.

The entire Penn family, including our 330,000 alumni world-wide, shares our commitment to grow inclusion by building a diverse community for living, learning, and service; to spark innovation by inspiring inventive thinking across disciplines; and to accelerate impact by sharing the benefits of new knowledge and discoveries through active engagement with our local and global communities.

Today, Penn proudly graduates a class of women and men who have shown the intelligence, drive, integrity, and character to become engaged citizens who will serve humanity with distinction. Our Penn graduates are poised to take their place as productive democratic citizens and as just and humane stewards of our world.

In these challenging and perilous times, a world in need of young women and men who are willing to shoulder the moral responsibilities of leadership can look to Penn.

Franklin wrote: “We may make these times better if we bestir ourselves. The noblest question in the world is ‘What good may I do in it?’”

The answer to this question will be furnished by Franklin’s newest heirs, the graduates of 2021.
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The Commencement Ceremony

The graduates are requested to stand during the Academic Procession, the singing of the National Anthem, the Invocation, the Dismissal and the singing of “The Red and Blue,” and to remain in place until the Academic Procession has left the field.

Music
Timberdale Brass
Eric J. Schweingruber, Director

Academic Procession

Opening Proclamation
David L. Cohen, Chair of the Board of Trustees

The National Anthem
Henry Jacob Platt, C’21

Oh, say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the perilous fight
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

Invocation
Charles L. Howard, Chaplain

Greetings
Amy Gutmann, President

Academic Honors
Wendell E. Pritchett, Provost

Greetings
William W. Braham, Chair, Faculty Senate

Conferral of Honorary Degrees
The President
Elizabeth Alexander, GR’92*......................................................................................................Doctor of Humane Letters
Poet, educator, memoirist, scholar, and cultural advocate
President, The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation

Frances H. Arnold*..................................................................................................................Doctor of Sciences
Linus Pauling Professor of Chemical Engineering, Bioengineering and Biochemistry
California Institute of Technology
2018 Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry

David L. Cohen, L’81 ....................................................................................................................Doctor of Laws
Senior Advisor of Comcast Corporation
Chair, Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania

Joy Harjo........................................................................................................................................Doctor of Humane Letters
Poet, writer, performer, and musician of the Mvskoke/Creek Nation
23rd United States Poet Laureate
The Commencement Ceremony (continued)

David Miliband.................................................................Doctor of Laws
Public policy analyst
President and CEO, International Rescue Committee
Former Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, member of Parliament,
United Kingdom

Laurene Powell Jobs, C’85, W’85.........................................Doctor of Humane Letters
Impact investor and social justice advocate
Founder and President, Emerson Collective
Founder and Board Chair, College Track
Co-Founder and Board Chair, The XQ Institute

John Williams*..................................................................Doctor of Music
Composer and musical director for film and concert stage
Former music Director, the Boston Pops Orchestra
Recipient of five Academy Awards

Janet L. Yellen*.................................................................Doctor of Laws
Economist
78th United States Secretary of the Treasury
Former Chair, Federal Reserve Board and White House Council of Economic Advisors

*Not in attendance due to ongoing restrictions of the coronavirus pandemic.

Introduction of the Commencement Speaker
The Provost

Commencement Address
Laurene Powell Jobs, C’85, W’85
Impact investor and social justice advocate
Founder and President, Emerson Collective
Founder and Board Chair, College Track
Co-Founder and Board Chair, The XQ Institute

Conferral of Degrees in Course
The President
Candidates are presented by the Deans and the Deputy Provost

Closing Remarks
The President

Dismissal
The Chaplain

The Red and Blue
By William J. Goeckel, Class of 1896, and Harry E. Westervelt, Class of 1898
Come all ye loyal classmates now, in hall and campus through,
Lift up your hearts and voices for the royal Red and Blue.
Fair Harvard has her crimson, old Yale her colors too,
But for dear Pennsylvania, we wear the Red and Blue.
(Chorus)
Hurrah! Hurrah! Pennsylvania!
Hurrah for the Red and the Blue!
Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
Hurrah for the Red and the Blue.

Recessional
The practice of sporting signs on caps and gowns as a form of public proclamation at Commencement dates to the early 1760s and recalls an even more ancient tradition, originating in the practice of medieval universities. Penn’s archives contain several 18th century broadsides, printed in Latin, which were distributed to Commencement guests along with the regular programs. The broadsides contain a series of propositions classified under various academic headings. Presumably, the graduating students were willing to defend these theses against any assertions to the contrary. On the eve of the Revolution, however, statements such as “the rights of the people are as divine as the rights of their rulers” must have met with widespread sympathy.

**Academic Ceremony and Regalia**

Commencement exercises at American universities and colleges traditionally are composed of three essential elements: the Academic Procession, the conferring of degrees, and the Commencement address. This practice has been codified since 1895, when a national conference on academic costume and ceremony was proposed and a plan known initially as the “Intercollegiate System” was formally adopted. The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania incorporated this code into the Statutes of the University in November 1896. Now under the aegis of the American Council on Education, the “Academic Costume Code and Academic Ceremony Guide” was revised in 1932 and 1960.* Throughout the 20th century, and today, Commencement at Penn has, with minor modifications, followed the dictates of the code and its revisions.

By 1896, however, Penn had been granting degrees for nearly 140 years. Like other American colonial colleges, Penn borrowed its 18th century commencement rituals directly from the English universities. In England, the history of academic dress reaches back to the early days of the oldest schools. As early as the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain colleges prohibited “excess in apparel” and required the wearing of a long gown. It is still an open question as to whether academic dress finds its sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in civilian dress. It is often suggested that gowns and hoods were the simplest, most effective method of staying warm in the unheated, stone buildings that housed medieval scholars. In any case, academic regalia had evolved to contemporary familiarity by the time Benjamin Franklin was awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws by the University of St. Andrews in 1759.

**Traditions and Current Practice at Penn**

In April 1887, on the recommendation of a committee of the faculty, the Trustees adopted the “Pennsylvania’ System of Academic Costume.” The colors and trimmings of hoods and caps were regularized according to faculty and degree. Beginning with the Commencement of 1887, the “Pennsylvania’ System” was published in each year’s program and adherence to its rules was expected of trustees, faculty, and students alike. Beginning in 1896, the “Pennsylvania’ System” was superseded by the “Intercollegiate System,” which has continued in effect to the present time.

The gowns used in American academic ceremonies vary according to the highest degree awarded to the wearer. The gown for the bachelor’s degree has pointed sleeves; it is designed to be worn closed. The gown for the master’s degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctoral gown is a more elaborate costume faced down the front with black velvet and across the sleeves with three bars of the same; these facings and crossbars may be of velvet of the color distinctive to the field of study to which the degree pertains. The doctoral gown has bell-shaped sleeves and may be worn open or closed. Some institutions have authorized doctoral gowns in colors other than the customary black; holders of the University of Pennsylvania doctorate may wear red and blue gowns.

The hoods are lined in silk with the official color or colors of the college or university which granted the highest degree held by the wearer; more than one color is shown by division of the field color in a variety of ways, such as by chevron or chevrons. The binding or edging of the hood is in velvet, with widths of two inches, three inches, and five inches for the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees, respectively. The color of the border indicates the field of study to which the degree pertains. University of Pennsylvania graduates wear a hood lined in red with a blue chevron. The mortarboard cap is standard, though soft square-topped caps are permissible. Recipients of doctorates may wear a gold tassel fastened to the middle point of the top of the cap; all others wear black.

May 17, 2021 - the University of Pennsylvania’s 265th Commencement. Penn traces its origins to a deed of trust executed in 1740 and is celebrating its 281st birthday this year. Bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees will be conferred upon some 6,000 graduates of the University’s 12 schools. Honorary degrees will be awarded to eight individuals of distinction in varied fields, as you will note on pages 11-15 in this program.
Degrees shall be conferred today according to the following order:

- Arts & Letters, white
- Science, golden yellow
- Business Administration, mustard
- Nursing, apricot
- Medicine, green
- Law, purple
- Fine Arts (including Design), brown
- Dental Medicine, lilac
- Veterinary Medicine, gray
- Education, light blue
- Social Work, citron
- Philosophy, dark blue

**Academic Regalia and Traditions (continued)**

**University Mace**
The Secretary of the University carries the University mace, the symbol of authority of the University, at the head of the Academic Procession. It was a gift of the family of William Murray Gordon, M.D. 1910. It is adorned with the seal and arms of the University, the Penn and Franklin coats-of-arms, a depiction of the Rittenhouse Orrery, and a thistle symbolizing the early ties of the University with Scotland.

**President’s Badge of Office**
The President wears as a badge of office a silver medallion of which one face is engraved, like the mace, with the University seal. The obverse of the President’s medal bears the “orrey seal,” designed in 1782 by Francis Hopkinson, A.B. 1757, a signer of the Declaration of Independence. The medal, suspended on a chain composed of silver links, was given by the late Trustee Thomas Sovereign Gates, Jr., A.B. 1928, LL.D. 1956, on the occasion of Sheldon Hackney’s inauguration as President in October 1981.

**Academic Procession**
The order for today’s Academic Procession is as follows:

- Mace Bearer
- President and Provost
- Chair of the Board of Trustees
- Commencement Speaker
- Candidates for Honorary Degrees
- Deans

**UNIVERSITY SEAL AND SYMBOLS**

**Seal of the Corporation**
The Trustees of the University have an official seal that is, in effect, the signature of the Corporation. It had its origin at a meeting of the Board of Trustees in 1755 with Benjamin Franklin as Chairman. Though the seal underwent changes over the years, the most recent design, approved in 1932 and adopted in 1933, returned it to virtually its original form.

The seal is composed of seven books stacked on a slanted desktop, with the books bearing the following titles, representing the curricula of the day: Theolog, Astronom, Philosoph, Mathemat, Logica, Rhetorica, Grammatica. On the periphery of the stack of books appears the University motto, Leges Sine Moribus Vanae, and the whole is encircled with the inscription Universitatis Pennsylvaniensis.

**Motto:**
Leges Sine Moribus Vanae

The motto of the University, *Leges Sine Moribus Vanae*, means “Laws without morals are useless.” It comes from the longer quotation from Horace, “Quid leges sine moribus vanae proficiunt?” the sense of which is “Of what avail are empty laws without (good) morals?”

**Penn Coat-of-Arms**
The Penn coat-of-arms was derived by combining the coat of arms of Benjamin Franklin and that of William Penn’s family. The dolphin on the red chief was part of Franklin’s coat-of-arms and the three silver plates on a blue chevron were a part of Penn’s. The two were combined on a white shield along with two open volumes representing the University’s educational purpose.

**School Colors**
Eighteenth century American academic institutions did not have colors. The earliest known representation of the combined Penn colors, red and blue, is on the incised lid of the 1871 College Hall cornerstone.

One legend traces their origins to an early track meet at Saratoga, New York, between Penn, Harvard, and Yale. When asked by the officials what colors would be representing the Penn team, the Pennsylvania captain reportedly replied, “We’re going to be wearing the colors of the teams we beat,” i.e., Harvard Crimson and Yale Blue. We shall assume that Penn was victorious and thus remained loyal to the Red and Blue.

School of Arts and Sciences (1755)
The School of Arts and Sciences (SAS) is the direct descendant of the College of Philadelphia, where Benjamin Franklin established the first modern arts and sciences curriculum in the English colonies. Undergraduate programs for men date to the chartering of the College in 1755; the College of Liberal Arts for Women was founded in 1933. The Graduate School was established in 1882 with the appointment of a Faculty of Philosophy. The College of Liberal and Professional Studies (lifelong learning) traces its roots to 1892. The School of Arts and Sciences was born in 1974 with the merger of the College of Arts and Sciences, the College for Women, the Graduate School, and four social science departments from Wharton. Today SAS is the largest of the University’s 12 schools, providing a liberal arts education for all Penn undergraduates and supporting graduate studies, basic research, and continuing education across the full range of the humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences. The School has 27 departments with 522 standing faculty, 28 research centers, four interschool institutes, and 10,000 students.

Perelman School of Medicine (1765)
Established in 1765 as the nation’s first medical school, what is now known as the Raymond and Ruth Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania continues a rich tradition of providing the nation’s best medical training and education, with service to its community as a cornerstone. Today, the school honors its long standing commitment to advancing knowledge and improving health close to home and across the world through research, patient care, and the education of trainees in an inclusive culture that embraces diversity. More than 775 students are pursuing medical degrees in the Perelman School, and more than 750 are studying toward doctorates in biomedical sciences, with over 215 more enrolled in joint MD/PhD programs. Across the school’s affiliated hospitals, 1,475 residents and fellows are completing their medical training. Over the past decade, the Perelman School of Medicine has consistently been ranked among the top recipients of research funding from the National Institutes of Health.

Law School (1790)
Penn’s engagement in legal education began in 1790 with a series of lectures to President Washington and his cabinet by James Wilson, the University’s first law professor, a signer of the Declaration of Independence and one of the original justices of the Supreme Court of the United States. A formal program of instruction in law was established in 1850 under George Sharswood, and innovative legal education has been part of the Penn fabric since that time. The University of Pennsylvania Carey Law School provides a cross-disciplinary, globally focused legal education taught by preeminent scholars, approximately 70 percent of whom hold advanced degrees in fields in addition to law. Students augment the teaching provided by Law faculty with classes taken – and certificates of study and joint degrees earned – in sister schools and departments throughout the University. In the 2020-2021 academic year, the Law School has over 950 students and 91 full-time faculty. The Law School awards five degrees: Juris Doctor; Master of Laws for internationally trained lawyers; Master of Comparative Laws; Doctor of Juridical Science; and Master in Law for non-lawyers.

School of Engineering and Applied Science (1852)
The School of Engineering and Applied Science is one of the oldest in the United States, tracing its beginnings to the establishment of the School of Mines, Arts and Manufactures in 1852. The first graduate of the School received a Bachelor of Science degree in 1854. For the past 150 years, engineering has been a vibrant and collaborative community of innovation at Penn. Our world-acclaimed faculty, state-of-the-art research laboratories and highly interdisciplinary curricula offer an experience for our students that is unparalleled. From the time ENIAC, the world’s first computer, was developed and introduced on campus in 1946, Penn Engineering has continued a tradition of leadership and cutting-edge research. Innovation and technology drive our every program and Penn Engineers play a critical role in posing and answering the questions that will improve lives and transform our world. The Penn Engineering community consists of 133 standing faculty, approximately 2,000 undergraduate students, 2,100 graduate students and 14 research centers and institutes.

Stuart Weitzman School of Design (1869)
Although the School of Design dates its founding from 1890, architecture courses were first offered at the University of Pennsylvania in 1869, making Penn’s architecture program the second oldest in the United States. In 1921, the Department of Architecture joined with the Department of Music and Fine Arts to create an independent undergraduate School of Fine Arts modeled on the French École des Beaux Arts. In 1958, the School was renamed the Graduate School of Fine Arts, reflecting the shift to graduate degree offerings in architecture, city and regional planning, landscape architecture, and fine arts. In the 1980s, a program in historic preservation was added. To more accurately capture the School’s sphere of influence, it was renamed the School of Design in 2003. In recognition of both his lifetime philanthropic support of Penn and his active engagement with its
academic activities, the School was named for award-winning designer and footwear icon Stuart Weitzman, Wharton Class of 1963, in February of 2019. Today, with a standing faculty of 46, approximately 174 lecturers and associated faculty, and more than 600 students, the School prepares students to address complex sociocultural and environmental issues through thoughtful inquiry, creative expression, and innovation.

School of Dental Medicine (1878)
Established in 1878 as the Dental Department of the University of Pennsylvania, the School of Dental Medicine is among the oldest university-affiliated dental institutions in the country with a history deeply rooted in forging precedents in dental education, research, and patient care. In 1897, Thomas W. Evans, a Philadelphia native and clinician who spent most of his life in France as the dentist to European nobility, left his estate to create a dental school that was “second to none.” Evans’ bequest would become one with the University, creating the Thomas W. Evans Museum and Dental Institute, which opened in 1915. Today, the Evans Building remains the site of much of the School’s clinical instruction. The dental campus also includes the Robert Schattner Center and the Leon Levy Center for Oral Health Research, home to the basic sciences and extensive research activities. Penn Dental Medicine is a major provider of care in West Philadelphia and through outreach programs, students log nearly 24,500 hours each year serving approximately 20,000 residents in the surrounding Philadelphia neighborhoods. Penn Dental Medicine offers the degrees of Doctor of Dental Medicine, Master of Science in Oral Biology, Doctor of Science in Dentistry and trains postdoctoral students in endodontics, oral medicine, oral and maxillofacial surgery, orthodontics, pediatric dentistry, periodontics, periodontics/orthodontics, periodontal/prosthesis and prosthetics. In the 2020-2021 academic year, Penn Dental Medicine has 633 DMD students, 129 Post-Doctoral Students, 12 of which are enrolled in the Doctor of Science in Dentistry with Certificate and 24 of which are in the Master of Science in Oral Biology Program with certificate, 5 are in the Doctor of Science in Dentistry stand-alone program and 17 postdoctoral researchers. Penn Dental Medicine has 430 faculty members, including 97 standing faculty.

Wharton School (1881)
Founded in 1881 as the world’s first collegiate business school, the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania is shaping the future of business by incubating ideas, driving insights, and creating leaders who change the world. With a faculty of more than 235 renowned professors, Wharton has 5,000+ undergraduate, MBA, executive MBA and doctoral students. Each year 18,000 professionals from around the world advance their careers through Wharton Executive Education’s individual, company-customized, and online programs. More than 100,000 Wharton alumni form a powerful global network of leaders who transform business every day.

School of Veterinary Medicine (1884)
Ranked among the top 10 veterinary schools worldwide, the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine (Penn Vet) is a global leader in veterinary education, research, and clinical care. Founded in 1884, Penn Vet is the first veterinary school developed in association with a medical school. The School is a proud member of the One Health initiative, linking human, animal, and environmental health. Penn Vet serves a diverse population of animals at its two campuses, which include extensive diagnostic and research laboratories. Ryan Hospital in Philadelphia provides care for dogs, cats, and other domestic/companion animals, handling nearly 35,300 patient visits a year. New Bolton Center, Penn Vet’s large-animal hospital on nearly 700 acres in rural Kennett Square, PA, cares for horses and livestock/farm animals. The hospital handles nearly 5,300 patient visits a year, while the Field Service treats more than 38,000 patients at local farms. In addition, New Bolton Center’s campus includes a swine center, working dairy, and poultry unit that provide valuable research for the agriculture industry.

Graduate School of Education (1914)
The University of Pennsylvania Graduate School of Education (Penn GSE) is one of the nation’s premier schools of education, consistently producing top-ranked researchers and educational leaders. The University of Pennsylvania created its first professorship in education in 1894 and established the full-fledged School of Education in 1914. The School’s first graduating class in 1915 comprised three women and three men, who received the School’s first Bachelor of Science in Education degrees. In 1961, the School was restructured and renamed the Graduate School of Education. Penn GSE launched an Administrative Leadership Program in 1971 to prepare school administrators for creative and dynamic leadership. This was the first in a long line of successful leadership programs. Today, Penn GSE offers 37 programs leading to the PhD, EdD, MPhil Ed, and MS Ed degrees in more than 30 fields of education. Reflecting a deep commitment to urban education, Penn GSE’s students and researchers are involved in schools across every catchment area of the School District of Philadelphia, including robust partnerships with two West Philadelphia schools. Penn GSE is also home to the Milken-Penn GSE Education Business Plan Competition, intended to spark innovations that improve education by bringing together entrepreneurs and funders for sustained collaboration. No other education school enjoys a university environment as supportive of practical knowledge building as Penn GSE.

School of Nursing (1935)
Nursing Education at Penn began in 1886 when the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania started a nurse training program. In 1935, the Trustees of the University of
Pennsylvania established a nursing degree program within the School of Education, and in 1950 the School of Nursing was established. The Master of Science in Nursing program was instituted in 1961, the Doctor of Nursing Science program in 1978, the Doctor of Philosophy program in 1984, and the Doctor of Nursing Practice program in 2016. These innovations and a curriculum which progressively reflects changing health care delivery patterns have advanced the School into the first rank of American schools of nursing. The School has two departments, Biobehavioral Health Sciences and Family and Community Health. It is widely recognized for its leadership in nursing research in the areas of health outcomes and policy research, nursing history, biobehavioral health sciences, global women's health, health equity, aging, and transitions in health. It also has a global reputation for innovations in nurse-managed clinical practice and is a World Health Organization Collaborating Center for Nursing and Midwifery Leadership. The School of Nursing has 54 standing faculty and 1,428 students.

School of Social Policy & Practice (1948)
The School of Social Policy & Practice began in 1908 as a private school that opened its doors to five students in the field of child welfare. The School affiliated itself with the University in 1935 and became a formal school in 1948. In 2005, it changed its name from the School of Social Work to the School of Social Policy & Practice. The School offers the Master of Social Work, Master of Science in Nonprofit Leadership, Master of Science in Social Policy, Doctor of Philosophy in Social Welfare, and Doctor of Social Work degrees. The School is devoted to advancing human welfare, promoting social justice, and developing effective societal responses to global human need. Building on the School's more than century-long commitment to social work and social change, the School educates clinicians, policymakers, scholars, researchers, and leaders who work to advance the human welfare of local, national, and global communities. The School houses a number of research centers and programs, including: Center for Guaranteed Income Research; Center for High Impact Philanthropy; Center for Mental Health and Aging; Center for Social Impact Strategy; Field Center for Children's Policy Practice and Research; Ortner Center on Violence & Abuse; Actionable Intelligence for Social Policy; Annual Homelessness Assessment Report; Critical Policy Studies; Health Ecologies Lab; Penn Restorative Entrepreneurship Program; Program for Religion and Social Policy Research; SexGen Policy Lab; Social Impact of the Arts Project; Social Justice and Arts Integration Initiative; Goldring Reentry Initiative; Ann Nolan Reese Penn Aging Certificate; Child Well-Being & Child Welfare Specialization; Criminal Justice Specialization; LGBTQ Certificate; Social Work in Health Care Specialization; Cohen Veterans Network MSW Scholars Program; and Data Analytics for Social Policy Certificate. The School has 26 standing faculty, two full-time lecturers, and 530 students.

Annenberg School for Communication (1959)
Founded through the generosity and vision of diplomat and philanthropist Walter Annenberg, the Annenberg School for Communication (ASC) at the University of Pennsylvania is devoted to furthering our understanding of the role of communication in public life through research, education, and service. At the School's founding, Ambassador Annenberg identified its unique mission: "Every human advancement or reversal can be understood through communication. The right to free communication carries with it responsibility to respect the dignity of others — and this must be recognized as irreversible. Educating students to effectively communicate this message and to be of service to all people is the enduring mission of this school." With strengths in health communication, political communication, culture and communication, media institutions, digital media, visual communication, and global communication, ASC is one of the top communication schools in the nation. The Annenberg School has 22 standing faculty members, 30 additional research and teaching faculty and associates, 70 graduate students, and nearly 200 undergraduate Communication majors. The School offers the degree of Doctor of Philosophy as well as a Bachelor of Arts major run through the College of Arts and Sciences. The School is home to the Addiction, Health, and Adolescence Lab; Annenberg Public Policy Center; Center for Advanced Research in Global Communication; Center for Media at Risk; Center on Digital Culture and Society; Communication Neuroscience Lab; Health Communication and Equity Lab; Institute for Public Service; Institute for the Study of Citizens and Politics; Media, Inequality and Change Center; Network Dynamics Group, and the Peace and Conflict Neuroscience Lab, among many other projects pursuing innovative communication research and teaching.
Elizabeth Alexander

Writing holds the steadfast place of a devotional practice in your life, born of your own creative desires and the conviction that you are obligated to speak out with purpose. A decorated poet, author, memoirist, and leader, you have explored race and gender, memory and motherhood, base inhumanities and the foundations of love. The author or co-author of 14 books, you have twice been a Pulitzer Prize finalist, including for your 2015 memoir, *The Light of the World,* a profound meditation on the unexpected death of your beloved husband. This generosity deeply touched the hearts and minds of readers, many on their own journeys of bereavement. Your poems, short stories, and critical writings have been widely published in journals and periodicals ranging from *The Paris Review* to *The Village Voice.*

As the president of The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the nation’s largest supporter of arts and culture, as well as humanities in higher education, you strengthen vital arts communities through expanded accessibility, diversity, and cross-disciplinary collaboration. Earlier, among your responsibilities as the Ford Foundation’s Director of Creativity and Free Expression, you co-designed the Art for Justice Fund, employing art and advocacy to combat the crisis of mass incarceration.

Born in Harlem, you grew up in Washington, DC. Following Yale University undergraduate studies and master’s work at Boston University, Penn proudly claimed you as an alumna when you received your Ph.D. in 1992. During that time, while studying and teaching, you also published your critically acclaimed first work, *The Venus Hottentot.*

Your scholarship, teaching, and mentorship has inspired a generation of students. You were the Wun Tsun Tam Mellon Professor in the Humanities at Columbia University. At Yale University for 15 years, you were named the inaugural Frederick Iseman Professor of Poetry and helped rebuild its African American Studies department. You also taught at Smith College, where you created its Poetry Center.

President-Elect Obama asked that you compose and perform a poem for his 2009 inauguration. *Praise Song for the Day* captured celebration and solemnity as a nation swore in its first Black President. Around the world, millions listened and watched and came to know your work.

Among your many accolades are the Jackson Poetry Prize, the George Kent Award, three Pushcart Prizes for Poetry, and membership in the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Chancellor Emeritus of the Academy of American Poets, you are also a founding member of Cave Canem, dedicated to promoting African American poets and poetry.

In recognition of your unique creative voice illuminating truths and for encouraging, nurturing, and sustaining the creative voices of countless others, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Elizabeth Alexander, the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa.*

Frances H. Arnold

Life essential enzymes are complex protein molecules that catalyze chemical reactions. These reactions can be harnessed to create endless products from medicines and vaccines, to gene delivery systems, and even to biofuels. For scientists, however, producing enzymes in the laboratory was a difficult, frustrating, and wasteful process.

You were the first to ask whether scientists could effectively partner with evolution for better results. The initial response from your peers was, at best, underwhelming. Always willing to go against the flow, you persisted, and in years of tireless research you pioneered methods of commercial “directed evolution,” to efficiently and sustainably create a range of novel, beneficial catalysts that spur life-saving developments. Today, an acclaimed leader in your field, you have provided us with a fundamental understanding of how proteins evolve and function in nature.

Your groundbreaking work was recognized with the 2018 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. You are only the fifth woman and the first American woman to be so named, a strong inspiration for the young scientists of all genders who follow.

A native of Pittsburgh and eager to direct your own future, you sought personal independence at an early age. You earned a B.S. in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering from Princeton University, rare for a woman at that time. You later earned a Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from the University of California, Berkeley, staying for postdoctoral work in biophysical chemistry. Today, you are the Linus Pauling Professor of Chemical Engineering, Bioengineering and Biochemistry at the California Institute of Technology and the co-inventor on more than 60 U.S. patents and the co-founder of the biotechnology companies Gevo, Provivi, and Aralez Bio.

In January of this year, President Biden named you to Co-Chair the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology. You also serve on the Advisory Panel of the David and Lucile Packard Foundation Fellowships in Science and Engineering and the Board of Trustees of the Gordon Research Conferences.

In recognition of your singular achievements, you have received the Charles Stark Draper Prize of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering and the Millennium Technology Prize from The Technology Academy, Finland. In 2013, you were awarded the National...
higher education, health care, arts, and culture, the extent of your commitment to Philadelphia cannot be overstated, then or since.

In 2002, you joined Comcast, now Comcast NBC Universal, one of the largest telecommunications and media organizations worldwide. For many years you were Senior Executive Vice President and Comcast's first Chief Diversity Officer leading a broad portfolio. You also spearheaded programs to conquer economic barriers to vital computer and Internet access, reach young people through valuable skills training programs, and develop assistive technology. Today, you are Senior Advisor at Comcast and serve as senior counselor to the CEO.

Joining the Penn Trustees in 2001, you provided expert leadership as Chair to the newly organized Board and Executive Committee of Penn Medicine, working to assure its position as a world-class provider of medical care and innovation. In 2009, you were elected Chair of the Penn Trustees and its Executive Committee. During your years as Chair, Penn set the bar for its peers, exponentially growing educational access and support, powering interdisciplinary discovery and innovation, attaining new heights in clinical care, and engaging at home and abroad like never before. Two exceptionally successful fundraising campaigns during your tenure further strengthened Penn’s essential work. You find joy in engaging personally with students and faculty whenever possible. They are invariably awed by your generous mentorship.

The exceptional range of your civic engagement includes the Board of the Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, Chair of the Philadelphia Theatre Company, and the United States Semiquincentennial Commission. You also serve on the national boards of City Year, the National Urban League, and chair the Corporate Advisory Board of UnidosUS. In your spare time, you are chairing the FIFA World Cup Philadelphia Bid Committee.

Your honors are legion, from the Medal of Technology and Innovation by President Obama. Elected to all three branches of the National Academies—Science, Medicine, and Engineering; the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the American Philosophical Society, you are also a Foreign Member of the United Kingdom Royal Academy of Engineering, a Fellow of the Royal Society, and the Pontifical Academy of Sciences. Philadelphia’s Franklin Institute awarded you with their 2019 Bower Award and Prize for Achievement in Science for your contributions in “green” chemistry.

For your inspiring example of unfettered curiosity and undaunted effort leading to groundbreaking scientific discovery benefiting the Earth and its citizens, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Frances H. Arnold, the degree of Doctor of Sciences, honoris causa.

David L. Cohen

A common thread runs throughout your extraordinary life and career: your determination to serve the many communities you call home. The impact of your work on behalf of Philadelphia and its institutions is immeasurable. Never one to seek the limelight, you believe real change relies on creative teamwork, careful planning, and optimizing opportunity.

Born in New York to parents deeply engaged with both their civic and religious communities, you completed your undergraduate studies at Swarthmore College and became a proud Penn alumnus with your Juris Doctor in 1981 at Penn Law. You put your law degree to excellent use as a partner and subsequently Chair of Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll, LLP, one of the country’s 100 largest law firms.

As Chief of Staff to the Honorable Edward G. Rendell, Mayor of Philadelphia, you played a critical role at a profound turning point in the history of the city. From budgetary and financial issues; to economic development and collective bargaining negotiations; to strengthening institutions of

Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce’s William Penn Award and the William Way Community Center Amicus in Res Award to recognition from the Anti-Defamation League and the American Red Cross.

In deepest gratitude for your visionary leadership and years of service on behalf of your alma mater, your city, its citizens, and more, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, David L. Cohen, the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.

Joy Harjo

When named United States Poet Laureate in 2019 (the first Native American to receive that honor), you memorably offered: “You never know where you are going to land.” By your example, we see the courage in first making the leap. You have crafted a unique career as an artist, performer, writer, and as an acclaimed figure in American poetry. Your work bears witness to the present and the past, interweaving feminism, social justice, political resistance, and personal and ancestral memory, all underscored with First Nations storytelling.

Born in Tulsa, Oklahoma, you found drawing and then poetry as early ways to talk to the world—and to make it through difficult early years. You studied at the Institute of American Indian Arts and received a B.A. at the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. You published your first volume of poetry, The Last Song, while you were still a student. You then earned your M.F.A. at the University of Iowa.

Your nine award-winning poetry collections include An American Sunrise, Conflict Resolution for Holy Beings, She Had Some Horses, and two children’s books. You have also co-edited two anthologies of contemporary Native women’s writing. Your 2012 memoir Crazy Brave—whose title translates your own name Harjo—won the PEN USA Literary Award for Creative Non-Fiction and the American Book Award.

A lifelong love of music opened new creative doors for you. You perform
internationally as a self-taught vocalist and saxophonist, both solo and with The Arrow Dynamics. Your six music and poetry albums include this year’s I Pray for My Enemies and the award-winning Winding Through the Milky Way. You have also widely performed your one-woman show, Wings of Night Sky, Wings of Morning Light.

The recipient of the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation and Rasmuson United States Artist Fellowships, among others, your many honors include the Native Writers Circle of the Americas Lifetime Achievement Award and the American Indian Distinguished Achievement in the Arts Award. Your work has garnered the Jackson Prize and the William Carlos Williams Award from the Poetry Society of America, the Poetry Foundation’s Ruth Lilly Prize, and the Wallace Stevens Award from the Academy of American Poets.

An Academy of American Poets Chancellor and founding board member of the Native Arts and Cultures Foundation, you also direct For Girls Becoming, an arts mentorship for young Mvskoke women. Your Library of Congress Living Nations, Living Words digital archive project has launched, giving public voice to a host of contemporary Native Nations poets.

In recognition of your courage in sharing your truths and those of many others, and in most creatively furthering understanding of our shared cultural history, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Joy Harjo, the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

David Miliband
“The first refugees I met were my parents.” As the eldest son of immigrants fleeing the horrors of World War II, this simple truth has underscored your life’s work born of action, passion, and empathy. A noted public policy analyst, since 2013 you have been the President and CEO of the International Rescue Committee (IRC), one of the world’s largest humanitarian aid organizations.

Today, IRC is active in over 40 countries, facing humanitarian crises head-on and assisting those impacted so that they can survive, recover, and gain control of their futures. Each year, the IRC provides millions of children with urgently needed schooling and their families with food, water, and medicine. IRC has fought Ebola, gender-based violence, and abuses of human rights, and champions access to employment and pay equity. In the United States, the IRC has harnessed the volunteer energy of thousands to assist children and adults seeking asylum. In 2018, more than 5,300 refugees were resettled with IRC assistance.

Providing immediate assistance is critical, without question, but is only part of IRC’s global strategy to support the development of effective policy. Warning against an “arrogance of power,” you have put wealthy countries on notice that facing these crises is no less than a test of our humanity. You urge public and private sector collaboration worldwide to identify and surmount the many underlying causes of global instability, and to assure better outcomes.

A London native, you completed your undergraduate studies at Oxford University and received your master’s degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a Kennedy Scholar.

Working first at the Institute for Public Policy Research, at age 29 you became an adviser to Prime Minister Tony Blair, launching a distinguished political career in the United Kingdom. A member of Parliament for 13 years, as Secretary of State for the Environment you pioneered the world’s first legally binding emissions reduction requirements. From 2007 to 2010, you were the youngest Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs in three decades, driving advancements in human rights. Then, in just a few years, you would join IRC, where your expertise and leadership have spearheaded positive change.

In recognition of your efforts, in 2018 you were named one of the World’s Greatest Leaders by Fortune Magazine and, in 2018, inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. You also serve as a member of the Trilateral Commission, founded and chaired by David Rockefeller, and have been a member of the Global Ocean Commission.

An eloquent advocate addressing the urgent issues of the poor and displaced, you are much in demand as a public speaker, teacher, and guest journalist. You are also the author of Rescue: Refugees and the Political Crisis of Our Time.

For your steadfast vision for human rights and a compassionate global society, and for the hope and assistance that you have given to those most vulnerable, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, David Miliband, the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.

Laurene Powell Jobs
You speak of the unimaginable reach of human capability—that potential lying within each of us—and the imperative to use our talents and energy for transformative, lasting change. There, in your “gardens of promise,” opportunity can thrive despite obstacles of economic and life circumstance, and potential can indeed flourish. The cycle of new possibilities serves as the engine for change and progress. With you, we celebrate the conviction that even one person can make that change.

As founder and president of Emerson Collective, which works in pursuit of a more equal and just world, your leadership engages a combination of wide-ranging tools—from impact investing to philanthropy to advocacy—to lift up entrepreneurs, leaders, innovators, and creators to advance progress in education, immigration, climate, and cancer research and treatment. You have made it your mission to harness these powerful resources to maximize impact, and you have inspired many to heed your call to action.

It is with the greatest pride that Penn claims you as a most valued member of our global alumni family.
You earned your B.A. in political science from the College of Arts and Sciences and a B.S. in economics from The Wharton School. An East Coast native, you would work at Goldman Sachs before going on to earn your MBA from the Stanford Graduate School of Business and make your home in California. Your connection to Penn continues through your engagement with Penn’s Netter Center for Community Partnerships and the University Board of Trustees National Advisory Board.

You have long recognized that access to education is a critical pathway to opportunity. Over two decades ago, you founded College Track, a college completion program where you remain board chair today, developing innovative programs to combat the alarming achievement gap facing students of color. You are also cofounder and board chair of The XQ Institute, the nation’s leading organization dedicated to rethinking the high school experience. In keeping with your belief in supporting journalism as a vital civic institution, you are the co-owner of The Atlantic and co-owner of Anonymous Content and Concordia Studio.

Further exemplars of your commitment to broad engagement include your service on the Stanford University Board of Trustees and the boards of Chicago CRED, Conservation International, The Council on Foreign Relations, Elemental Excelerator, where you are board chair, and Nia Tero. In addition, you are a member of the National Academy of Arts and Sciences, and a recipient of Stanford Graduate School of Business’ Ernest C. Arbuckle Award for managerial excellence and the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Laurene Powell Jobs, the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

John Williams
To describe your life’s work is to summon music to one’s mind and to invoke some of the most moving and memorable scores of our time. Called a living history of the American movie soundtrack, you have helped transform myriad films into cultural touchstones worldwide. With an amazing career spanning seven decades, you rank among America’s preeminent and beloved composers for television, film, and the concert stage.

Consider your wide-ranging credits: you worked as a studio pianist on the films West Side Story and To Kill a Mockingbird, composed the scores for over 200 television films, and music for Gilligan’s Island and Lost in Space. Your first Academy Award came in 1972 for the score of the classic Fiddler on the Roof. Your terrifying accompaniment to a Great White shark lurked in Jaws, one of many acclaimed films with director Steven Spielberg, alongside Schindler’s List, Jurassic Park, ET, Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Indiana Jones, and Saving Private Ryan. You also composed the scores for nine Star Wars films and the first three Harry Potter films. Your unmistakable symphonic style was especially embraced in an emerging era of synthesized technology.

The music director for the iconic Boston Pops Orchestra for many years, you also have composed symphonies and concertos premiered by leading orchestras. Commissions for public events have included several Olympic games, the 1986 Statue of Liberty rededication, and President Obama’s first inaugural ceremony.

A New York native and Los Angeles transplant, as the son of a professional musician you took to music early. Your first instrument was piano, then trumpet, trombone, and clarinet. Then, as a teen, you began writing and scoring. You also studied at the University of California, Los Angeles and the Juilliard School and performed in jazz clubs.

Among your many accolades, you have five Academy Awards and 52 nominations, the most of any living person. You have earned seven British Academy Awards, four Golden Globes, five Emmys, 25 Grammys, and numerous gold and platinum records. Other outstanding awards include the National Medal of Arts, the Kennedy Center Honors, the Royal Philharmonic Society Gold Medal, the Princess of Asturias Award for the Arts, the Olympic Order, and the American Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences Trustees Awards. You are the first composer to receive the American Film Institute’s Life Achievement Award.

In 2004, the Library of Congress named the Star Wars movie soundtrack to the extraordinary honor of perpetual preservation in the National Recording Registry. As live performance returns in the wake of the pandemic, your presence is greatly anticipated through thriving artistic relationships with many of the world’s great orchestras, and continuing roles as Boston Pops Laureate Conductor and Artist-in-Residence at Tanglewood.

For your unparalleled artistic mastery and boundless enthusiasm for sharing your passion for music with audiences worldwide, and for your immeasurable contributions to the art and enjoyment of film, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, John Williams, the degree of Doctor of Music, honoris causa.

Janet L. Yellen
On January 26, 2021, you were sworn in as the 78th Secretary of the Treasury of the United States, the first woman appointed to this role. This pathbreaking achievement captured the attention of the American public. As rapper/singer Dessa put it in the track “Who’s Yellen Now?” which is almost certainly the first ode to a policy economist: “Watch your step / There’s broken glass / Janet broke another ceiling / You can bet your brass.”

Your unique career spanning nearly 50 years has encompassed many such firsts. As a mark of your perseverance and the deep respect that you have earned, you are the first person in history to lead the federal government’s three most powerful economic bodies: the Treasury, the
Federal Reserve, and the White House Council of Economic Advisers.

Speaking to the Treasury’s 84,000 employees following your swearing-in, you acknowledged urgent challenges facing our country—the pandemic and economic decline, climate change, and systemic racism—and expressed characteristic confidence in your Department’s ability to address them. Your Keynesian values and unparalleled global influence in representing our country’s interests through the years are without peer.

Born in Brooklyn, you graduated from Brown University and earned your Ph.D. at Yale University, the sole woman among two dozen economists graduating. You joined the faculty of the University of California, Berkeley, in 1980, where you were the Eugene E. and Catherine M. Trefethen Professor of Business Administration and Professor of Economics; today, you are Professor Emerita. You began your career on the faculty of Harvard University, lectured at the London School of Economics, and served as a Distinguished Fellow in Residence at the Brookings Institution.

Your scholarship broadly covers labor and macroeconomics, particularly the causes, mechanisms, and implications of unemployment. The author of numerous articles, you are also the co-author of The Fabulous Decade: Macroeconomic Lessons from the 1990s. You twice served on the Federal Reserve Board of Governors and chaired President Clinton’s Council of Economic Advisers. As president of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, you were among the first to foresee the looming housing financial crisis and 2008 recession and were instrumental in seeing our country through the disaster. Vice-chair of the Federal Reserve from 2010 to 2014, you were nominated by President Obama to be its first woman chair.

You are a Distinguished Fellow of the American Economic Association, and served as its Vice President and President. Your many memberships include the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the Council on Foreign Relations, and founding membership on the Climate Leadership Council. Yale awarded you its Wilbur Cross Medal and you received the Truman Medal for Economic Policy from the Truman Library Institute. In honor of your dedicated public service, the Federal Reserve Board created its Janet L. Yellen Award for Excellence in Community Development.

For your incomparable leadership through teaching, scholarship, and public service on behalf of your country and its people, the Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania are honored and pleased to confer upon you, Janet L. Yellen, the degree of Doctor of Laws, *honoris causa*. 
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Ayanna Noelle Neal
Andrew Owen Neale
Taylor Arman Nelson
Chiara Nemati
Curtis Michael Spencer
Newman
Jacob Newsham
Charelne Ngige
Baotram Vu Nguyen
Brandon Nguyen
Bryce Philong Nguyen
Duc Nguyen
Elizabeth Hyuhn Nguyen
Tuong Uyen Nguyen
Jacob Nibauer
Timothy J. Nicklas
Kayla Noel
Andrew Noh
Shinyoung Noh
Fernando Nombela Bueno
James Noonan
Julia Marie Noreck
Alexa Danielle Nourafchan
Dana Rachel Novikov
Jan Krzysztof Nowak
Derek Kwasi Nuamah
Trevar Randhnie-Núñez
Chidi Nwogbaga
Uchekich Grace
Nwogwugwu
James Michael Nycz
Shalom C. Obiago
Riley James O’Brien
Sabrina Alessandra Ochoa
Aidan Patrick O’Connor
Oritsemugbogbe Ogbehni
Melissa Maldonado Ogle
Caleb Oh
Ryoitaro Ohashi
Jessica Taylor Olarsch
Flavia P. Olivera
Erin O’Malley
Alizeh Omer
Caroline O’Neil
Danielle Nicole Orie
Samuel Max Orloff
Paige Margaret Orner
Margarita Raquel Ortiz
Luis Gerardo Ortiz Juarez
Audrey Madeleine Osborn
Zoe Kassell Osborne
Laura Isabel Osipina
Daniel B. O’Sullivan
Margaret Jane Osumi
Frans Cees Sebastian Otten
Augustus Owen
Mercedes Owens
Nupur Oza
Piril Ozilhan
Eda Ozuner
Isabella Andrea Pabon
Kelsey Angelica Padilla
Evangelina Maria Padilla
Gonzalez
Benjamin William Padon
Dylan V. Paige
Neelima Chowdary Paleti
Laleh Farokh Pandole
Joselle Mariela Segarra
Panganiban
Samuel Erwin Panitch
Harry Michael Papaiounou
Hannah Marie Paquet
Amanda Paredes Barbeito
Sima Jai Parek
Chanmin Park
Seeun Park
Eleyah Jade Parker
Jessica Blaine Pasik
Deep Patel
Delnaz Serena Patel
Hardi Patel
Heta Patel
Ravi Suresh Patel
Ranjani K. Pari
Anthony M. Patsy
Shankar Pattabhiraman
Tiffany Maria Paul
Frances Marie Paulino
Sofiya Pavlova
Lauren Mackenzie Payton
Alex M. Pearlstein
Michael Daniel Pearson
Marilyn Ashley Pease
Samantha Pecan
Paulina Evangeline Pedas
Edward Mason Stevens IV
Holland Monroe Stevens
Aaron T. Stoner
Euthymia Dafni Stratakis
Wesley E. Streicher
Yvonne Su
Sidarth Arjun Subramanian
Varun Saichandan
Sudunagunta
Raven Oluwatoyin Daranijo
Jo Ann Chelsea Sun
Jacquelyn Renee Sussman
Chase Sutton
Tiphani Natalia Swaby
Spencer Killen Swanson
Chloé Pauline Sweeney
Emma C. Sweeney
Fawad Syed
Tomasz Alexander Tabernacki
Karthik K. Tadepalli
Iman Tajadod
Wilnaphekie Taloute
Susset Tamayo Parra
Alexander Tan
Stephanie Tan
Harrison Tandy
Nicole Tanenbaum
Christopher Tang
Jordan Reece Tayeh
Dallas Taylor
Fisher Matthew Taylor
Morgan Amanda Taylor
Margaret Tebbe
Chintan M. Thakore
David Robert Theiss
Madison Mack Thompson
Nicha Thongtanakul
Natalie M. Threadgill
Biruktawit Tibebe
Perry King Tita
Matthew Gordon Tomaselli
Emma Gabriella Torija
Matthew Tornek
Omaya Elizabeth Torres
Devin Trivedi
Fiona Tsai
Kosara Tsonova
Violet Vito Tu
Bayley Tuch
Alexandra Linton Turco
Nicholas James Tursi
Stefan Valeriev Tzvetanov
Nicolas Guimaraes Ubide
Kristen Nkemjika Adanna Ukeomah
Sciaska Nakinasha Ulysse
Chukwunonyelum Amuche Unobagha
Zgjim Ustelenca
Shana Rose Vaid
Andrew Valdez
Claire Lu Van Duyne
Joost VanderBorgh
Tyler D. Vandergriff
Alexandra Gisselle Vargas-Elvira
Eliud Vargas Jr.
Joshita Varshney
Olumuyiwa Kolade Vaughan
Rekha Swati Vegesna
Sophia Paulina Velasquez
Hector Ignacio Velez
Pranay Vemulamada
Nicole Paige Verezckey
Nicholas Benner Vicoli
Lucia Andrea Vita
Matthias Volker
Isabella Graham Vura
Ridhi J. Vyas
Alisa Nicole Wadsworth
Riley Marie Wagner
Seinn Wai
Jason Victor Clark Walker
Joelle Outlaw Walker
Zoe Sparkman Walker
Christian Charles Walton
Xinyi Wan
Bernie Tiger Wang
Eric J. Wang
Heryn Kim Wang
Kehan Wang
Matthew Yumeng Wang
Sheng Wang
Yixi Wang
Yueyi Wang
Zhanqi Wang
Zhuoyang Wang
Zhuoyang Wang
Benjamin A. Wasmann
Eliana Hannah Waxman
Jonathan Hudson Webb II
Mary D. Webb
Olivia Claire Wedig
Jacob Johann Wee
Elsa Wefes-Potter
Victor Zian Wei
Yang Wei
Yuxi Wei
Yujia Wei
Jonah Weinbaum
Jenna Margaret Kinnevy
Weiner
David Joseph Naiburg
Weissman
Zoe Leigh Weitzner
Anish Welde
Riley Aurora Wesolowski
Ana Elizabeth West
Arianna L. White
Yarden Wiesenfeld
Casey Austin Le Wilbanks
Jaday A. Wilensky
Anthony David Williams
Ashleigh Monique Williams
Christopher S. Williams
Connor C. Williams
Michael Alexander Williams
John C. Willis V
Tiarrah Wilson
Elizabeth Beatrice Winick
Rachel Emily Winicov
Shoshana Ariel Gaberman
Wintman
Daphne Sherice Wiedu
Arianne Madeleine Wong
Ivy Lee Wong
Karen M. Wong
Nicole Mae Wong
Stanley Wong
Victoria Rose Wong
Ijulu Ogonda Wonodi
Breukelen L. Woodard
Reilly J. Wright
Wesley Wrubel
Lucy Ting-Hsuan Wu
Victoria Shiqi Wu
Yueqi Wu
Jeremy Rukeyser Wyman
Yue Xi
Emily Xiaoyue Xu
Irene Tianyin Xu
Jiacheng Elisa Xu
Jinghan Xu
Adam C. Yablonski
Angela Yang
Yang Hin Ho Boris
Christine Mengyuan Yang
Hanwen Yang
Nancy Yang
Nicholas Yi-fan Yang
Shu-Yun Emily Yao
Kristen Y. Yeh
Howard Peng-Hao Yin
Yihan Yin
Jina Yom
Brendan J. Yoo
Ji Won Yoon
Sean Young
Edward Jiawei Yu
Theodore Jiakang Yuan
Hannah Yusuf
Shaina Wasif Zafar
Daria Zaitseva
Michaela Zammuto
Zachary Harris Zamore
Philip Lawrence Zanfagna
Ruchita Zarpade
Sharon Angelica Zee Rincon
Valeria Zeballos Doubinko
Mihal Artemovna Zelenin
Kevin Manuel Zeno
Caroline Konik Zessler
Beatrice D. Zhang
Benjamin Zhang
Celia Zhang
Helen Yang Zhang
Jinrui Zhang
Judy Zhang
Keri Alexandra Zhang
Margaret Zhang
Yinhong Zhang
Edward Zhao
Jinyang Zhao
Yuqi Zhao
Andrew Ryan Zheng
Minna Zheng
Jeffrey Zhou
Michelle Ye Zhou
Rongxuan Zhou
Xinxu Zhou
Yijia Kevin Zhou
Leechen Marina Zhu
Nicholas Zhu
Jacob Thomas Ziemba
Olivia Maureen Zietcz
Emily Florence Zisler
Alea Iris Zone
Linda Zou
Xue Yao Zou
Eirini Zoupou
Natalie Marie Zucca
Jeffrey Adam Zucker.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL AND PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences
December 22, 2020
Brittany Ciara Halbsgut
Theresa M. Impastato
Jonathan Twan
May 17, 2021
Aya Hiraoka
Dominic Adam Latchu
Dylan Justin Macalinao
Erastus Karanja Muigai

Bachelor of Arts
August 7, 2020
Nathan Coonts
Kelcey Gibbons
Arielle Mae Pierson
Derek Rodenbeck
Nathaniel Martin Stevens
Yezta Johnson Wiggins

December 22, 2020
Catherine Antonia Hickok Gurr
Damon Joon Mah
Donna A. Mastrangelo
Hyunjoon Ryan Park
Christopher Tremoglue
Nykko Vitali
William Wang

May 17, 2021
Edward Gregory Acosta
Logan McDonald Ayliffe
Elizabeth Rebecca Sunderland Balabayev
Eliza Jane Becker
Tonya Chequita Bell
Benjamin Joseph Bond
Jo-Ann Christina
Javier Armando Cuadras Castillo
Emily Davis
Mary Therese Davis
Matthew Joseph Falcone
Chiara Cristina Fariello
Jessica Elizabeth Gooding
Emily Rose Graves
Devon Wade Inman
Kathryn Rebecca Kelly
Jonathan Farrell Longcoy
Diedre Leah Morrison
Rachel Ortiz
Linda L. Pang
Madeline Schonberger
Ingrid Allison Teti

Bachelor of Fine Arts
May 17, 2021
Aerin Alese Wheeler
Sunny Soohee Yoo

Bachelor of Applied Positive Psychology
August 7, 2020
Elliott Wesley Adams
Haley Barrows
Baiping Iris Cai
Celeste Elizabeth Caton
Hillary K W Chan
Kunal Chohan
Cindy Yu-Hsin Chou
Keith Hurley Coleman
Elizabeth Fay Corcoran
Clare Rand Davenport
Roger Eugene DeWitt
Michael A. Donegan
Adriana Drulla Rossi
Bridge Erica Elam
Kristin Child Elinkowski
Emily Entress
Karen Elaine Fetzer
Michelle Florin
Sarah François-Ponet
Masa Gong
Sophia Heiser
Robin Litster Johnson
Elizabeth Koehler
Darlene Elizabeth Marshall
Amanda Jane Masters
Shondrea McCargo
Eliza Jane McDevitt
Tamara Schwambach Kano Myles
Seth Robin Norman
Eric Riggs Patterson
Thomas Alan Payne
Christina Jennifer Pippen
Adam Reiber
Lisa Rubin Richardson
Odilia Rivera-Santos
Victoria Chantel Roebuck
Mary Margaret Rogers
Madison Rogers Romney
Caitlin Jeanne Satterfield
Lauren Anne Schrimmer
Elizabeth Sheeler
Renee Michelle Stout
Diane Jenifer Trif
Tessa A.F.J. van der Willigen
Jodi S. Wellman
Felix John Yerace

December 22, 2020
Esther Caroline Chewning

Master of Behavioral and Decision Sciences
August 7, 2020
Omeed Ansari
Sheena Bhayana
Robert David Bulford
Iman Chaya
Charles Johann Christ
Brian Joseph Connor
Ruomeng Dai
Ishwari Deshpande
Raquel Anne Forman
Matthew E. Gildea
Eduardo Gomes Ferreira De Araujo
Nicole Gabel
Pearl Gross
Takahide Hashimoto
Cameo M. Hazlewood
Sixian He
Trent Huber
Saba Kauser
Shiqing Lin

Master of Chemical Sciences
August 7, 2020
Devendra Surendrakumar
Maurya Shitian Wei

December 22, 2020
Joo Hyung Park

Master of Environmental Studies
August 7, 2020
Qicheng Ma
Beth Zimet Mark
Maryam Fatima Rasheed
Jiaxin Xie

December 22, 2020
Ian Siegfried Bayer
Molly Louise Dyson Clark
Joanne D. Douglas
Jasmine Lee
Jinlin Ni
Serena C. Nichols
Rebecca Elizabeth Ross
Charles Wurzer
Zhuoran Xu
Kaixin Zhang

May 17, 2021
Richa Agarwal
Anne Elizabeth Bakken
Meghan Byrne
Isabella Castiglioni
Kelly Rose Clinton

Vaidehi Uberoi
Funing Yang
Lei Yu
Xiaohou Yu
Jiaqi Zhang
Mengxi Zhang

May 17, 2021
Ting Chang
Gregory Donworth
Uri Federman
Bennett Maxwell Gross
Farrah Priyanka Kharche
Max Isaac Koffler
Ting-Yi Lin
Yunzi Lu
Michael Vincent Murphy
Madison Elizabeth Ochs
Supriya Saxena
Justin P. Thompson

Master of Environmental Studies
August 7, 2020
Qicheng Ma
Beth Zimet Mark
Maryam Fatima Rasheed
Jiaxin Xie
Anshu Du  
Alice Fernandes  
Caroline Chandler Kelleher  
Rupika Ketu  
Jennifer Drew Lessick  
Sandol Park  
Jacob Elijah Pritchard  
Clarisse N. Reiter  
Sneh Dharmendra Salot  
Casey Ann Spencer  
Hanna Stambakio  
Jacob Elijah Pritchard  
Guanxiong Wang  
Wenlu Yuan  
Haley Marie Zeliff

Master of Environmental Studies (continued)

Ying Zhou  
Xianghan Zhu

**Master of Science in Organizational Dynamics**

*August 7, 2020*

Joseph Robert Buckshon  
Li L. Edwards  
Sarah Rachel Gilmour  
Lily Goodspeed  
Aman Singh Goyal  
Julia Hall Gunderson  
Corey Paul Hoffmann  
Michael Andrew Holtz  
Bilal Iftikhar  
Samar Jha  
Michelle Lynn Katz  
Samuel Aaron Kessler  
Elizabeth Adelaide Main  
Alyssa Mauro  
Martin McCall  
Andrew Stephen  
McClelland  
Mariele Sarah McGlazer  
Brian Martin Mechanick  
Henry Graves Paul  
Annelise Rolander  
Sean Patrick Turner  
Bryan James Wilkinson  
John Randall Will  
Yerin Yoon

*December 22, 2020*

Chuxuan Sun  
Xinyu Wang

*May 17, 2021*

Paul Vincent Joseph Brown  
Shuyu Cai  
Tiara Campbell  
Chuyi Chen  
Yulin Dai  
Malcolm Lee Derk, III  
Kelsea Rose Gustavson  
James Craig Harris III  
Jonathan Joseph Hood  
Lingxi Huang  
Tania Isaac Hyman  
Dana Marie Kayser  
Marvin Lee  
Rosybella Maria  
Megan Claire McCarthy- Alfano  
Aisling S. McCormick  
Casey Jean Olson  
Carolyn McAnlis Orians  
Robert John Palermo  
Brent Peterkin  
Michelle Lennox Shuman  
Michael B Smith  
Anqi Sun  
Gabrielle A. Thomas  
Jiaqi Wang  
Bowie Zhang  
Boyuuan Zhang  
Zhixiao Zhang  
Yougeng Zheng

**Master of Science in Organizational Dynamics**

*August 7, 2020*

Lacinda M. Benjamin  
Siyu Chen  
Robyn B. Ettinger  
Rachel S. Hudson  
Thomas J. Interrante  
Kevin McNally  
Leanne Michelle Robers  
Danielle Elizabeth Rochford  
Andrew Evan Saraceni  
Craig Michael Turner

*December 22, 2020*

James Alcorn  
Christopher Charles Berardi  
Wenzhi Du  
Marlayne Gosco Dundovich  
Russell D. Force  
Kristen Joy Overholt Forrest  
Deborah L. Hetrick  
Victoria E. Kozhushchenko  
Michael Patrick Kuhn  
Julia Alexandria Malseed  
Kathleen E. McGovern  
Bejoy Abraham Philip  
Natalie Vishnevsky  
Caroline Dukmejian Widdoes

*May 17, 2021*

Edward J. Barger  
Amber Lyssa Baum  
Gulshan Bekturganova  
Beth A. Boyer  
Sue Yee Chen  
Rebecca Ann Crotts  
Nicole Kimberly Curatola  
John Peter Devine  
David James Earley  
Pallavi Dheeja Gopee  
Maryellen Banford Griffith  
Natalie Miovski Hagerty  
Larry K. Hampton  
Emily Hemming  
Wanting Hong  
Kristina Iademarco-Sudell  
Susan Marie Koye  
Steven Paul Larzelere  
Kelly T. Lauersen  
Tracy Ann Lewis  
Brian Andrew Lojewski  
Brigid Teresa McCreary  
John Christopher Noga  
Lauren O’Neill  
Annie Levy Pugh

**Master of Science in Applied Geosciences**

*December 22, 2020*

Ryan Nicholas Khan  
Claire Amelia Kojaian  
Yafei Ou  
Michael Van Tuyl Sharer  
Emma Justine Tardiff  
Katrine Vorsa

*May 17, 2021*

Sean Daniel Burns  
Adam Elijah Goldberg  
Amelia Jordan  
Robert Paul Kostynick  
Dustin Andrew Renninger

**GRADUATE DIVISION OF THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**

**Master of Philosophy**

*May 17, 2021*

Weichen Zhou

*Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.*
School of Engineering and Applied Science

Vijay Kumar, Dean
Bachelor of Applied Science

August 7, 2020

Jooho Lee
Richard Jiahui Li
Artemis Panagopoulou
Claudia Burgos Wynn

December 22, 2020

Bram Bruno
Aaron Diamond-Reivich
Yeeun Hong
Nishita Jain
Arthur Tianyi Liu
Ahmed Lone
Ashley Nobi
Linzhi Qi
Katie Shia
Xiaoya Song
Satya Prathul Tangirala
Natalie Janet Wieand
Wenyao Yang

May 17, 2021

Andrew Otto Adallah
Haroni Menisher Amare
Jai Ashar
Jonathan Hayes Ashton
Jason Ryan Chen
Julie L. Chen
Daksh Chokra
Grace Juhee Chong
Dagmawi Dereje
Ye Dong
Weiyu Du
Ivan A. Esmeral Parra
Sheila Gaur
Rajvi Gemawat
John Louis Goettle
Arjun Sonpade Guru
Samuel Hartman
Benjamin K. Hoover
Liam Alexander Hosey
Xufei Huang
Katherine Rose Hyland
Meghana Iyer
Shriya Iyer
Vatsal Jain
Siddharth Jaiswal
Madison Dion Jones

Kongkrit Jungsanguanpornsuk
Alexander Kempf
Eva Stasi Killenberg
Arun Kumar Kirubarajan
Anthony Joseph Kupecz
Kumar Vaibhav Ladha
Jasmine T. Lee
Joao Costa Ferreira Pereira Leite
Yu Xin Liao
Chunxi Liu
Eric Liu
Jacqueline Mayning Lou
Alicia Lu
Anjali Maheshwari
Nikhil Maheshwari
Jack Mc Knight
Noah McQueen
Matthew Miller
Miriam Kanit Minsk
William Cooper Morgus
Jay Mudholkar
Caroline E. Murphy
Nathan Ika Ng
Selina Shan Nie
Samuel Joseph Oshay
Olivia Rose O’Sullivan
Desiree Francesca
Penaranda Roy
Jillian R. Pesce
Benjamin Buck Pinheiro
Rafal Promowicz
Shantanu Puri
Suditi Rahematpura
Varun Ramakrishnan
Isaac John Schrof
Anushrut Shah
Steven Shapiro
Priyansh Sharma
Vraj Rasesh Shroff
Luke Silvestri
Allison G. Smith
Zulfikar Soomro
Daniel Ssemmanda
Bridget Teresa Ryan Stanton
Rongzi Sun
Tianqi Sun
Jai Thirani
Nathan George Titus
Tatiana Tsygankova
Thomas Wang
Tianzheng Wang
May Xiao
Jesse Wan Xu
Yinuo Xu
Jennifer Yen
Amy Yeung
Irene Zhang
Yiyang Zhang

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

August 7, 2020

Jasheel Brown
Alexander Henry Connor
Liam P. Dugan
Connor J. Fenn
Henry Roy Garant
Theophilus Korir
Jonathan Yucheigh Ku
Kyler Adade Mintah
Nikil Ragav
Sergio Roman
Ajay S. Vasishth

December 22, 2020

Alec Bayliff
Julie A. Bougard
Kristin Erin Chow
Steffen Keis Cornwell
Karim Elsewedy
Kolbein Asbjorn Finsnes
Kathleen Givan
Vincent Gubitosi
Amrit Kumar Gupta
Luv Shriram Iyer
Emma Helen Angelina Izzo
Cabr Amkash Kansupada
Sangeun Lee
Ezaan Mangalji
Kathryn L. Miller
John Mason Mings VI
Nicholas Parkes
Alina Rashid
Dayita Sharma
Marshall Akira Vail
Sanjana Vasudevan
Cannon Reed Williams
Haoyuan Yuan

May 17, 2021

Maher Abdel Samad
Timaj H. Abdi
Michael Gerard Abeler
Rachel Ann Adler
Kevin Agolli
Selena Akay
Yasmina Al Ghadban
David Alanis Garza
Lucas Almada-Sabate
Faisal Yousef Alsalloum
Marc Anthony Alston
Mohamed Khalid Aly

Martin Eduardo Amesquita
Tiffany Chen Anaya
Gaston Edgardo Arguindegu
Kohki Asai
Joseph D. Auckley
Efe Ayhan
Amy E. Azaria
Victor Makafui Kwabena Azumah
Kelly Samantha Babitz
Katherine Elaine Ballard
Vanessa Yvonne Barnard
Victoria Barth
David Zachary Ryushi
Bartolome
Rohan Rajesh Bendre
John Patrick Berg
Ashish K. Bhat
Alice Shan Bian
Kailey Nicole Blair
Jesse Michael Blatt
Justin Blum
Thomas Borgese
Rohin Boyer
Veronica Monique Bristol
MacKerr Arthur Bross
David Chadik Dunn
Andrew Thomas Butt
Armando Cabrera
Edmund Cai
Adam Michael Canarick
Marcos David Carballal
Aurora Cenaj
Ethan Douglass Chaffee
Megan Elise Chambers
Mary Rose Chao
Kevin Christopher Chazotte
Karman Singh Cheema
Riley Thomas Cheeseman
Anne Tianan Chen
Huiyuan Chen
Kevin Chen
Randy W. Chen
Chloe Cho
Mark Seungyun Choi
Peter Harrison Chou
Briana Marie Cieniewicz
Carsen Maresch Coggeshall
Eleanor Rachel Cohen
Casey Dannielle Theresa Colleran
Cristian Constantin
Felipe Gomes Contepelli
Felix Cui
Nathaniel Cunnan
Natasha Dalmia

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Patricia De Anda
Tia Nicole Denby
Maxwell Heng Deng
William Christopher Deo
Archit Dhar
Soham Rahul
Dharmadikary
Emmie Dong
Karen S. Dong
Mohamed A. Elshabrawishy
Eugene Santos Enclona
Deniz Enfyeci
Jenny Taylor Entin
Alex Edward Erings
Caroline Jackson Evans
Nabeel A. Faroqui
Kelly Feng
Collin Vincent Ferrara
Oliver C. Ferry
Chaim J. Fishman
John Flahive
Owen Eric Ford
Christopher Thomas
William Fox
Christopher Yujie Fu
Samuel Harrison Garr
Rafael Gehrke
Nicholas Christopher
Genovese
Annajune K. Ghrist
Aliza Gindi
Jacob B. Glenn
Miriam Florence Glickman
Max Henry Goldman
Matthew William Goldsmith
Nicholas Carrion Gomez
Sofia Victoria Gonzalez
Jordan Ashley Gottlieb
Marlena Gutman
Uriel Habie Diamond
Zachary W. Hahn
Kieran Michael Halloran
Benjamin Franklin Hammel
Brian Handen
William Hasley
Davis Burke Haupt
Derek Y. He
Tashweena Heeraman
David John Heffernan
Sarah Beth Hoffman
Julie Hoover
Ajmain Mahir Hossain
Aditya Hota
James Hu
Yiting Hua
Bo Yang Huang
Weihao Huang
Kamy Hu
Avisa Beni Hurvitz
Jelani Nathaniel Vincent
Samuel Hutchins-Belgrave
Dhruv Iyer
Andreana Julia Izotov
Dinesh Jagai
Aashish Jain
Ebtihal Jasim
Moksh Jawa
Akhil Amit Jhaveri
Qingrong Ji
Zetong Jia
Kathie Jin
LaeOne Jung
Ryan Thomas Jurewicz
Isaac Thomas Kalapos
Noah James Kamerling
Dhruv Karthik
Maylat Dena Kassa
Meri Kavtelishvili
Maura Katherine Kelly
Nathan Kelsey
Eric William Kennedy
Kuang Khant
Yash Killa
Nayeong Kim
Nikhil Kokra
Ashwin Kou
Emanual Kuflik
Aaron Asaph Kupferman
Irene Carmen Labarta Galan
Joseph N. LaForgia
Yash S. Lahoti
Jessica Erin Lai
Zachary Lane
Jack Lanzi
Gabrielle Elizabeth Leavitt
Raul Alejandro Leclair
Rodrigue
Hyewon Lee
Jayden Lee
Jonathan Brian Lee
Mona Lee
Kevin Frank Leeb
Jake Oscar Te Lem
Caroline Leng
Jiahui Li
Jiazhou Li
Yan Li
Yanfei Li
Reshu Catherine Liang
Avni Limdi
Jeffrey Liu
Lisa Liu
Amrit Ruchir Lohe
Jerry Zixuan Lu
Jiecong Lu
Rachel Madhogarha
Rahul Maganti
Madison Nicole Magee
Nicoleta Mahu
Michelle Maik
Jonathan Mairena
Ho Wa Jonathan Mak
Andrea Nomqhele
Makamba
Steven Maldonado
John Patrick Manthorp
Maghnus Honore Fokine
Mareneck
Sadhana S. Marikunte
Henrique Martins dos Santos Paiva Lima
Poderoso
Roselyn Kesegofetse Matlou
Halil Can Memoglu
Jose Alejandro Mendez
Mendez
Cassandra Danielle Hall
Menshouse
Andrew Jacob Merczynski-Hait
Sarron Metew
Jonah Harrison Miller
Sydney A. Miller
Raina Tandon Mittal
Griffin Eliot Morris
MaryRose Patricia Murphy
Andersen Kathleen Myers
Darby Catherine Nelson
Nicholas Ng
Nelson William Ritze
Ngouenet
Dung Nguyen
Jenny Ngoc Nguyen
Jimmy Ni
Garrett Ali Nixon
Chase E. Novak
Alan P. Nunez
Maria Apyio Odongo
Olivia Rose O’Dwyer
Abum Feechi Okemgbo
Miyu Ono
Ogheneruteyan Onosode
Katie Anne Oppenheim
Maria Jose Ovando Aguirre
Paul Julian Owens
Omer Fatih Ozer
Hannah Y. Pan
George N. Pandya
Pranav Panganamamula
Justine Ann Paolini
Shreya Yogesh Parchure
Ayush Parikh
Jeong Inn Ho Park
Younghu Park
Campbell Parker
Robert William Rowlett
Paslaski
Liana Patel
Ryan Craig Patrick
Toni-Ann M. Peck
Aarushi Iris Pendharkar
Trevor Pennypacker
Sophie Isabella Perez
Samuel Pfrommer
Julianna Jaitin Pierce
Tyler Robert Pizzico
Trishla Pokharna
George Arthur Popov
Aruna Prasad
Chloe Elizabeth Prezelski
Helen Qi
Sarah Whitney Raines
Abhinav Ramkumar
Skyler Rankin
Ishaan D. Rao
Sanjana Sunilkumar Rao
Nielis Kouh Rasmussen
Rakesh S. Ravi
Joshua Chimin Ren
 Zhongjie Ren
Adam Geoffrey Richter
Benjamin Russell Robinov
Alexis Robles
Alejandro Rodriguez
Caleb Thomas Rogers
Jared Evan Rogers
Seth Thomas Rogers
Maxwell J. Roling
Jack Rosenman
Alexander Roth
Pedro Henrique Sacramento de Oliveira
Phillip V. Sajaev
Saranya Sampath
Megan Elizabeth Saunders
Jonah Schimpf
Mustafa Shabaz
Ben-Ami Shafer-Sull
Reeti Rajesh Shah
Joan Shaho
Ryan Zakir Sharafuddin
Lakshay Sharma
Zhifei Shen
Neel Shroff
Abhai Shukla
Neil S. Shweky
Nicholas Damacio Sifuentes
Alison G. Simpkins
Gracelynn Soesanto
Umang Vijaykumar Somani
Shreyas Sonarse
Jun Ho Song
Abigail S. Stein
Daniel Stekol
Lucille A. Stinn
Lilian Stoesser
Yi Su
Kento Sugama
Hanyu Sun
Krishna Karthik Suresh
Akira Takabayashi
Bowen Tan
Melissa Dawn Tanaka
Bachelor of Science in Engineering (continued)

Christopher Tang
Nicolas Abel Tapiero
Noah Matthew Tatman
Gillian Anne Teitelbaum
Ryan Joseph Vito Telesca
Yrione Dashka Thelusma
Dionysius Theodore
Thy Anh Tran
Anshul Tripathi
Uday Tripathi
Tiffany Tsang
Huen Yee Tso
Hyacinthe Uwizera
Christopher Valencia
Elise Katherine Varblow
Thomas Hogan Vasquez
Avinash Veluchamy
Mukund Tejasvi
Venkateswaran
Ayaaz Versi
Andres Voyer
Leah Miriam Voytovich
Phuong Thao Vu
Alla Wallenstrom
Bernie Tiger Wang
Catherine D. Wang
Eric Zhongtian Wang
Frankie Wang
Jason P. Wang
Ruby Marie Washington
Carolyn M. Watkins
Sean Waxman-Lenz
Spencer Webster-Bass
Gabrielle Weiss
Erica Hillary Winston
Adel Wu
Grace M. Wu
Jesse H. Wu
Angela Xi
Jason Weijun Xian
Susan X. Xie
Catherine Xu
Samuel Guanglin Xu
Han Yan
Angela Yang
Katy Yang
Derya Yavuz
Guner Yenai
Dana Yi
Hiyori Claire Yoshida
Nicholas Albert Youssef
Zikang Yu
Stefano Yushinski
Rebecca Zappala
Molly Elizabeth Zawacki
Patrick Brett Zerbe
Allison Hongmei Zhang
Chris Y. Zhang
Henry Zhang
Margaret Mei-Jia Zhang
Zhixin Zhang
Andy Zhao
Weichen Zheng
Zhilei Zheng
Nyasha Zimunhu
Brooke Sarah Zivitofsky
Wei Zou

Master of Biotechnology
(This degree is conferred jointly with the School of Arts and Sciences)

August 7, 2020
Julia Claire DeVoto

December 22, 2020
Xinyue Fang

May 17, 2021
David Munro Allyn
Wen Jin Chai
Wenxuan Emma Chen
Hsuan-yu Chen
Jieying Chen
Junhong Du
Xiran Hu
Miti Pranav Joshi
Sheena Kapoor
Zizhao Li
Chi Liu
Sean Everett Loughrey
Silin Lu
Hung Mai
Stephen Michael McKenna
Shreya Mondal
Kemi Rim Oladuja
Cheng Qing
Sreshta Ravikumar
Isaac Salim Sassoon
Jierong Tan
Lauren Elizabeth Thompson
Jade E. Toth
Fiona Tsai
Matthew Richard Tso
Huijuan Yang
Lintong Yu
Wenjing Zhang
Yuxuan Zhang
Hui Zhu

Master of Computer and Information Technology

August 7, 2020
Hasan Ahmed Abdullah
Vienna Yangyang Chen
Paul Anthony De Sanctis Jr.
Venkatesh Gangadhar Deshpande
Luke Christerson Glover
Vineela Pentyala
Pradeep L. Ramachandran
Sihan Tu

December 22, 2020
Jérémy Louis Allard
Alon Benhaim
James Christian Botwina
Shu Chen
Yangjia Chen
Zixuan Chen
Timothy A. Chung
Yuhong Du
Caliean Elizabeth Geary
Wenhao Guo
Xiaoya Huang
Alex P. Kaechele
Jason Kim
Charles Lee
Jonghyun Lee
Han Li
Na Li
Zhiyuan Li
Chiang Yu Joseph Liu
Isaac Jonathan Longkutoy
Henry Kin-Sun Lui II
Archith Mohan
Margaret Haley Molen
Keith Francis Neruda
Christopher Johann Niemeyer
Sihyung Park
Angela Rae Patini
Yanpeng Qi
Jun Jie Qian
Jingwen Qiang
Kaushik Raha
Daniel Sangiamo
Moritz Alban Schwzyer
Chenyang Shen
David Andrew Ticzon
Puneet Kumar Uppal
Louise Xiaojing Yi
Xueyuan Yu
Kunyang Zhang
Jing Zhao
Yujie Zhou
Zhiyu Zhou
Zhongyang Zhuang

May 17, 2021
Abdulla Ahmed Saeed
AlBadi AlDhaheri
Logan McDonald Ayliffe
Perpetual K. Baffour
Jason Douglas Baker
Daria Andreevna Bazueva
David Cai
Zhe Cai
Ruijie Cao
Calvin Chan
Chun Chang
Ting-Shuo Steven Chang
Huiyin Chen
Chun Yuen Cheng
Michelle Chien
Jeanine Cassey Chong
Chih-Chen Chou
Daniel R. Ciarrocki
John P. Connolly
Wei Cong Dai
Francis Alan Featherby
Ruthie P. Fields
Gordon McEnhill Finn
Tianshuang Fu
Jonathan G. Fuchs
Zhixin Gao
Michael H. Gardo
Xiaoyu Gong
Matthew Christopher Gruchacz
Zhidong Guan
Joseph M. Guarascio
Eunice Belandi Hameyie
Huilong Han
Christopher W. Hartung
Siva Ho
Michael Thomas Gerard Hoffmann
Baiao Hou
Aleksandar Jarcev
Kai Jin
Kai Kleinbard
Kun Hwi Ko
Jiwei Samantha Janelle Lau
Jae Young Lee
Guojin Li
Lu Li
Xizheng Li
Xueying Li
Pengfei Lun
Lingxue Lyu
Jinlu Ma
Jacqueline Alice Maasch
Erik Stefan Maser
Patrick James McCauley
Yiwen Moo
Alexandra Bugayong Moreno
Christian Alexander Morrow
Alexandra Brooke Orlander
Muthhukumar Palaniyapan
Hyeran Park
Keenan Hyun-Soo Park
Brian Perriello
Jason Peterson
Lanjun Qi
Michael Ren
Blake Adam Rulison
Rebecca Jamie Sassower
Yue Shao
Dingyi Shen
Rachel Anne Sickle
Veer Sobti
Jingwen Sun
Yilin Sun
Keith Erik Svendsen
Kenton Derek Van, Jr.
Alexander Francis Waegel
Lei Wang
Xizi Wang
Kaiwen Wei
Catherine Furst Weiss
Hezijian Xiao
Dannie Xu
Guang Yang
Yang Yang
David Boris Yastremsky
Anji Yi
Fan Yi
Shaping Yi
Hanzhao Yu
Laura Ruo-Ann Yu
Wenjie Yu
Mingming Zhang
Xuening Zhang
Yujia Zhang
Zelong Zhang
Zemin Zhao
Sipeng Zhou
Yue Zhou
Zhangyangzi Zhou
Cheng Zhu
Haotian Zhu
Yuejia Zhu
Danlin Zuo

Master of Science in Engineering (Bioengineering)

August 7, 2020
Erin Kaitlin Esparza
Mariia Alibekova Long
Matthew James
Rosenwasser
Elizabeth Marie Soulas

December 22, 2020
Jason Christopher
Andrechak
Molly Elizabeth Brogie
Neha Devaravar
Jessica Dominic
Angelica Katrina Perez Du
Solumtochukwu
Chimmuanya Egbo
Milad Seyed Emamian
Emily Kate Fox
Deonte Christopher Hall
Joshua Alexander Klein
Riley Larson
Sayaka Ashley Ogawa
Matthew J Pontrelli
Rishika Sharma
John Hogan Talley
Rachel Elizabeth Young
Zijing Zhang

May 17, 2021
Dayo Folake Adetu
Fabio Alvarado
Soumee Bhattacharya
Thomas Borgese
Sophie Jewell Burkholder
Yinjie Tao
Aurora Cenaj
Moshia Z. Deng
Gabriel Joseph DeSantis
Tala Fakhoury
Katie Rose Falcone
Seth Michael Fein
Chujie Gong
Sofia Victoria Gonzalez
Ivan Alejandro Gostuski
Anas A. Hamad
Zheyuan Huang
Annemarie Jacob
Kai Jin
Emily Johnson
Grace Kim

Jinyoung Kim
Viswanath Lanka
Madison Nicole Magee
Patrick Yu Mei
Jakob T. Michiels
Patrick John Mulcahey
Olaoluwa T Owoputi
Shreya Yogesh Parchure
Sasidharan Ravikumar
Sasmita Rout
Sui Shen
Shyoun Dwight Small, Jr.
Xiaoya Song
Matthew David Steinberg
Yixuan Wang
Caroline Malka Weiss
Yunqi Xu
Lucas Almada-Sabaté

Master of Science in Engineering (Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering)

August 7, 2020
Jennifer Theresa Crossen
Sahla Syed

December 22, 2020
Zixuan Chen
Robert Charles Debedectis
Hao Deng
Jason Yaoxing Li
Jiaxin Li
Yue Liu
Akhshata Ajitsinh Naik
Nimbalkar
Genesis Quiles-Galarza
Yuhao Xie

May 17, 2021
Ekam Singh Gill
Baiao Hou

Master of Science in Engineering (Computer and Information Science)

August 7, 2020
Jie Gao
Arnav Dhruv Jagasia
Sun Jae Lee
Wellington Lee
Artemis Panagopoulos
Edo Roth
Ajay S. Vasish
William Wang
Manqiu Zhang
Wei Zhang

December 22, 2020
Jacob Irving Beatty
Beckerman
Lutao Dong
Rajalaksh Dorairaj
Shanmugasundaram
Angel Qi Fan
Matthew Jay Goodman
Bharath Jaladi
Chiang Yu Joseph Liu
Yifeng Mao
Rakesh Nagda
Ignacio Pompeyo Navarro
Muatoz
Hanxiang Pan
Sehyeok Park
Pranav Ajay Pillai
Prasanna Poudyal
Chen Sun
Zhuofan Tang
Vighnesh Vijay
Yuzhi Wang
Jianqiao Wangni
Botong Zhou

May 17, 2021
David S. Carroll Jr.
Michelle Chien
Mark Seungyun Choi
Edward Harry Cohen
Pooja Consul
Weidi Dai
Yuqing Deng
Ye Dong
Zhengyang Fang
Nicholas Christopher Fausti
Yixue Feng
Eric Carl Giovannini
Fang Guan
Anushree Surendra Hede
Yiting Hua
Moksh Jawa
Ruo Jia
Ningyuan Jiang
Anavi Dharmendrachand
Kaushik
Arun Kumar Kirubarajan
Nikhil Kokra
Vishrutha Konappa Reddy
Leah Joy Kreichman
Jonathan Brian Lee
Hao Chuan Lei
Austen L. Li
Dinghong Li
Jiabei Li
Pingtian Li
Rui Li
Xiuqi Li
Yue Lian
Chenyu Liu
Eric Liu
Kadan Lottick
Shaozhe Lyu
Jinlu Ma
Xinyu Ma
Ho Wa Jonathan Mak
Ezaan Mangalji
Ruijie Mao
Alex Miao
Henry Mohr
Nikhil Manoj Motwani
Simmi Mourya
Raghav Hrishikesan Mukundan
Kanika Prasad Nadkarni
Zhonglin Nian
Keenan Hyun-Soo Park
Yunha Park
Victor Nguyen Phun
Michal G Porubcin
Yuguang Qi
Sadhana Venkata Ravoori
Neil Francis Rodrigues
Krunal Tushar Shah
Vikas Shankarathota
Yinlan Shao
Priyansh Sharma
YooJin Sheen
Nikhil R. Shenoy
Seung Hyouk Shin
Neil S. Shweky
Harshmeet Singh
Fangyuxuan Song
Tejas Srivastava
Hanyu Sun
Yuezhan Tao
Venkata Sai Nikhil Thudupunuri
George Tolkachev
Satyarth Samir Vaidya
Antoine Voizard
Chengzhuo Wang
Haoyu Wang
Po-Yuan Wang
Tianshi Wang
Xuchen Wang
Xuning Wang
Zhanpeng Wang
Jesse H. Wu
Feng Xiang
Samuel Guanglin Xu
Xiangshi Dai
Han Yan
Dan Yang
Shuzhan Yang
Hiyori Claire Yoshida
Jonathan Joseph
Yushuvayev
Xiaozhou Zhang
Xinlong Zheng
Zeyu Zhao
Junren Zheng
Zhilei Zheng
Michael Yan Zhou
Zitong Zhu
Master of Science in Engineering (Computer Graphics and Game Technology)
December 22, 2020
Sze Yu Chan
Shenyue Chen
Kathryn L. Miller
Haoyu Sui
Xuanyi Zhou
May 17, 2021
Seyoung An
Anne Tianan Chen
Qiaosen Chen
Zhuoran Chen
Xiangshi Dai
Gizem Dal
Yan Dong
Dayu Li
Hanyu Liu
Jilin Liu
Nicholas Magarino
Zijing Peng
Tushar Purang
Sireesha Putcha
Guanzhou Qu
Xuecheng Sun
Shijia Wang
Alexis Ward
Suzan X. Xie
Jeffrey Xu
Jiarui Yan
Keyi Yu
Zelong Zhang
Li Zheng
Master of Science in Engineering (Data Science)
December 22, 2020
Qinyi Gu
Wendi Kuang
Dmitry Shatalin
John P. Votta
Tianyu Xi
Ying Elena Yang
Muyang Zhou
May 17, 2021
Prateek Agarwal
Shubham Deepak Annadate
Kevin Babitz
Nupur Baghel
Mohit Bagri
Haren Karan Bhavnani
Andrew G. Castle
Mary Rose Chao
William Chen
Letian Chu
Carsen Maresch Coggeshall
Yu Cong
Meghana Dedulkuri
Aayush Dua
Zhangyi Fan
Jake William Flancer
Sri Sanjeevini Devi Ganni
Joseph A. Goodman
Arjun Kolar Govind
Fang Guan
Jiadong Hu
Siyun Hu
Xuifei Huang
Yi-Nung Huang
Qingrong Ji
Hannah Akemi Kronenberg
Chenyuan Li
Rui Li
Penny Wanping Luan
Yilin Ma
Nadeen Mazen Maayeh
Natasha Menon
Megha Mishra
Alim Malik Momin
Lishuo Pan
Jacqueline Jiahui Peng
Shivani Rai
James Dong Rao
Saket
Matthew Samuel Scharf
Rahul Shekhar
Arielle Anna Stern
Arth Ashish Talati
Yiwen Tang
Pengrui Wang
Fangyu Yan
Aaron Runye Yu
Rougang Zhao
Marko Alexander Zotovic
Master of Science in Engineering (Electrical Engineering)
August 7, 2020
Zhongyang Lu
Thomas Engelbert Nicolaas Oude Grote Bevelsberg
December 22, 2020
Michael J. D’Agati
Fan Fei
Luv Shriram Iyer
Beiwen Jia
Xinyi Jiao
Sophia Hyein Kim
Zhiyuan Li
Bo Liu
Sophia Vasiliki Moses
May 17, 2021
Bhaskar Sing Han
Abhiraman
Anirban Banerjee
Nipun Bhanot
Jayanth Bhargav
Christopher James Champagne
Kevin Chen
Zixiao Chen
Venkata Jahnavi Chowdary
Edala
Yilin Geng
Yangwei Guo
Cong Han
Junliang He
Rongzheng He
Lauren Hoang
Luv Shriram Iyer
Lairai Sachin Karnik
Cai Li
Dayu Li
Hongyang Li
Jiabei Li
Jiacheng Li
Longkun Li
Weilun Li
Yuefeng Li
Dacheng Lin
Hangxing Liu
Jianing Liu
Renpu Liu
Shuhan Liu
Andong Luo
Ranjani Narayanan
Chenze Ning
Weijie Qi
Yuxiang Qiao
Stephen Edwin Rothstein
Anirudh Sharma C A
Parva Mitul Sheth
Yangyi Shi
Noah Matthew Tatman
Weibo Teng
Rubin Thomas
Chengze Wang
Haotian Wang
Shaochong Wang
Shengchao Wang
Siqin Wang
Weichu Wang
Xueqi Wang
Yong Wang
Kaiwen Wei
Shaokang Xia
Mingfei Xiao
Zongyuan Xie
Dongyuan Yao
Hanwen Zhang
Xiaohan Zhang
Xinyue Zhang
Zheng Zhang
Andy Zhao
Liwen Zhong
Tianshi Zhong
Haotian Zhu

Master of Science in Engineering (Embedded Systems)

December 22, 2020
Celine Yulan Lee
John Daniel Marcao

May 17, 2021
Stephen Carrasquillo
Bradley Joseph MacDonald
Trevor Pennypacker
Mauricio Francisco Sifontes
Salgado

Master of Science in Engineering (Integrated Product Design)

May 17, 2021
Leora F. Korn
Armando Javier Marquez

Master of Science in Engineering (Materials Science and Engineering)

August 7, 2020
Ziyue Shao
Corbin Michael Vara
Zemeng Zheng

December 22, 2020
Yangjia Chen
Zhurun Ji
Shunshun Liu
Tianhao Lu
William Evans O’Connor
Rishubh Palaniappan
Yanpeng Qi
Wei Ren
Wenjia Shou
Miko Milano Stulajter
Yue Zhao
Cuifang Zheng
Zhiyu Zhou

May 17, 2021
Harshit Bharti
Yicong Chen
Jinghan Gu
Alexandro David Herrera
Yucong Hua

Akshat Jain
Jiayue Li
Linghao Li
Lu Li
Kede Liu
Haiyi Long
Zhonghuan Luo
Dayou Min
Eli Newberger
Alex Parivar
Shrinivasan Rajagopalan
Tanmay Singh
Dileep Venkata Sai Vadladi
Chenzhe Wang
Jun Xu
Wei Xu
Xinyue Zhang
Yue Zhou
Xia Zhu
Danlin Zhu

Master of Science in Engineering (Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics)

August 7, 2020
Luke Daniel Kasper

December 22, 2020
Jose Emilio Cotelo
Zoe Alexandra Flynn
Nicole Gildea
Melanie Claire Hilman
Eric Alan Kerestes
Lucia Maria Korpas
Matthew James Korst
Han Li
Arvind Natarajan
Sarah Catherine Pasquale
Audrey Elizabeth Walsh
Yaqiong Yu

May 17, 2021
Ikenna Okezie Achilihu
Hasan Ali Alyagoob
Adrian Armendariz Corral
Victor Makafui Kwabenaa
Azumah
Kelly Samantha Babitz
Dharmar Hariharan Babu
Javier Venancio Becerra
Ruijie Cao
Chun Chang
Cristian Constantin
Boyu Deng
Xinyu Du
Mason Powell Elms
Seth Michael Fein
Matthew Charles Fohner
Dayo Folake Adetu

Paedyn DoTelmo Sergio
Gomes
Zoe Granato
Yucheng Guo
Chenxi Ji
Zhuheg Jiang
Tom Jose
Saurabh Sunil Kumthekar
Jack Lanzi
Guojin Li
Yupeng Li
Jieyu Liu
Jihang Liu
Sixuan Liu
Arnesh Mishra
Allen Douglas Moak
Mohamed Suhail Mohamed
Shahul Hameed
Anthony Nguyen
Chenzhe Ning
Abhishek Shreekant Patil
Pratik Praveen
Ponnarassery
Tony Qiu
Neil Francis Rodrigues
Dingyi Shen
Zhiqiang Su
Yao Sun
Andrew Wolf Sweigard
Huen Yee Tso
Vashist Valsaraj
Sai Subba Rao Vetcha
Muxuan Wang
Tianshi Wang
Yuwei Wang
Xinyue Wei
YiHang Xu
Geli Yang
Shuohuang Yang
Wooyeok Yang
Fan Yi
Shiping Yi
Shuhan Zhang

Master of Science in Engineering (Nanotechnology)

December 22, 2020
Deep Patel
Francisco Daniel Saldana Fernandez
Xiao Xue

May 17, 2021
Jie Cai
Dale Andrew Farnan
Hannah Jacqueline Pasquale
Peilin Li
Yanbiao Li
Zixiang Lin

Jason Andrew Lynch
Mingxuan Ma
Skyler Galatnick
Ayankas Pattnaik
Benjamin Porat
Yingqi Qiang
Yeonjoon Suh
Gautam Suresh
Shenhsen Wan
Jiayi Wu

Master of Science in Engineering (Robotics)

August 7, 2020
Jie Cai
Dale Andrew Farnan
Hannah Jacqueline Pasquale
Peilin Li

May 17, 2021
Joseph D. Auckley
Roshan Benefo
Raymond N. Bjorkman
Jiaxiao Cai
Kevin Christopher Chazotte
Huaiyu Chen
Weiqi Chen
Nicole Shenyin Chiou
Chih-Chen Chou
Makarios Chung
David M. DePauw
Akhil Devarakonda
Arnav Dhamija
Weiyu Du
Rafael Gehrke
Brandon Joel Gonzalez
Arjun Sonpavde Guru
Zhuoyu He
Andrew Hou
Jianshu Hu

Andrew Hou
Jianshu Hu
Dinesh Jagai
Ruo Jia
Jia Zetong
Qi Jin
Dhruv Karthik
Enri Kina
Ravi Teja Konkimalla
Adarsh A. Kulkarni
Brian Michael Kwon
Haa Kyung Lee
Vera Guan-Yee Lee
Chang Liu
Shaozhe Lyu
Nagarakshith Lyu
Sreenivasulu
Malavika Manoj
Brandon Michael McBride
Karan Nirav Pandya
Junfan Pan
Nicholas Anthony Parkes
Mihir Chandu Parmar
Sebastian Joseph Peralta
Vishnu Prem
Avery Louise Price
Varun Ramakrishnan
Sarah Elizabeth Rossman
Saumya Pravinbhai Shah
Lakshay Sharma
Taylor Emmaley Shelby
Yehas Vijay Thadimari
Kefan Tu
Lukas Vacek
Venkat Varun Velpula
Jun Wang
Po-Yuan Wang
Suttithat Winyarat
Michael Woc
Shuzhan Yang
Matthew H. Yu
Hongji Yuan
Yifan Yuan
Rahul Nayar Zahroof
Abdullah Marwan Zaini
Bozhou Zha
Xiaozhou Zhang
Xinlong Zheng
Shenghao Zhou

Master of Science in Engineering (Scientific Computing)

May 17, 2021
Zhe Cai
Jinghan Gu
Mohitraju Lingan
Kumaraian
Jacob Gregory Tyles
Anita Yang

Master of Science in Engineering (Systems Engineering)

August 7, 2020
Mary Julianne G. Almazar

December 22, 2020
Jacob Michael Adamcik
Shengcheng Chen
Zaidan Chen
Stephen Monroe Dillon
Qiyi Dong
Ruyun Huang
Dianjie Li
Zhehao Liang
Shunqi Liu
Phuc Thien Ngo
Jing Zhao

May 17, 2021
John McDermott Bellwoar
Tiantian Cao
Feng Chen
Huiyuan Chen
Min Chen
Andrew James Clark
Archit Dhar
Tianshuang Fu
Suveer Garg
Chicheng Huang
Yuxuan Huang
Siddharth Jaiswal
Mengyuan Li
Bingqing Liu
Zinan Liu
Siuyuan Mao
Griffin C. Murphy
Varun Perla
Rafal Promowicz
Aren Manoj Raisinghani
Vraj Rasesh Shroff
Jingwen Sun
Vishal Justin Tien
Sanjana Vasudevan
Anqi Wang
Xiaohan Wang
Yuzheng Wu
Huayue Xie
Zhengjie Yang
Lyuheng Yuan
Margaret Meijia Zhang

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
Wharton School

Erika H. James, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Economics

August 7, 2020

Cory James Abdalla
Ghali Benlafkhih
Jaiden Fallo
Tyler Irby
Titus Jeffries
Myunghoon Kim
Sai-hyun Kim
Jiho Lee
Richard Jiahui Li
Roxton V-H. McNeal
Leanore Petermeijer
Christopher Michael Quinn
Nikil Ragav
Ashin Saju
José Antonio Sidaoui Gali
Ajay S. Vasisht
Megan Lin Yip

December 22, 2020

Sarfraz Nasir Ahmed
Jiyoung Tina Baek
Alec Bayliff
Rachel Beth Brenner
Brendan Burns
Steffen Keis Cornwell
Aaron Diamond-Reivich
Karim Elsewedy
Kolbein Asbjørn Finsnes
Audrey Victoria Fretzin
Emily Fu
Ryan Mekai Glover
Amit Kumar Gupta
Jackson Brian Hauersperger
Ronald Carl Hillegass III
Yeeun Hong
Shoshanna Israel
Luv Shriram Iyer
Nishiha Jain
Cabar Amkash Kansupada
Shehryar Khursheed
Grace Kiernan Kilpatrick
Spencer Emerson Korek
Yu Hang Leung
Arthur TianYi Liu
Ahmed Lone
Ruowen Lu
Oluwafeiyikemi Makinde
Sahitya Mandalapu
Ezaan Mangalji
Stephen Thomas Marcin
Julianne Martin
Contessa Elizabeth Mills
John Mason Mings Vi
Warren Kingston Thomas Parada
Nicholas Parkes
Ravi Prakash Patel
Felipe Borges Petersen
Tanner Addison Probst
Linzhi Qi
Brett Rahbany
Michael Alexander Rodriguez
Jessica Lisbet Rodriguez-Rodriguez
Arianna Samet
Seifeddine Sarraj
Aman Sharma
Dayita Sharma
Adrian Thomas Sherwood
Diana Marie Sieh
Griffin T. Smith
Jacob S. Soifer
Juliet Paige Solit
Xiaoya Song
Simcha Shaul Stadlan
Spencer William Symonds
Julia Sachs Negrieros
Vicente
Jonah Waldman
Catherine J. Wang
Lei Wang
Rebecca Dai Dong
Jacob H. Waxman
Lihan Wen
Jordyn Wilson
Noam Yakoby
Ying Elena Yang
Dawei Zhao
Muyang Zhou
Tianji Zhou

May 17, 2021

Maher Abdel Samad
Farah Hossameldin Fahem Abdelrahim
Ryan Abdullah
Michael Gerard Abelar
Nicole A. Abelev
Morris A. Ades
Angelina Agu
Zakerk Rhys Ahmad
Zan Z. Ahmed
David Alanis Garza
Magnus Bengt Allan
Lucas Almada-Sabaté
Revlit M. Aloni
Frida Aloo
Daniel Mark Altamura
Nicolas Paul Alvarado
Guglielmi
Mohamed Khalid Aly
Narimène Amami
Maria Luz Amusategui
Garcia Peri
Mikayla Eunice Angel
Jack Ross Areesty
Geras Artis
Kohki Asai
Jai Ashar
Leila Aisharyeh
Taylor Autumn-Rose Atkins
Similoluwa Ayinde
Keith Babitz
Kevin Babitz
Catherine Elise Bache
Garrett Samuel Backer
Hyejun Bae
Raj Bagaria
Michelle Bahar
Luke David Baker
Gowtham Balaji
Emelia Wanda Bartusiak
Matthew Ian Batnick
Jared Bauer
Rebecca Bean
Daniel Patrick Beaver
Sydney Suzanne Bell
Eghosa Oluwatise Ben-Eka
Dante Benitez
Joseph Alexander Marten Biddle
Madeleine Rose Blake
Rafael Conde Bologna
Brian F. Bond
Katherine Bonfiglio
Kusima Lee Boswell
Christina Elizabeth Bouey
Maggie Browdy
Sarah Brunsberg
Saxon Alexander Bryant
Peter Buckley
Nicole Bulgarino
William Burigo
Benjamin Burstein
Hechun Cai
Joy Cai
Antonio Víctor Canales Saavedra
Haley Carbajal
John Robert Carley
Margaux Carré
John R. Casey
Nicholas Castagna

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Isabella Edmonds
Erik Elijah Ekstrom
Whitney Elizabeth Elmlinger
Jack Ross Eldad
Jourdan Emerson
Joel Brooke Ertel
Bruce Eskesen
Noga Even
Yuwei Fan
Zhangyi Fan
Soleine Emily Fechter
Qianniing Arin Feng
Roni Fishbein
Ian Fitzgerald
Logan Flake
Jake William Flancer
Christopher J. Fletcher
Christopher Edison Florez
Blanco
Julian Arthur Ford
Margaret Mary Frantz
Alexander Fruhbeis
Joanne H Fu
Samuel Robert Charles
Fuchs
Alyssa K. Furukawa
Victoria Gallivan
Ria Gandhi
Alfredo Garcia Sanchez
Sheila Gaun
Beverlye Letrois Gédéon
Gavin Wells Geib
Nicole Alison Gendler
Adit Ghosh
Miranda Isabel Gieg
Jaia Gillette
Anthony John Giuliani
Christopher James Glyn
Samuel Joseph Goddell
Caroline Frances Goldberg
Nicholas Grabert Goldlust
David Jeremy Goldman
Samuel Goldman
Adam Richard Goldner
Benjamin Ronald Golub
Felipe Gomez
Tuti M. Goenka
George Gong
Hoyt Y. Gong
Christopher Ray-Jonathan
Gonzalez
Colette Victoria Gordon
Daniel Robert Gordon
Allison Leona Gorokhovsky
Evelyn Golda Gottlieb
Arjun Kolar Govind
Sebastien Harry Gray
Eric Greenstein
Margaret Grigg
Julia Carvalho Gros
Annabel Leigh Grove
Andrew Gu
Diego Guerra Orozco
Mariana Pozi Guimarães
Jeriann Ashley Gumila
Arjun Sonpavde Guru
Saitej Guttikonda
Carter Jared Hirakawa Haak
Chae Hahn
Cole Nielsen Hancock
Kelly Amara Hanlon
Coloir Xavier Hanson
Connor Alexander Hart
Brianne May Hatfield
Harrison Shaun He
Andrew B. Hechtman
David John Heffner
Katelyn Marie Heist
Christopher Michael
Hernandez
Hector Herrera
Karen Herrera
Sabrina Clare Hodgins
Avery Aboudi Hoffman
Will Joseph Hooper
Ajmain Mahar Hossain
Katherine Hsu
Jialin Hu
Spencer Hu
Yelin Hu
Catherine Hwang
Xuefei Huang
Valerie Wai-Yin Hung
Paul Christian Huntsman Jr.
Aleks D. Huryn
Nathan Huynh
Chukwudi Robert Ikpeazu
Sophie Isaacs
Nicolas Clemente Isaza
Karlin Isnady
Dhruv Iyer
Shriya Iyer
Emily Anne Izmiri
Mark Albert Jackson
Aashna Jain
Emma Jang
Moksh Jawa
Anna Claire Jellinek
Mebruk Abdella Jemal
Sooyong Jeon
Antonio Lorenzo Jimenez
Rachel Johannesen
Wallace L. Jordan III
Jasmine Louise Joseph
Natalia Joseph
Janani Kalyan
Lavanya S. Kanneganti
Theodore Harrison Kaplan
Richard Kaser
Jacob A. Katz
Sydney Madison Kaye
Andrew Kelly
Alexander Kempf
Peter Redmond Kendall
Tarig Sofiane Kessaci
Arushi Kewalramani
Darush Keyhani
Samantha Khong
Dongin Kim
Lauren Kim
Minjoo Kim
Samuel Min Sung Kim
Jordan King
Katharine Kinum
Barry I. Klein
Jacob E Klick
Konrad Koenig
Jacob Kohlbrenner
Nikhil Kora
Canyon Kornicker
Alexander Z. Kuang
Rachel Hannah Kulik
Danielle Hilary Kwalt
Sophia Rose Lancaster
Michael Stephen Landau
Jasmine T. Lee
Jayden Lee
Jonathan Lee
Melissa Junyee Lee
Caroline Leng
Benjamin Lepic
Caitlin A. Leung
Daniel Stephen Leva
Alana D. Levin
Rachel A. Levin
Matthew Alexander Levy
Amanda McFarland Lewis
Theodore Lewis
Austen L. Li
Michael Li
Michael Colin Li
Yan Li
Yiwen Li
Kevin Aditya Liman
Christina Lin
Mary Gihua Lin
Justin D. Lish
Amy Liu
Eric Liu
Jipeng Liu
Amit Ruchir Lohe
Eris P. Lomboy
Ammar Azeem Lone
Antonio Manuel Lopa
Gabriel Solomon Low
Gabriel Lozano
Emma Lu
Jui-Bin Lu
Kevin Lu
Gregory James Laurence
Lucas
Sean Lulley
Jaiping Emily Ma
Yilin Ma
Harrison Mack
Jacob J. Madden
Dario Alexander Madyoon
Rahul Maganti
Nyeem Akili Mark Maloney
Maghnus Honore Fokine
Mareneck
Elina Marie Margherio
Melissa Aikaterini Marketos
William Timblin Marsh II
Carlos D. Martinez Soto
Jenna Rae Martinez
Michelle Mato
Lani Matsumiya
Victoria Mayer
James McCarthy
Brielle McDonald
Jack McKnight
Kristen Kathleen
McLaughlin
Edward McLennan
Nina K. McManus
Michael Meadows-Smith
Abenezer Mechale
Kevin F. Meehan
Alexis Megibow
Tara A. Mehta
Rachel Mira Meierovich
Zachary Melchione
Halil Can Memgolu
Daniel Mendelsohn
Jose Ruben Mendoza
Maria Ana Cabral de
Noronha e Menezes
Sara Elise Michaels
Nathaniel Armstrong Miller
Jake Michael Milner
Shaheel Mitra
Oscar B. Moguel
Noreen Mohsin
Miguel Angel Montoya
Delgado
JiWhan Moon
Tyler Joseph Moorehead
William Cooper Morgus
Michael Moroz
Griffin Eliot Morris
Kelly Lynn Elliot
Benjamin Apollon-Mowatt
Jannelle Muchai
Jay Mudholkar
Henrique Ceccato Mulinari
Edward Murphy
Laura Hill Murphy
Rhea Nangia
Kirti Nath
Harrison Ndife
Maria José Negrón
Reichard
Daniela Nicole Nemirovsky
Bachelor of Science in Economics (continued)

William Whitfield
Nemirovsky
Jodi W. Ng
Nathan Ika Ng
Brandon Nguyen
Chloe Niu
Jared Noble
Omar Alejandro Nuñez Guerra
Adrian Ogunfowora
Miyu Ono
Sinan Rasim Onukar
Samuel Joseph Oshay
Eugene A Otero
Dennis Mitchell Oussenko
Samuel Ovaskainen
Acacia Victoria Overstreet
Augustus Owen
Piril Ozilhan
Antonio Luciano Paladino
George N. Pandya
Christopher Aaron Pang
Sim Jai Parekh
Claire Haejung Park
Younghu Park
Corey Alexander Parker
Catherine Mae Parr
Hardi Patel
Liana Patel
Radhik Patel
Ranjana K. Pati
Grace Patrice
Tiffany Maria Paul
Nelson J Peck
Desiree Francesca Penaranda Roy
Noah Pereles
Madison Leigh Perry
Thandwe Aliissia Persaud
Matthew Thomas Piega
Jackfille Celine Pierre
Lucille R. Pless
Cristina Pogorevici
Trishka Pokharna
Thomas James Pollack
Alexia Sophia Poscente
Summer Powers
Juliette Marie Pozzuoli
Aruna Prasad
Gregory Preiser
Ryan Pruitt
Ashley Liang Qin
Sarah Whitney Raines
Roshan Aveesh Ram
Varun Ramakrishnan
Ishaan D. Rao
James Dong Rao
Gerald E Rehill III
Ryan Renken
Cameron Kaswell Rhind
Nicholas Anthony Rivera

Eve Katherine Robinson
Nathalie Marie Rodrigues
Vaz Falcão
Alejandro Rodriguez
Daniel Anthony Rodriguez
Jimena Rodriguez-Beníto
Jared Evan Rogers
Sarah Elizabeth Rogers
Alejandro Romero
Isabel Cristina Romeu
Jonathan Roth
Catherine Lynn Ruan
Nathan Rush
Paulina Ruta
Mohnish Sabhani
Eduardo J. Saca Bahaia
Natalie Sadjo
Cristóbal Salamone
Donestevéz
Carolina Salazar-Paranhos
Nick Evan Sanitsky
Risa Sato
Nadia Sawiris
Aris Saxena
Steffani Saxey
William L. Schaffer
Angela Schmitt
Isaac John Schorf
Nicole Seah
Thomas Geoffrey Seaman
Grace Elizabeth Seeley
Jordan E. Seibel
Anastasia Shabalov
Ben-Ami Shafer-Sull
Ashley Shah
Jing Shan
Anannya Shandilya
Cyrus Hooshang Shanheshaz
Henry H. Shapiro
Drew M. Shaulson
Jing Zhi Shen
Christopher Alvin Shoemaker
Neel Shroff
Robert Sim
Jacob Singer
Aditya Singh
Jujhar Singh
Shyla Singh
Michael Gabriel Peña Singson
Rohan Chand Sinha
Robert Sirotkin
Brian Sloan
Daniel Rextroad Smith
Emily Taylor Smith
Isaiah Smith
Luke Snyder
Oyinkansola Adesola Sofela
Nikki Rebecca Sokol
Gabriel D. Sokoloff
Umang Vijaykumar Somani
Maksim Sorokorenski
Pranav Srinath
Pira Srivikorn
Beau Anthony Staso
Francois Stassen
Katherine Hannah Steele
Austin Baird Stengle
Yi Su
Shreya Lakshmi Subramanian
Aychin Sultan
Malcom Summers
Lucy Georgiia Sumner
Andrew Quanj Sun
Andrew Sun
Clo H Sun
Crystal M. Sun
Shanting Sun
Joseph J. Sutton
Iman Tajadod
Aadit Tamhankar
Stephen Elliot Tannenbaum
Ming Hui Tao
Jordan Taylor
Jordyn Thies
Jai Thirani
Stephanie Tian
Haley J Tiller
Trevor Todd
Diego Torres
Alexander Touche
Andres Treviño Gracia
Devin Trivedi
Robert Tromberg
Joshua Trybus
Kosara Tsonei
Alvin Justin Tsuei
Bhurichaya Tuksinwarajarn
Ian Ekene Ude
Katarina Conley Ulich
Caleb A. Upkins
Joshita Varshney
Max Ronghuan Yu
Runye Yu
Jonathan Joseph Yushuvayev
Alexandru Zâncă
Taylor Zboril
Selina Zeng
Jennifer Jieni Zhang
Zhixin Zhang
Benjamin Senpin Zhao
Brandon Zheng
Stephanie Shi Zhong
Anders Zhou
Gloria Zhu

Master of Business Administration

August 7, 2020
Georgina Isabella Blackett
Nico Kendra Carter
Vienna Yangyang Chen
Babaji Chitturi
Long He
Ayano Ioroi
Raphael Mattei da Silva
Andrew Crane
Steve Alexander Crawford
Luigi Crevoisier
Olga Beatriz Cuevas Gomez
Brittney Ellison Cummins
Harold Asher Cutler III
Chenxi Dai
Alice Damonte
Mimi Tra Dang
Aileen C Daniels
Christopher W Daniels
Dhanawat Darakananda
Grantland LoVerme D’Avino
Lauren Lanoix Davis
Shanae Anita Ann Lee Davis
Daniel Andres de Leon
Victoria Kim Linh de Metz
Zachary Dean
Paul Anthony DeGregorio
Zachary Mark De La Rosa
Anthony Rodrigues DePina
Sheena Desai
Brendon Martin Desrochers
Lavanya Dewan
Brett FitzGerald Deware
Mohammed Minhal Dhanjy
Nihar S. Dharamsey
Michael James DiBiase
Kemal Dincer
Varun Dixit
Ernest Joseph Doherty
Paul Burbank Dohrenwend
Jordan Henry D’Olier
David Edward Donahoo
Debora Donato
Hayley Doner
Guilherme dos Santos
Honório
Emily Annabelle Douglas
Michele Eva Dragoescu
Or Dubinsky
Daniel William Duggal
Jelle Duizendstraal
William Rushton Foster
Duncan
Marcus Earley
Charles Matthew Eason
Ethan Eberle
Zamreen Ebrahim
Nicolas Echevaray
Nicholas Robert Eidemiller
Chukwuemeka Ejoh
Michael Elliott
John Frithjof Elvig
Ikenna P Enwere
Eliza Constance Erle
Chukwuka Tochukwu
Ogamba Esioibu
Sina Estakhri
Michael David Eyre
Carlos Eyzaguirre
Tiffany Kaidi Fan
Joyce Chiao Fang
Katherine Fang
Nancy Chan Farah
Oladipupo Olouwole Fasawe
Caroline Genevieve Feeley
Julia Marie Fenelon
Chengyao Feng
Bianca Fernandes
Charles Alexander Sage
Ferry
Matthew Fiedelholtz
Danielle Megan Finnerly
Karl Edward Fisher
Haley Hannah Fitzpatrick
James Alexander Flick IV
Jonathan Ford, Jr.
Raquel Formanek
Phillip Michael Foster
James Clinton Francis
Noah Christian Franz
Andrew Frazier
Stefan Isenberg Freeman
Blainen Joseph Frierwood
Christopher William Fuller
Alessandro Demetrio
Davide Furlotti
Adam Garrett Fussey
Nicholas Galanos
Brendan Nicholas Gallagher
William Patrick Gallagher
Damini Gandham
Raina Bharat Gandhi
Vidya Ganesh
Eileen Xiaoyuan Gao
Stephanie Kathleen Killgore
Garcia
Alonso Garcia Casares
Bernardo Garcia Gonzalez
Rubio
Duane Gardner Jr
 Tulika Garg
Matthew Thomas Gates
Michael James Gawlik
Michelle Debra Gawrys
Sarah Ann Gayner
Li Geng
Victoria Bond Gentry
Peter Alan George
Joshua Reuben Gertsman
Adib Ghawi
Rishika Ghosh
Bruno Gottardo Giampietro
John Y. Gilmore
Mathieu Maniet Glassman
Poorwa Godbole
Manuel Jose Godoy
Akshay Goel
Jamie Alexa Goldberg
Marina Golden
Carter William Patrick
Goman
Gabriel Cortes Magalhaes
Gondim
John Eric Gordon
Joshua Asher Gordon
Tyler Mitchell Gordon
Christopher J. Gottuso
Brittney Govan
Kristen Peters Grant
Michael Romy Greer
Mackenzie Caroline Griffin
Kyla Faye Griffith
Hallie Taylor Grumer
Lorin Yuchen Gu
Xiyu Guan
Benjamin R. Guilford
John Paul James
Gunderson
Vivian Lu Guo
Anchit Gupta
Arushi Gupta
Eshan Gupta
Harsh Gupta
Mansi Gupta
Prakash Alok Gupta
Radhika Gupta
Tushar Nandkishore Gupta
Gayathri Gururajan
Alex Halikias
Adam Matthew Hall
Ellen Wilson Halle
Collette Kristen Hamamah
Marion Leigh Hamilton
Huiyong Han
Martin Harari
Sneha Harirhan
Chinmoy Harsha
John Hunter Hartwell
Aleeza Hash
Sarah Hassaine
Yanlei Eileen He
Daniel Alexander Henao
Kyle Delmar Herman
Amir Hermes
Brittany Michelle Bach
er Hertzog
Samuel Andrew Herzig
Jordan Robert Hitchcock
Amanda Michelle Ho
Gavin Ho
Josha Ho
Vivien L Ho
Dylan Hoffman
Mark Holekamp
Philip David Holsted
Andrew Kelleher Hotso
Andrew Howard
Andrew Tak Jun Hsu
Kelly Hsu
Yi-Chi Hsu
Chunlin Hu
Zhiquin Hu
Margaret Hua
Enrique Huaman Alvarez
Daniel Huang
Yi Hsuan Huang
Po-Ju Huang
Sidi Huang
Tao Huang
Wen Huang
Yi Yi Huang
Yuan Huang
Miles Clark Huffman
Becky Ann Hughes
Audrey Merkin Huntington
Benjamin Voe Huntley
Mercedee Renz Hutton
Min Jeong Hwang
Andrei N. Illias
Umar Iqbal
Anna Chou Irving
Aaron H. Ishikawa
Ulysses Contreras Isidro
Muhi Dean Itani
Julianne O’Neill Jackson
Kannan Jagamoorthy
Unmesh Appasaheb Jagtap
Rishabh Jain
Jennifer Jing
Yoojin Jang
Raul Eugenio Jasso Marino
Nikhil Jayawickrama
Nicole Ayana Jenkins
Fielding West Jenks
Alina Jennings
Jia Jasmine Jia
Christina Jing Jiang
Laura Jane Johnsen
Daniel Johnson
Ria Anil Joneja
Daniel Marc Jones
Julian Jordan
Anns Karukaparambil
Joseph
Brett Terry Joshep
Priyanka Juneja
Ji Eun Jung
Yun Young Jung
Kartik Kacholia
Aditi Narayan Kamat
Conor Heuston Kane
Esther Kang
Asem Kapur
Sanya Kapur
Nil Karahanoglu
Andrew Karas
Kenneth Michael Kasper
Moustapha Kasse
Kamna Kathuria
Yehuda J. Katz
Ellery Dale Kauvar
Yeaseul Lee
Austin Alan Lee
Alexandra Lebovits
Jessica Elizabeth Lawson
David Roosevelt Lawrence
David Christopher Latshaw
Scott Lasswell
David Christopher Latshaw
Jessica Elizabeth Lawson
Alexandra Lebovits
Austin Alan Lee
Yeaseul Lee
Hoseok Lee
Jung Min Jacqueline Lee
Matthew Joon Mou Lee
Min Jin Lee
Peter Min Lee
Mu-Hsien Lee
Wutae Lee
Michael William Lei
Laura Elin Lennon
Tea Leah Levens
Samantha Michelle Levin
Jonathan Henry Lewis
Annie Sin Ni Li
Connie Li
Echo Li
He Li
Jia Li
Mei Li
Ruiji Li
Vivian Li
Xinlei Li
Aliaksandr Liahushevich
Adam Joseph Libertini
Veronica Lim
Lu Lin
Yen-Yu Lin
Zhuojia Lin
Barry Davis Linden
Elaine Yiran Liu
Jiyang Liu
Shun Liu
Xiaolu Liu
Ying Liu
Melissa Lockhart
Caitlin Everhart Lohrenz
Michael Anthony Lomio
Maria Antonia Londono
Mateo Rafael De Leon
Lorenzo
Robert Lou
Wayne Lou
Yanni Louloudis
Dian Lu
Hui-Ju Lu
Gaurav Lulu
Shia Li Lum
Betty Ma
Yanyan Ma
Ryan MacDonald
Austin Salvatore Madden
Hiroki Maehara
Anthony Richard Maggio
Alison Magruder
Agrima Mahajan
Gregory Majno
Tinofara Majoni
Austin Gray Major
Julia Van Hoeven Maltby
Qarina Mannaf
Gabrielle Brit Manoff
Irene Nicole
Manousiouthakis
Angela Menglu Mao
Juaniu Mao
Cameron Maple
Daniel Alexander Martinez
Govind Srirhari Mattay
Braeden Charles Mayer
Sarah Elizabeth Mayner
Erick Mazon Loyo
Stephanie Ann McCaffrey
Brendan McGrath
Matthew Scott McGrath
Alexander Riley McHale
Morgan Taylor Mckee
Daniel Taylor Spivak
McKinnon
Neil Mehta
Prashant Mehta
Samkit Shashin Mehta
Joshua Michael Melnick
Eyassu M. Menelik
Crystal Meng
Adam Clarke Emanuel
Meyer
Kelsey Nicole Mikolajewski
Alec Geoffrey Finne Miller
Catherine Elizabeth Miller
David Miller
Jonathan Ross Miller
Natalie R. Miller
Jennifer Grace Million
Takashi Minoura
Subhav Mital
Sachin Samir Mitra
Devika Mittal
Tais Tamy Miyoshi
Peixin Mo
Aishwarya Mohapatra
Michelle Louise Mohr
Shahriar Moinpour
Kristin Molano
Allison Iris Mond
Jeiwook Moon
Yuki Okubo
Alex Anozie Okereke
Ryan Michael O'Keefe
Sanya Oh
Ayodele Tolulope Ogunnusi
Anita Oh
Sanya Ohri
Ryan Michael O'Keefe
Alex Anozie Okereke
Yuki Okubo
Abiola Lilian Olausoji
Ludmila Esteves Oliveira
Goncal Oliveros Martorell
Wole Olukoya
Jacquelyn Olwell
Floice Okenzo Omego
Darius Roland Onul
Isaura Cristina Oporto
Olabisi Oluwatoyin
Orismolou
Joaquin Ormeno
Michael John O'Rourke
Andrea Ortega
Sulianet Ortiz Torres
Pedro Jose Ossa Guzman

Yamini Nabar
Michael Anthony Naclerio
Suddhasattwa Nad
Dan Nahum
Christina Soojung Nam
Venkateshwaran
Krishnamoor Nanniyur
Yael Nassi
Neha Nathan
Shreya Nath
Mukesh Nayak
James Lincoln Neely
Andrew L. Nelson
Eric Robert Nelson
Andrew Nesta
Christopher Daniel
Neumann
William Cummings
Newberry
David Duncan Newell
Anh Hoai Bao Nguyen
Jennifer Tram Nguyen
John Nguyen
Tony Tung Thanh Nguyen
Matthew Savio Nicholas
Yatin Nihalani
Tal Niv
Konrad Noworyta
Samaria Colleen O'Brien
José María Ocampo
Valenzuela
Bridget O’Carroll
D’Juan Edward O’Donald
Tope Oduasanya
Oluwasegun Ibukunoluwa
Odasina
Sarah C. Ogden
Oluwatoyin Janet
Ogedengbe

Pedro Jose Ossa Guzman

Master of Business Administration (continued)
Abisola Olufunmilayo
Otesile
Christopher Michael Page
Rishi Dipak Palan
Jackson Palmer-Kern
Brandon Pang
Katie Dara Paradies
Anusheel Pareek
Dhruv Piyush Parikh
Sonali R Parikh
Emma Mae Park
Sharon Park
Sook Young Park
Bhavin Patel
Rikhil Patel
Silpan M Patel
Omotoke Oluwadunmomi
Abi Paul-Lawal
Ana Marilia Paz Soldan
Zapata
Emily Louise Peach
Elizabeth A. Pecan
Leon Pelsach
Leslie Peng
Steven Peralta
Paul Edwin Peseke
Nicholas Andrew Petersen
Eric Peterson
Jason Peterson
Boris Pevzner
Kristin Emilia Pfeiffer
Rahul Phalnikar
Joseph G. Pia
Spencer Hylton Pigg
James Allen Plunk
Alessandra Polara
Samuel James Poliquin
Joseph Howard Pollard
Amichai James Portnoy
Raphael Alexander Pransky
Malika Prasad
Nikhita Prasanna
Noah Seth Putter
William Anthony Quadrino
Anna Mary Quintero
Samantha Lynn Rachesky
Imran Rachman
Christopher Sherwood
Ragsdale
Mosa Rahimi
Rashmi Ramesh
Ana Flavia Sousa Ramos
Michael Mason Ramos
Vinay Kandakuri Ramprasad
Varun Rao
Progga Paromita Rashid
Srihari V. Ravi
Brian Rawn
Melvin Clifford Redeker II
Michael Julian Reed
Daniel Paul Reider
Sarah N. Relich
Daniel Milton Remler
Rachel Terese Resek
James Braiden Rex
Conrado Reyna Kurtz
Parker Elizabeth Reynolds
Angela M. Rice
Corey Richard
Andrew Richardson
Everette Wayne Richardson
Julian Roberson
Marshall David Robert
Ashley M. Roberts
Margaret Rose Roberts
Ryan Dungan Roberts
Shaun Clarence Roberts
Alex Benjamin Robins
David Jackson Roche
Samanta Tracy Rodriguez
Yuanxin Rong
Daniel Martin Rooney
Harris Samuel Rose
Samuel Albert Rosen
Carly Paige Rosenberg
Mathew Rosenburg
Anais Ross
Benjamin Charles Ross
Melissa F. Ross
Nicholas Robert Rosston
Joshua Will Rothman
Stephen Edwin Rothstein
Hana Rouse
Chloe Xinyu Ruan
Alex L. Rubilar
Richard Brian Ruffner
John Rutherford
Andrew Michael Sabene
Andrija Sadikovic
Venkateswaran Sadras
Rajasekharan
Shayan Nawroz Salam
Maria Fernanda Salama
Daniel Salazar
Estrellita C. Salazar
Sonali Yvonne Salgado
Ronald E. Samore, Jr.
Niral Sampat
Shamira Shamar Singhrajak
Satyajit Rao Sankurathripati
Iacopo Santini
Benjamin Santos
Jalu Dibyo Sanwasi
Akrati Sarwat
Joe Sassine
Issa Abena Saunders
Erik Montebello Savage
Albert Savitzky
Susan Scavone
Daniel Schaefeer
Samantha Leigh Schafrank
Tyler Robert Schenk
Will Schlegel
Lauren Schmidt
Henry Edward Schreiber
Nicholas Horst Schroback
Kevin Michael Schuler
Adria Schulman-Eyink
Daniel M. Sciubba
Laura Sciuto
Julian Robert Brideoake
Scott
Louis Segalini
Christopher Florian Seitz
Yasmin Serrato-Muñoz
Nicholas Leo Seshadri
Shruti Sethi
Simonne Seymour
Mit D. Shah
Mosum Shah
Neil Nayan Shah
Ravi Sudhirbhai Shah
Sonia P. Shah
Qi Shen
Jon Robert Shepherd
Po-Jen Shih
Victoria Shih
Jonghyun Samuel Shin
Woo Sik Shin
Jason Matthew Shinar
Daniella Shplatali
Satya Shreenivas
Benjamin Hunt Shuford
Stephanie L. Sica
Noah Benjamin Siegel
George William Simmons
Caroline Elizabeth Simon
Daniel J. Simon
Suyong Eric Sin
Austin Murray Sinclair
Ryan Walter Singel
Harpreet Singh
Harsharn Singh
Karyll Singh
Kaustubh Rakesh Singhal
Punda Sirivongse
Visveswaran Sivakumar
Poopenm Sivapiromrat
Ellery Gruskin Smith
Thomas Joseph Smith
Turner Cary Smith
Emily Sarah Snow
Sumegh Sodani
Martin Soderstrom
Ashley Nicole Sogge
Alexander James Sonageri
Amit Sondhi
Boda Song
Wei Song
John Milton Sonsalla
Shreya Sood
Sakshi Soorma
Arielle Sorkin
Benjamin Adam Spiritos
Neha Srivastava
Sindhu Srivastava
Howard Steidle III
Charles Harrison Stine
Jessica Lynne Stokes
Louis Patrick Stokum
Mary-Grace Stone
Michael Struthers
Kathryn Elizabeth Stirling
Suarez
Julius Sukarevicius
Marguerite Sulmont
Vijay Mohinder Singh
Sumal
Eric Kevin Sun
Brian Joon Yong Sung
Philip Steven Susser
Ganesh Swaminathan
Georgia Taylor Swee
Syed Saad Ahmed
Fnu Syed Saad Ahmed
Adam Sze
Sam Taffer
Natalie Isabelle Tagger
Ryo Takano
Inder Singh Takhar
William Isamu Taki
Gordon Tang
Samuel Bosheng Tang
Sebastian Tanujaya
Cesar Tapia Arvizu
Matteo Tappainer
Benjamin Gordon Tartell
Elizabeth Taus
Paul Daniel Taylor
Shary Ngole Tchatchouang
Georges Cedric Tchokoua
Monkam
Attahka Techawatanawana
Max Andrew Teles
Jonathan Churchman
Temple
Anton Terlovsky
Amanda Teschko
Akshara Thadachana Reddy
Raj Thaker
Puja Ashok Thakker
Robensky Theodore
Jonathon Thierer
Ethiraj Thoddi Kotiah
Benjamin Lewis Thomas
Stephy Thomas
Nicholas Salvatore Tobin
Oghenekeparbo Tobore
Alyssa Toh
Yasuhiyo Tokura
Lori Tomassian
Timothy Toomey
Trym Steinseth Torvund
Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
School of Nursing

Antonia Villarruel, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

August 7, 2020
Theresa M Dierkes
Rosenio Fitzgerald

December 22, 2020
Mona Akhiari
Catherine Agnes Aronowitz
Kathryn Parks Bailey
Sarah Michelle Ball
Emily Elizabeth Beiting
Elyse Joelle Berman
Natalia Boos
Kallie Brown
Briana C Cass
Christine America Cernoch
Sara Katharine Cronin
Kimberly Susan D'Angelo
Alyssa N. D’Esposito
Daniela LaShawn Dinks
Sarah Pauline Dodds
Siena Reynolds Dryden
Ashley Elizabeth Erickson
Emily Jane Feldman
Elizabeth Jane Finkel
Eri Alexandra Finucane
Whitney Pritchard Nash

Lydia Eileen Buckwalter
Nicole Kassandra Carissimi
Melanie Tupino Brendia
Lauren Biedron
Rachel B. Bernard
Jennie Diane Berman
Andrea Bannon
Melissa Ann Attanasio
Rachel Amiano
Melissa Ann Attanasio
Andrea Bannon
Samantha Jayne Barone
Allison V. Bautista
Jennie Diane Berman
Rachel B. Bernard
Lauren Biedron
Monjira Swati Biswas
Melanie Tupino Brenda
Chantel Kathleen Brewer
Megan Calter
Nicole Ashley Cantu

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Lydia Snowden Carson  Saye Boakai Mehn  Samantha Shelby Ficon  May 17, 2021
Sophia Yuan-Ping Chao  Lauren Elizabeth Mruk  Anne Mbongueh Fogam  Alexis Alejandra Ayala
Shu Zhen Chee  Savuol Marie Ngo  Tita  Christina Jeanne Bewersdorf
Jillian Kathleen Coffey  Todd Jeffrey Nicklas  Katie Gene Friedman  Justin Camaione
Erin Ashley Colleran  Amber Oberholzer  Alyssa Gersten  Ryan Anastacio dos Reis
Alexis Mary Collins  Adeola Oluwabusi  Jennifer Gil  Natalie Rose Ehret
Shane Alden Cooper  Jean Pahima  Brianna R Hafetz  Kristen Suzanne Green
Sara Mae D’Arpino  Pelagia Constantine  Megan Marie Harris  Megan Holland
Gabriela de Hoyos  Papathomas  Katie Leigh Hillman  Grace Gai Huang
Christine Leigh Devine  Aran Park Lim  Lauren Elizabeth Hollender  Joanna Denise Hummel
Jennifer L. Digian  Bethany Irene Payne  Hanna Thi Huynh  Aupala Huq
Erica English Dougherty  Jamie Beth Plevy  Danielle Anne Iannone  Audrey Charlotte Kingman
Ellen Ruth Drebelbis  Daniel Joshua Porter  Mollie Alyce Ilenberger  Wai Ying Lam
Shannon Marie Easton  Samantha Nicole Railey  Joshua Philip Johnston  Emma Lett MacAllister
Claire Ainsley Edwins  Katerina Ritz Raiser  Divya Ramesh  Emma Ryerson Marsden
Kevin David Enterlin  Erica Catherine Reighard  Samantha Ariel Risch  Dhrumi Pankaj Mody
Rebecca Ann Feldman  Diana Lynn Rivero  Kim Lauren Romansky  Kara Lise Twomey
Lindsay Brooker Field  Beverley Ann Rosa  Diana Lynn Rivero  Kristen Kelly Yoh
Marielle Christina Gadaleta  Marisa Savic  Beverley Ann Rosa  Doctor of Nursing
Vanessa Gelin  Laurence Joseph Sheridan  Mariana  Practice
Daniel Gonzalez  Mackenzie Farrell Stewart  Kerianne Keiko May
Me-Linh Michelle Gunther  Kristen Maria Tait  Meghan Anne McGowan  December 22, 2020
Denise Esmerald Guzman  Danielle Klepper Terpak  Kari Emily Miyamoto
Kate Louise Hanselman  Nicole Thompson  Tatjana Amarus Muwakkil
Simone Higgins  Michelle Torres  Ashley Mantz Niu  Bridget Louise Noel
Jessica Hill  Crystalina Akemi Tsujiura  Deborah Marie Muwwakkil
Jessica Lynne Hirst  Lauren Patricia Turner  Bridge Louise Noel  Josie Catherine O’Leary
Beverly Ann Macaoy Howell  Devon Verity  Molly O’Rourke  Melanie Agnes Sarmiento
Aaron Ahlgren Huntley  Jessica Leigh Weatherwax  Mariel Owen-Simon  Mariano
Colleen Marie Ianni  Alexandra Ronan Webb  Jarae Regina Payne  Kerianne Keiko May
Chinyere Angelina Ruth Ihunnah  Andrea Leah Weidman  Christy Marie Perkins  Meghan Amara Ratchiff-Horton
Eryn Taylor Johnstone  Andy B. Woo  Meghan Alana Ratliffe-Jarae Regina Payne
Katherine Marsh Kandada  Christina Sanchez Woodson  Meghan Alana Ratliffe-Jarae Regina Payne
Ariel Rebecca Karwat  Stephanie Beth Yazdanyar  Schachter  Simon  Jarae Regina Payne
Tanner Lee Katz  Inez Anna Zuska  Becky Denise Serna  Schachter
Laura M Keehn  December 22, 2020
Lisa Beth Kehr  Ian Shane Alexander  Danielle Elizabeth Rissmiller  May 17, 2021
Roohi Khan  Riley Elizabeth Ambrose  Jessica Rocio Rodriguez  Michael Joseph Annarella
Jaime Kianka  Rachael Michele Battaglioli  Alexandra Caroline Russell  May 17, 2021
Ha Eun Kim  Mark Nicholas Blane  Michele Abramson  Lindsey Marie Primm
Julia Kittka  Christine Blazar  Schachter  Dorothy L. Borden
Catherine Andrea Kobza  Elizabeth Grace Bowerman  Becky Denise Serna  Leslie DiVincenzo
Tajudeen Adebayo Kolawole  McCall Elizabeth Breuer  Melissa Sevoian  Allison Maclay Eno-Jones
Christina Marie Kudach  Jessica M. Brown  Becky Denise Serna  Vivian Yang Gao
Brittany Lamboy  Tina Cai  Melissa Sevoian  Graham James Gorsline
Kamiylah A. Lawson  Elizabeth Claire Campanella  Inez Anna Zuska  Irene Guo
Brittany Lamboy  Connie Liu Chen  Amelia Elizabeth Serna  Alyssa Kristine Kirk
Kathryn Ale Michelle Little  Jenna Choi  Jennifer Elizabeth Sigel  Mary Kathryn Kline
Alyssa DiNardo Loftus  Laura Kathryn Cicchetti  Teresa Stegmann  Kendall MacDonald
Meghan Natalie Long  Kimberly Claussen  Molly Nicole Steter  Alexis Marie Martinez
Elisabeth Rose Lugano  Taylor Melissa Connolly  Iliana Vivian Suarez  Natalie Renee Masi
Iris W. Maldonado Diaz  Ligia Gerduli Coppinger  Ella S Thompson  Donovan Natalie
Anita Marie McAlley  Sagine Veggie Coriolan  Katherine Ann Thompson  Katherine Rose Moore
Shannon Carey McCarthy  Amanda Elaine DeSenna  Asaki Toda  Dipika Jagdishbhai Patel
Mary McDevitt  Sean Kevin D’Onofrio  Jenna Lynn Vanderlinden  Yvette Reyes
Kathleen Anne McDonnell  Mary Carter Dorrance  Samantha Blaine Vinik  Kelsey Diane Reynolds
Megan P McDowall  Monica Charisse Evans  Carolina Ping Yu Wang  Felicia Rzeszewski
Shannon McGowan  Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Master of Science in Clinical Epidemiology (continued)
Doctor of Medicine (continued)

Eduardo Andres Torre
Valdivieso
Aminata Yasmine Traoré
Daniel Joshua Travis
Sarah Jane Waldis
Hejia Henry Wang
Michael Thomas Werner
Jennifer Lee Wineke
Anna Wing
Krzyzstof Wojtak
Lin Xi
Huchuan Xia
Sophia Rose Ypalater
Andrea Carolina Yegüez
Joseph Lee Young

Law School
Theodore Ruger, Dean

Master in Law
August 7, 2020
Tracey Lynn Caputo
Casey Lynn Scott
Kirk Trasborg

December 22, 2020
Brian R. Boyle
Ethel Joy Rather Bullard-Moore
Salvatore Caputo

May 17, 2021
Kacey Cathcart Barnes
Naomi Black
Destiny Bernice Brown
Angela Maria Cabrera
Sean Edwin Cusack
Aikaterini Gerasopoulou Pappa
Loran William Aeon
Grishow-Schade
Stephen Holroyd
Andrei N. Illias
Li Shuhan
Steven Richard Moore
Thanh Chi Nguyen
Chandrasekhar Nukala
Manunya Nuth
Christina M. Palandro
Nyzinga Latrisha Patterson
Aren Manoj Raisinghani
Eugenia K. Song
Julia Marie Vresilovic
Dustin Christopher Webster
Siyu Zhou

Master of Laws
May 17, 2021
Jenan Abu Ishtaia
Meshal Abdulwahab
M Alkolaika
Norah Alqahtani
Faris Abdulrahman
A Alzamal
Meri Baghdasaryan
Radha Bhatt
Chenxi Chen
Anna Dai
Laura Edwards
Hugh Fitzgibbon
Juning Fong
Sungji Ha
Yihao He
Lingling Hu
Sakurako Kajio
Le Nguyen Duy Hau
You Li
Liu Shu-Kai
Shuyu Liu
Xinran Liu
Chih-Yuan Lo
Levi Isaac Marelus
Barney McCay
Kengo Miyachiku
Catalina Ramirez Palau
Alessandra Carolina Rossi Martins
Seah Qing Yang Andre
Sien Song
Junwen Wang
Linshen Wang
Songxin Wang
Zhaochen Wang
Toshiyuki Watanabe

Danni Yang
Guqiao Yang
Ziguo Yang
Xuefei Yu
Zixiao Yu
Chen Zeng
Zhang Rui
Saidong Zhang
Yujie Zhang
Junchen Zhu

Juris Doctor
May 17, 2021
Brandon Clark Abrams
James Alexander Lane Alford
Alexander R. Altiere
Lauren Sarah Altus
Safaa Aly
Celina Antonellis
Edward Freduah Appeadu
Steven M. Appel
Eliana Esther Applebaum
Desan Ataharul
Mihir V. Awati
Jill Elizabeth Barton
Katherine Bass
Jake Bassinder
Sean Matthew Bender
Colin Ross Benthen
Sarah Lee Best
Olivia Constance Bethea
Alana Kristine Bevan
Karlös D Bledsoe Jr
Jonathan Paul Blomberg
Benjamin Bolnick
Sophia Rosina Bonfiglio
Francesca Brigitte Lillian Broginni

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.

Elizabeth Kathleen Broussard
Benjamin Lee Brown-Harkins
Sarah McElwee Buchik
Julia C. Buff
Moshe Burnstein
Tyler Joseph Burrell
Thomas Patrick Butterworth
Sarah M. Byrne
Alyssa Lynn Cannizaro
Devlin Edgar Carey
Alexis Jordan Caris
Christine C. Carpenter
Xixi Chen
Aseem Niranjan Chipalkatti
Anissa Imane Chitour
Matthew Crowder Copeland
Jennifer Kelly Corcoran
Diana Christina Cummisskey
Ryan A. Dahrouge
Sharmila Pramit Das
Lauren Elizabeth Davis
Taylor Lauren Davis
Zachary Randall Dawson
Sawyer Ray Dean
Emily Judith deLisle
Emily Nicole Deliz
Alexis Kim Désiré
Katherine Ann DiVasto
Robert Ethan Dover
Meghan L. Downey
Justine Ysabel Drohan
Cassandra Marie Dula
Alexandra Jean Eaton
Milad Seyed Emamian
Folasade Kudirat
Famakinwa

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
Amelia Skye Houston
Fanelli
Briana Fasone
Mary Felder
Conor Dodd Ferrall
William Lamar Flatt Jr.
Jonathan Ford, Jr.
Phillip Michael Foster
Alison Deena Freudman
Emily Beth Friedman
Mia Anderson Fry
Zachary Traver Furcolo
Joseph William Galie
Emily Elizabeth Galik
Brendan Nicholas Gallagher
Adam J. Garnick
Kathryn Carr Garrett
Sharon George
Benjamin Scott Gilberg
Nathan Ashton Gill
Samuel Wolfe Givertz
Katherine Myers Godar
Ravina Gogna
Bridget Rose Golob
Daniel Robert Gordon
Alexandra Gottlieb
Germaine O’Brien Grant
Madison Jody Gray
Edmund Boateng Gyasi
Demisse Tesfay Habteselasie
Joelle Hageboutros
Shawn Shokrollah Hakakian
Elana Hannah Handelman
Patrick Quinns Hasson
Kevin Matthew Hayne
Sarah Elizabeth Heberlig
Stephanie Blanche Rose Helbling
Shane Herskowitz
Taylor Jonathan Hertzler
Michael Kenneth Hilyard
Lindsay Holcomb
Tamryn Danielle Holley
Emily Anderson Hooker
Nicole Brianne Horita
Tarek Omar Hussamy
Megan Philippa Hussey
Ana Guadalupe Jarquin
Matthew L. Jerrehian
Sanjay Jolly
Esther Kang
Yehuda J. Katz
Jordan A. Kaufman
Clayton Chesler Keir
Chad Austin Keizer
Kimberly Dwyer Kelly
Lauren Rose Kelly
Ashley Zipora Kemper
Zahra Sikander Keshwani
Lauren Theresa Khouzam
Wooseok Ki
Isabel J. Kim
Jennifer Rosa Kim
Min Jae Kim
Gerald Murumi Kimani
Jacklyn Michelle Kornstein
Rhochelle Tairaeas Saint
John Krawetz
Julian J. Kronick
Allison Corinna Kruk
Eduarda Nunes Lague
Alicia Lai
Marieca Lane
Bridget Elaine Lavender
Andrea Morano Leelike
Eli Todd Levy
James Robert Leyden
Lillian Yun Li
Roger Li
Andrew I. Lief
Soo Min Lim
Patrick A. Lockwood
Emily Losi
Ruifan Ma
John Vincent Maccio
Tinofara Majoni
Anna Margaret Malone
Rachel Baker Mann
Caroline Mansour
Sarah Marmon
Jonathan Jacob Marsh
Stephen J. Martin
Marina Angelia Masterson
Raisa Nawar Masud
Kevin Peter Matthews
Brandon Thomas Mayhew
Kellen Marie McCoy
Lynn Holden McDonough
Ryan Charles McEvoy
Kelly Marie McGlynn
Hayden Kenneth McGovern
Evan Hoffman McIntyre
John Angus McKenzie
Mary Ann F. McNulty
William F. Meade
Ava K. Mehta
Moshe Michel
Alec Geoffrey Finne Miller
Patrick John Miller-Bartley
Charlene M. Minatee
Fadi S. Mohamed
Michelle Louise Mohr
Jacqueline Monnat
Yericca Zimmerman
Morales
Larissa Catherine Morgan
Rachel Neckes
Christopher Daniel Neumann
Molly Elizabeth Nichols
William Benjamin Nichols
Erik Jefferson Nickels
Jennifer Johanna Norwalk
Emily A. Nowlan
Connor D. O’Brien
Anita Oh
Chris Hyunjin Pak
Yinran Pan
Sonali R Parikh
Matthew Sukun Park
Elizabeth Rebecca Peled
Wes Seeger Peltzman
Justin Royce Pendleton
Blake Garrett Pittell
Jeffrey Scott Popoviz
Justin Lee Porter
Emily Michelle Portuguese
Conrad Pritzker
John Paul Prusakowski III
Hannah Grace Pugh
Leslie Rae Reid
Sarah Virginia Riblet
Carolyn Fitzgerald Rice
Imad Rizkallah
Jessica Marie Rizzo
Andrew M. Rocco
Timothy Aidan Roche
Lucas Patrick Salada
Claire Daphne Samuelson
John Gerald Santoro
Johnathan Franklin Sargent
Brandon K. Sarkauskas
Jessie Grace Sarkis
Noah Emanuel Schoenholtz
Alexander Craig Schwarz
Lila Sevener
L. Jeff Shafer II
Bhavin P. Shah
Simon Mirhan Shahinian
Ariel Joshua Shapell
Sara Shayanian
Anna Sheu
Jessica Shieh
Lucas Siegmund
Phoebe Hannah Silos
Athira Sivan
Sarah Faith Spellman
Jason David Spiegel
Rachel E. Spivack
Casey Batten Stewart
Dana Marie Stone
David Gardner Strecker
John Carlo Strubing
Alexandra M. Stuart-Lovell
Ashley Suarez
Michael Anthony Sunnergren
Leon K. Sunstein
Samuel Bosheh Tang
Ziqian Tao
Maria Alexandre Tartakovsky
James Robert Thompson
Andrew James Timmick
Uyen Linh Tu
Jeffrey Dean Turben
Adrianna C. Vallee
Amber N. Venturelli
Rebecca Lee Wallace
Zi Chun Wang
Michael D. Weingartner
Howard J. Weiss
Ann Elizabeth Wheat
Samuel Bennett Whillans
Michael James White
Nicholas C. Wiggins
Amy Lois Woodward
Matthew Jackson Wyatt
Michelle Yang
Shiyuan Yin
Jen Ning Yong
Asal Murad Yunusov
Rachel Leah Zacharias
Sara Guangyu Zhou

Doctor of the Science
of Law

August 7, 2020
Yifan Lin

May 17, 2021
Jessica Sally Peake
Asaf Raz
Jorge Sanchez Cordero
Grossmann
Chiao-Hui Su
Weitzman School of Design

Frederick Steiner, Dean

Master of Architecture

August 7, 2020

Mitchell Allan Chisholm
Zhenhao Zhou

December 22, 2020

Yinying Chen
Xintong Zhao

May 17, 2021

Meichen Ai
Abdullah Abdulaziz Alsahafi
Eric Sobek Anderson
Alexander N. Brown
Michael Niklas Caine
Juliana Cano
Qiuyuan Cao
Merrick Ethan Castillo
Xinyi Chen
Yunshi Chen
Tone Chu
Yu Qiao

Master of Fine Arts

Joshua Joel Anthony

December 22, 2020

Lesia Alexandra Micheline Mokrycke

May 17, 2021

Lesia Alexandra Micheline Mokrycke

Master of Landscape Architecture

December 22, 2020

Leila Bahrami
Christine Chung
Xue Wan
Yun Wang
Yi Zhou

May 17, 2021

Leila Bahrami
Christine Chung
Xue Wan
Yun Wang
Yi Zhou

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Melita Schmeckpeper  
Carolina Schultz  
Fangyuan Sheng  
Heejung Shin  
Rebecca M. Sibinga  
Aaron Randall Stone  
Sun Can  
Mingyang Sun  
Xiaomeng Sun  
Qinyuan Tan  
Florence Tzu-Rong Twu  
Nuosha Wang  
Yichen Jin  
Fiori Kryethi  
Maoqiang Li  
Zhihui Li  
Yuxuan Liang  
Shiqi Liu  
Yuqing Liu  
Junjie Lu  
Huajie Ma  
Sharvari Mhatre  
Madonna Nisha Miranda  
Jingrong Ning  
Yue Pan  
Abinayaa Perezhilan  
Suryakiran Jathan  
Prabhakaran  
In Pun  
Qian Qiu  
Nengjie Qu  
Atharva Nitin Ranade  
Zhan Shi  
Nahye Shin  
Bohao Sun  
Yu Sun  
Sung Di  
Vidyashree Unnikrishnan  
Congqi Wang  
Jiayuan Wang  
Tianshuo Wang  
Tianxiao Wang  
Yiding Wang  
Yuanguang Wang  
Yufei Wang  
Donghan Yan  
Sifan Yang  
Yang Yang  
Yuan Jing  
Yanling Yuan  
Xuehan Zhang  
Youyu Zhang  
Zequin Zhang  
Dianqiu Zheng  
Yuan Zheng  
Zhe Zhong  
Cheng Zhe Zhu  
Yifan Zhuang

Master of Landscape Architecture  
(continued)

Master of Science in  
Historic Preservation  
August 7, 2020  
Gabriel Joseph Harper  
Sarah Jane Knauer  
Sarah Rachel Van Horn  
Lerner  
Elizabeth Anne Sexton  
Amanda Leigh Stevens  
Noah Kramer Yoder  
December 22, 2020  
Joseph Raymond Bacci  
Héctor Jabneel Berdecia  
Hernández  
Renata Lisowski  
Sung Di  
May 17, 2021  
Ifrah Asif  
Jennifer Lynne Boggs  
Allison Davis  
Nicole Felicetti  
Naftalia Hadar Flatté  
Gabrielle Rose Goldstein  
Yiling Hu  
Namratha Reddy Kondam  
Joshua S. Lewis  
Xin Li  
Jingyu Liao  
Julia Marchetti  
Gregory Alan Maxwell  
Dairong Qiu  
Ha Leem Ro  
Başak Şilker  
Laura Margaret Sollmann  
Hanna Stark  
Meris Ewart Westberg  
Xiaoran Zhang

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
School of Dental Medicine

Mark S. Wolff, Dean

Master of Science in Oral Biology

August 7, 2020
Mohammed Abdurelah Bindakhil
Ruei-Hua Wang

December 22, 2020
Abdulaziz Ahmad Alblaihess
Artem Aleksandrovich Shurduk

May 17, 2021
Abdulaziz Sami Alhossan
Rawan Ahmad M Ashshi
Reza Hakim Shoushtari
Omar A A Mohammad
Shaked Navat Pelli
Koon Ming Poon

Doctor of Dental Medicine

August 7, 2020
Dhaval Brahmbhatt
Richard Matthew Kralk
Ivraj Singh Sandhu
Somreeta Sharma

December 22, 2020
Su-Min Lee
Temitope Tolulope Omolehinwa
Campo Elias Perez, Jr.
Manal F. Sabir
Ya-Hsin Yu

May 17, 2021
Aileen Acosta Gonzalez
Luma Adwa
Naqeeb Ahmad
Haneen Al Kadily
Becker AL Mayouf
Harith Wael Ali
Nicolette Jane Almer
Emily Clark Alper
Carla Angela Nacpil Alvarez
Ahmed Al-wazzan
Victoria Ashley Ambrogi
Elizabeth Abigail Bailey
Justin Joseph Kiyoto Batcheller
Cole S. Bender

Tamar Shaina Brown
Caitlin Rose Bryan
Kathleen Flanagan
Buchbinder
Celia Angelica Caballero Perez
Scott Ethan Cannon
Giovanni Castro
Jane Jin Shil Chang
Kevin Anthony Chavez
Julia Ya-Ting Cheung
Keith Chiarello
Garima Chikara
Giyong Cho
Jennifer Kay Chou
Zoë Elizabeth Corner
Daniel James Curry
Marcus A. Dassah
José Antonio De La Guerra
Francesco John DeMayo III
Jennifer Nicole Dumé
Ola Adel Saied Farrag
Michael E. Farrell
Fadi A. Farsak
Michelle Eve Feldman
Joanna Marie Ferguson
Alyssa R. Filangeri
Elizabeth Diana Friedman
Ari Gadhia
Veronica R. Ge
Akikaterini Gerasopoulou Pappa
LaKia Nicole Godfrey
Roberto Carlos González Yumar
Shivali A. Govani
Herta S. Granado
Elizabeth Anne Gross
Tinoush Hedayat
Jenna Morgan Herr
Katherine Marie Hilton
Dylan Hoang
Emily Huang
Grace Huang
Carlos J. Huergo
Raul Isturiz
Melissa Kiley James
Julian A. H. Johnson
William B. Jun
Adhitii Lakshmi Kesari
Michael Kirshblum
Stefanie Rachelle Kligrm
Natallia Kottuniak
Maggi Kreisheh
Hyun Kyong Kwak
Do Hyung Kwon Jeong
Nathaniel Ward Lamson
Elaine Hyeyun Lee
Jake M. Lee
Lauren Sun-Ae Lee
Sujeong Lee
Yun Jee Lee
Kristen Leong
Chengbei Li
John Philip Lindberg
Brittany Noelle Link
Semenea Hillary Liu
Zachary Paul Longo
Tammy Luk
David Xu Ma
Induja Maheswaran
Molly Veronica Makos
Juliette Mann
Reka Manoharan
William Marshall
Manolarakis
Stephanie Sie Chantal Mark
Alexa Martinelli
Troy Edward McCartney
Craig Patrick Christopher
David McKenzie
Kristina H. Mendlowski
Matthew Jon Meyer
Araxi Mirzoyan Kalach
Stiven Mita
Eman Numan Mohamed
Katelyn Jean Moyer
Samer Naameh
Melissa Nahtcivan
Matthew A. Nelson
Grace Lee Nguyen
Swetha Nimmagadda
Terigray Nnanabu
Sepideh Noorani
Nora Landells Paisner
Lucienne M. Park
Purvi Patel
Shivali S. Patel
Ramon Danilo Penaranda
Tiffany Ann Pham
Patrick Daniel Pietrzak
Thomas Porth
Joseph A. Raftevold
Mariela Ramos Soler
Peter Rekawek
James Rhee
Ashley Naomi Roberts
Lara Katherine Roseto
Tal Sastow-Robbins
Nicholas Mark Seigel
Soo Won Seo
Sivothayan Sevvanthiraja
Neel Hiteshkumar Shah
Marina Shamoun
Jake N. Shapiro
Sarah Anisa Siddiqui
Stephanie Silva
Jamie Silverberg
Charles Edward Simmons
Cara Ann Slugaski
Corey M. Smigiel
Evelyn Spencer
Hannah Stern
Stefan Nicholas Stroh
Matthew J. Sun
Derek M. Swanson
Abigail Simone Taskin
Teresa Tawadros
Spencer Hiroiyoshi Joyui
Tazumi
Nessim Isaac Temstet
Kathryn C. Thomas
Abdullah Tikreetti
Travis Toth
Brandon Khoi Tran
Cailey Treyz
Jessica Rose Vo
Hussam Wahbi
Tim T. Wang
Abigail Elizabeth Warren
Kimberly Ishida Wiley
Russell D. Williams
Dennis Robert Wu
Priyanka Yadav
ShuJie Yan
Sujin Yu
Shirley Zhang

Doctor of Science in Dentistry

December 22, 2020
Kang I. Ko

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Graduate School of Education

Pam Grossman, Dean
Master of Philosophy in Education

August 7, 2020
Bach Nguyen Mai Phuong
Xinyuan Deng
Sarah Maria Filgueiras Sosa
Yueqing Jiang
Aakanksha Lahoti
Laura Samantha Lindner
Douglas Scott MacDonald
Jiaqi Xu
Zhaoxi Zeng

May 17, 2021
Alexander James Blanchett
Jessica Marielle Brown
Crystal Yourhee Byun
Siqi Chen
Netsanet Chevers
Abigail Clark
Amenia Dana Coleman
Ashton Elizabeth Conwell
Kathlyn M. Drewicz
Xinyue Feng
Alessandra Irene Turley Garcia
Keruo Guo
Zhengtian Hao
Deniz Inanici
Sahiti Karumuri
Eliana Jordan Kohn
Simone Allegra Lavine
Ning Li
Xiaowei Li
Yujia Liang
Gabrielle Rose Lipson
Caroline Madonna
Ridhima Malhotra
Sara Remick Martone
Penelope S. Min
Neha Niraj Patel
Yelitza Perdomo
Caroline McNeill Royal
Isha Sengupta
Lily Martin Skoke
Lauren Aubrey Stuart
Jiaqin Zhang
Ming Zhang
Haoran Zhou

Master of Science in Education

August 7, 2020
Muhammad Arif
Dustin Lane Atchison
Ama Egyaba Baidu-Forsorn
Kehan Bao
Alejandra Barajas
Berta Bartoli
Jordyn Cierra Bell
Georgina Isabella Blackett
Alexander James Blanchett
Rebecca Scott Blank
Devaun Anthony Bovell
Emma Hansford Bracker
Amina Naemah Brown
Jessica Marielle Brown
Bui Ngoc Bao Chau
Macon Elisabeth Bunn
Lauren Elizabeth Burgess
Kelsey Lauren Burns
Crystal Yourhee Byun
Tyneeta Canonge
Peter Anthony Caporilli
Emily Carlson
Daisha Yanae Carson
Eliezer Cartagena, Jr.
Natalie Nesanovis Catlett
Jennifer Maria Caulfield
Siqi Chen
Xiao Yi Chen
Zinan Chen
Netsanet Chevers
Jessica Ch’ng
Moon Young Choi
Abigail Clark
Hannah Meagan Clements
Amelia Dana Coleman
Ashton Elizabeth Conwell
Isis Covington
Timothy L. Cross
Elizabeth Curry
Seliat Dairo
Alexandra Christine DeGeorge
Suzan Idil Demirdag
Aayushi Deshpande
Kathlyn M. Drewicz
Haley Camille Dunavant
Tyler Joseph Dunphy
Candace Eaton
MaeAnna Lee Edwards
Elizabeth Wacht Erbafina
Ariella Tali Faitelson
Fang Yuan
Iman Farah
Emily Feltenthal
Xinyue Feng
Emily Lacy Fetting
Molly Rose Finkel
Hannah Gabriela Fish
Evan Ritter Fleischauer
Meredith Eve Fox
Sophia Woolman Gant
Mingwei Gao
Yue Gao
Alessandra Irene Turley Garcia
James Johnson Garrett
Jessica George
Jessica B. German
Reggie Gilliard Jr.
Justin Daniel Gillule
Megan Olivia Goodman
Leo Garrick Greenberry
Quanisha Nashira Grimes
Yufei Gu
Keruo Guo
Alexandra Myles James Halladay
Nicole Anna Hanson
Zhengtian Hao
Eric Chisholm Harrison
Qian He
Shanshan He
Deanna Diane Henderson
Brandon Ahmad Herbert
Maya Hinton
Robert Joseph Holt Jr.
Angelica Sierra Houston
Nikkolette Julia Hunter
Mara Elizabeth Imms
Deniz Inanici
Eklovyja Jain
Shahna-Lee Ceslyn James
Gebing Jin
David S. Kalb
Anastasia Katerina Kalona
Matthew C. Kammrath
Sahiti Karumuri
Ben Kettering
Minkyung Kim
Eliana Jordan Kohn
Jack Benson Lambert
Opeyemi Michael Laniyonu
Simone Allegra Lavine
Lisa Elizabeth Lawson
George Ray Leach
Lauren Nicole Ledley
Ning Li
Xiaowei Li
Yujia Liang
Xin Lin
Gabrielle Rose Lipson
Kareli Berenice Lizarraga
Lizarraga
Xiwen Luo
Jillian Lee Ma
Jingyi Ma
Caroline McNeill Royal
Nora Alyssa Rowan
Sarah Elizabeth Robyn
Miriam Anna Riad
Caroline McNeill Royal
Mingjun Ruan
Jennifer Zink Saladik
Etouila L. Salas
Benjamin Jacob Golden Schneider
Annaliese Judith Faye Schroeder
Isha Sengupta
Catherine Mary Sereno
Olivia Rose Sharkey
Darshit Dilip Sheth
Jasmine Simmons
Lily Martin Skoke
Michael Slaza
Asha Genevieve Smith
Yicong Song
Allison Mae Sparrow
Klairiska Sacheen Spencer
Manon Sally Steel
Rachel Trudy Stern
Samuel Francis Stern
Lauren Aubrey Stuart
Yahui Su
Xiaolu Sui
Katherine Kumiko Taketomo
Marissa Anne Tartaglia
Chevee Tiniah Taylor
Jillian Carlin Thero
Susan Elizabeth Thomas

Caroline Madonna
Latrice Marianno
Izer Ian Tuohoy Martinez
Sara Remick Martone
Brandie Leah Melendez
Valentina Melikhova
Matthew Ronald Menschner
Sara Louise Mierke
Deja Miguest
Penelope S. Min
Jeanette Moon
Megan Morrato
David A. Munger
Stephanie Hope Nebel
Levern Nichols Jr.
Julie Nogueda
Julia Megan Oas
Shamira Denae O’Neal
Sydney Gillian Ayo-ola
Osifeso
Brianna Elizabeth Parsons
Neha Niraj Patel
Yelitza Perdomo
Antonios P. Pitsakis
Vanessa Catherine Prescott
Haley Sara Press
Zunaira Naz Quraishi
Amanda J. Reffsin
Miriam Anna Riad
Sarah Elizabeth Robyn
Nora Alyssa Rowan
Caroline McNeill Royal
Mingjun Ruan
Jennifer Zink Saladik
Etouila L. Salas
Benjamin Jacob Golden Schneider
Annaliese Judith Faye Schroeder
Isha Sengupta
Catherine Mary Sereno
Olivia Rose Sharkey
Darshit Dilip Sheth
Jasmine Simmons
Lily Martin Skoke
Michael Slaza
Asha Genevieve Smith
Yicong Song
Allison Mae Sparrow
Klairiska Sacheen Spencer
Manon Sally Steel
Rachel Trudy Stern
Samuel Francis Stern
Lauren Aubrey Stuart
Yahui Su
Xiaolu Sui
Katherine Kumiko Taketomo
Marissa Anne Tartaglia
Chevee Tiniah Taylor
Jillian Carlin Thero
Susan Elizabeth Thomas
Master of Science in Education (continued)

Mary Harrison
Qinchun He
Ziyu He
Casey Nissa Hedstrom
Nora Anne Hefner
Kirsten Hellmuth
Timothy Joseph Herd
Taylor Hickman
Catherine Annette Hidalgo
Jara
Andrea Faith Highbloom
Katherine Marie Hilton
Kacie Hoagland
Joshua Brandon Hoffman
Marguerite Holliday
Sonja Marguerite Holmberg
Alexis Marie Holzmann
Justin Anthony Hopgood
Sydney Kathryn Hopper
Lauren Elise Horner
Zachary Hornig
Sarah Madison Horwitz
James Payer Howell
Justine Hrvatin
Cindy Hsin Yu Hu
Amelia Huang
Jiayi Huang
Yujia Huang
Andrew Thomas Hudspeth
Ashley Noel Hughes
Kaddara Elizabeth Joy
Humphrey
Syed Zain Raza Hussain
Caroline Elise Ingram
Samen M. Iqbal
Amanda Lynn Irwin
Jalin Niamke Jackson
Ana Guadalupe Jarquin
Fang Jia
Yidi Jiang
Jiahaoh Jin
Meghan Ann Johnson
Porter Bryson Johnson
Megan Alexius Jones
Samara Lynn Jones
Maya Aldis Jonsson
Maya Morapakkam Josiam
Aishwarya Ramesh Kaple
Sara Karim
Walter Keel
Abigail Stevens Kennedy
Anna Kim
Chan Kim
Grace Soyeon Kim
Leon Kim
Amethyst Rose King
Michael Alan Klein
Bradley Koegel
Gabriel KiWook Koo
Katelyn Shaw Kraunelis
Hao Kuang
Jennifer Lawrence
Amber Amina Leisher
Cletus Leon
Rebecca Jayne Levy
Haiying Li
Linfeng Li
Shulin Li
Sijie Li
Stacy Jene Li
Sunpin Li
Tianling Li
Xiangkai Li
Xiaofeng Li
Xu Li
Xueqi Li
Yao Li
Yifan Li
Yuan Li
Zhengxuan Li
Xiyun Lin
Haocheng Liu
Meiran Liu
Qixuan Liu
Saiya Liu
Shuting Liu
Yihan Liu
Wen Lu
Yan Luo
Yilin Luo
Susanna Beers Macciocca
Aqi Tan Zan Macmood
Michael Mahoney
Emma Carrie Mahony
Molly Veronica Makos
Irene Teresa Margiotta
Rosybella Maria
Caterina Marie Martin
Vanessa Martinez Penn
Benjamin Marx
Kaitlin McCann
Maggie McCool
Laura Louise McKenna
Zane Paul Meiners
Mara Zoe Meyers
Alexander Jay Mezoff
Ellen Miller
Kaylyn Brianna Miller
Samantha C. Minatti
Hannah Misangyi
Nicole Mitchell
Soumya Mittal
Kyle Steven Money
Anne Fahy Morris
Angela Michelle Motte
William Henry Mullin
Karan Nair
Rosa Nanasi Haas
Augusta M. Nau
Miriam Ann Newman
Thao Phan Thu Nguyen
Qinwei Nie
Emily Nelson
George Ngige Njogu
Emily Frances Noblesala
Erin O'Connor
Karyn Bri'ana Odom
Hollister Ann Olson
Michael Christopher
Onuchovsky
Rachel Elizabeth Oristano
Marni Oyamada
Kristin Egan Page
Gene Pak
Chase Lukas Clavel Palanca
Kareena Ashok Pamani
Vincent Alexander Pelicone
Justin Royce Pendleton
Nina Yu Wang Peng
Siyu Peng
Ziwei Peng
Francesca Maria Polizotto
Rachel Ann Porter
Brittany Powell
Carlos William Price-Sanchez
Taryn Jenee' Purnell-Bratcher
Yunjia Qian
Lydia Anne Ramharack
Delaney Elizabeth Regan
Grace Kathleen Reilly
Simon Magavern Reinhardt
Jessica Susan Richardson
Martin Rios
Chelsea Phoenix Rivera
Jennifer Mary Roach
Ariel Anna Robbins
John Clark Robinson
Michael Rosen
Gavriel Rubenstein
Vanessa Rutigliano
Sheila Salaneck
Sonali Yvonne Salgado
Luke Anthony Sanders
Julia Clafin Sandler
Margaret Rose Qiuexue
Sawyer
Zachary Michael Scarano
Rebecca Ariadne Schedl
Pauriany Segarra
Jennelle Brianna Seiden
Syeda Gul-E-Zehra Shah
Shiyi Shen
Yifan Shi
Yiye Shi
Ayeshia Shiekh
Samantha Elaine Short
Jessica Lynn Smalarz
Quinten Michael Starko
Miranda Elizabeth Stewart
Sam Caldwell Stockton
Emily Stollman
Chloe Strickland
Jessica Stuart
Muge Sun
Ningning Sun
Yaxian Sun
Roberta Frances Sutton
Mary Elizabeth Cecelia
Talian
Zeyuan Tan
Debra Elianna Tanner
Nessim Isaac Temstet
Dominique Nicole Thomas
Gabrielle A. Thomas
Zhiyu Tian
John James Timko
Taylor Monique Tucker
Kelsey Ullom
Taryn Helene Urban
Sabira Uvaliyeva
Hulita Vaea-Maafu-Moimoi
Angelica Valentin
Matthijs Thaddeus Van Mierlo
Alexander Milo Vanathos
Maxwell Benjamin Vega
Emily Christine Vidal
Ryan Villanueva
Lufan Wang
Shuwei Wang
Siying Wang
Xinyue Wang
Zheng Wang
Elisa Warczyk
Madison Lynn Wardlaw
Elizabeth Ecker Watkins
Luhao Wei
Kathryn Colleen Weiler
Cherie Yvonne Weller
Dominique Michelle Wells
Kasi DeGennaro Whittaker
Carly Morris Wickham
Larry Wilkins
Lauren Elizabeth Wright
James Rualan Wu
Weiyi Xia
Mengxi Xiao
Yue Xin
Lu Xu
Mingtian Xu
Qingyuan Xu
Shuyu Xu
Yunxi Xu
Guiping Yang
Tingxi Yang
Xinyuan Yang
Yanting Yang
Zi Yang
Li Yong
Disheng Yu
Cien Zhang
Jinghan Zhang  
Kexin Zhang  
Louise Zhang  
Ruinan Zhang  
Shuye Zhang  
Tiaotiao Zhang  
Ting Zhang  
Weiqiao Zhang  
Yibing Zhang  
Yunlu Zhang  
Zixuan Zhang  
Jingqi Zhao  
Kai Zhao  
Yixuan Zhao  
Haoyue Zheng  
Kewen Zheng  
Jiaxi Zhou  
Jiayu Zhou  
Yonghong Zhou  
Yuen Zhou  
Jiayi Zhu  
Qinhan Zhu  
Shaomeng Zhu  
Simeng Zhu  
Yaxuan Zhu  
Jesse Jieli Zong

Doctor of Education

August 7, 2020

Lilian Ajayi Ore  
Asma Khalid S. Alkadi  
Olumoroti Balogun  
Jesse Anne Boeding  
Susan G. Bowen  
Jeffrey Daniel Carpenter  
Allan Charles Eberhart  
Edward Mark Epstein  
Katherine Ann Feely  
Darren Charles Greeno  
Rebecca Jean Griffiths  
Beth Bennett Hembeln  
Courtney Elizabeth Hill  
Stacy Elaina Holland  
Leo Sai-Ho Lo  
Andrea Renee Carver Lynch  
Maria Nora Manz  
Katyia Melkote  
Kristy Elizabeth Miller  
Jennifer Neumaier  
Antoinette Bailey  
Nottingham  
Denniston Michael  
Alexander Reid, Jr.  
Brittany Kiara Robertson  
Khaleel Ziaad Seecharan  
Jennifer Carol Stimpson

Matthew Joe Michio Suzuki  
Ivy Ruth Taylor  
Carla D. Thompson  
Ryan M. Travia  
Karen Samuelson Vahey  
Machon Antonio Vance  
December 22, 2020

Anne Marie Arnold  
Johné Everett Battle  
Curtis Callands  
Hayden Frederick-Clarke  
Patricia Joann Lesesne  
Terry J. Lintz  
Jacqueline Mwende Makinya  
Michael Wade Smith  
May 17, 2021

Ronald Acacio  
Ndeh Willy Anyu  
Jeffery Arnott  
Jennifer Bailey-Jackson  
Luis M. Barros  
Kelly Bird  
Crystal Bobb-Semple  
Nikole Tuere Booker  
Terrence Marwayne Brown  
Bridget Julie Bujak  
Tawanna Clarice Burrous  
Jude Chan  
Patricia Charlemagne  
Amber Daniel Hauser  
Andrew Walter Danilchick  
Jacqueline Rae Dawson  
Mary Agnes DeCicco  
Loren Adam DeLeon SJ  
Min Kim Derry  
Brian Matthew Dillon  
Julie Ann Dubuc  
John Duncan  
Phillip Neil Ellis  
Arthur Paul Ernst Jr.  
Kristina Andersen  
Featherstone  
Marta Malgorzata Filip-Fouser  
Meredith Foote  
HollyAnn Freso-Moore  
Gary Grant Gatschet II  
Victoria Singh Gill  
Steve R. Gomez  
Marc J. Gosselin Jr.  
Christina Grant  
Christine Greb  
Kelsey Anne Grogan  
Heather Lorraine Hairston  
Mathew Jacob  
Mark A. Kaestner  
Joan Mary Kelly  
Verone H. Kennedy  
Christine M. Kerlin  
Ryan Browning Kimmert  
Kate Marie Kinney-Grossman  
Jeffrey Alan Klein  
Beth J. Kondonijakos  
Noemie Le Pertel  
Serrano Legrand  
Patricia Joann Lesesne  
Michelle Annmarie Lewis  
John Duclersaint Lloyd  
Jacqueline Montellano  
Gracia Lopez  
Emily Magee  
Michael Topper Mannix  
Jesse Robert Mazur  
Nikyia Laurieusa  
McWilliams  
Timothy Scott Miller  
Daniel Edward Miller-Ueda  
Eva Nia Mitchell  
Chad W. Mote  
Regina LaTrise Nixon  
Jeffrey Noel  
Laurie Kamengo Pankow  
Melissa Jane Pearson  
Laura del Pilar Peynado  
Castro  
Najia Polad  
Courtney Andrea Portlock  
Brian Lee Rahaman  
Christine Theresa Roman  
Jonathan Rosenshine  
Alice Ryan  
Timothy Michael Sheehan  
Shoshana Kuriloff Sicks  
Angela Sims  
Shanta Marie Smith  
Tesenga Sha Duncan Smith  
Leslie Anne Spina  
Mark Merritt Spradley  
Jonathan Robert Stark  
Jordan Michael Tegtmeyer  
William Nathaniel  
Thomas IV  
Akinyemi Dehumo Togonu  
Bickersteth  
Peter Wesley Upham  
Shai Zacaraev

Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Xiaoning Li
Yi Li
Cody James Little
Bridget A. McCormick
Andrew Joseph Ortiz
Haotian Qi
Nyomi Troy Thompson
Yicong Xiong
Ximeng Zhang
Lingwei Zhong
Mengchun Zhou

December 22, 2020
Devlin Carey
Roujia Chen
Linya Liu
Elizabeth Williams
Juliana Yue Zhou

May 17, 2021
Syeda Shahbano Abbas
Thelma Teresa Carrera
Danning Chen
Xueyao Chen
Ziying Geng

Loran Willam Aeon
Grishow-Schade
Julian Hartwell
Jiaxin He
Yuhua Huang
Yixin Jin
Matthew F. Katz
Bridget Elaine Lavender
Yiming Ma
Allison Drew McNeill
Soumya Mittal
Caroline S. O’Brien
Christine E. Pappas
Allyson K. Parco
Mallory Wynne Rappaport
Xuechuan Song
Nicole Sugerman
Siyang Sun
Maria Florencia Tejeda
Yuxin Wang
Yuxin Wang
Yu Wu
Zihan Xu
Sifan Zhang
Ziyu Zhao
Luoman Zhu
Ziqi Zhu

Doctor of Social Work

August 7, 2020
Julia Colangelo
Jonathan Stewart Rivers
Alexis K. Walsh

December 22, 2020
Sara Patrice Bartlett
Lior Ben Avraham
Heather C. Bense
Suzanne Renee Black
Kerryann Spaulding
Silvestri

May 17, 2021
Richard A. Barton, Jr.
Brett Steven Bartruff
Ciji L. Blue
Michael John Callahan
Sophia Carlton
Pier M. Cicirelle
Pamela Michelle End of Horn
Maurice Haskins
Nicole Pia Kabalkin
Marty Krakowsky
Anthony Madril
Tonnica Malcolm
Sarah Mandel
Regina Marie Miller
Jared Morgenstern
Jeanne Anne Nugent
Kaley Beth Gerstley Tatz
Mary K. Tuohy

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Science or Doctor of Philosophy can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.

Annenberg School for Communication

John L. Jackson, Jr., Dean

Candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy for the Annenberg School for Communication can be found under the Graduate Faculties listing.
Graduate Faculties

Candidates will be presented by Beth Winkelstein, Deputy Provost

Master of Arts

August 7, 2020

Mayowa Aijadade
Sulaiman Al Beayeyz
Estevan Aleman
Daniyar Alimbayev
Elmir Aliyev
Mary Elizabeth Andrews
Muriel Bernardi
Bruno Blumes Byrro
Nicole Kendra Carter
Christina Chang
Aaron Roi Cohen
Joseph Michael Coppola
Eduardo De Haro Martinez
Vertiz
Kelly Ann Diaz
Fanghong Dong
Shijie Dong
Arlene Carolina Fernandez
Alyssa Cody Garcia
Stephanie Michelle Gibson
Damanjit Singh Gill
Sergio Miguel Giralt
Shaquilla Turquoise
Selonica Harrigan
Antoine L. Haywood
Matty Hemming
Ann Lena Ho
Ayano Ioroi
Samiha Islam
Emma Anne Jesch
Staci L. Jones
Mia Jovanova
Ron Baruch Kerbs
Ava Iryska Kikut
Ava L.J. Kim
Kyu Seob Kim
Rithika Kumar
Isabelle Langrock
Daniel William Lapinski
Olivia R. Larson
Benjamin Tyler Leigh
Binyue Cindy Li
Mary Eunbee Lim
Bowen Lou
Florence Zivaisha Madenga
Brendan Mahoney
Axel Mange
Marc Marin Webb
Franco Martinez Levis
Raphael Mattei da Silva
Elizabeth Berryhill McCarty
Cassidy Lauren McDermott
Liya Mo
Noa Ania Nikolskyy
Jenna Rose Nordness
Taylor Kincaid Odle
Adiola Oyebo
Ravi Suryakant Patel
Marco Antonio Peraza
Samantha Conte Perlstein
Ethan Alexander Plaue
Erica Jaffe Redner
Samuel J. Romm
Sebastian Catriel Sabatini
Mac G. Schumer
Rovel Jerome Sequeira
Yihui Shi
Julia Stock
Jeanne Sybert
Roopa Vasudevan
Anh Dang Minh Vu
Andrew Wizburger
Jenny Shumin Wu
Meilian Wu
Yuqing Yang
Shawn Alexander Yavari
Yulinya Zarnitsyna
Lin Zhang
Tianyi Zhang
Wenjia Zhao
Joanna Xuyang Zheng
Nan Zhong

December 22, 2020

Edwin Antony Anyosa
Galvez
Marco Aviles
Beatrice Basile
Pawel Bednarek
Marie Belllec
Ellen Lavallee Bryer
Zhiqi Bu
Yun Cha
Josue David Chavez Borjas
Clifford Scott Cohn
Zoe Alexandra Coyle
Wesley Thomas Davis
Nikhil Joseph Dharan
Agustin Nicolas Diaz
Casanueva
Deion James Dresser
Virginia Duncan
Alexandra Heath Frugone
Yijie Gui
Jess Lamar Reece Holler
Anil Lakehal-Ayat
Shengxiao Li
Weilong Li
Xiyung Lin
Tianyang Liu
Massimiliano Lorenzon
Samantha Love
Jingran Luo
Claire Lee Ma
Ruizhi Ma
Yasmin Amira Mertehikian
Felix Nockher
Kathryn Grace Carruthers
Phipps
Chryssa Rask
Justin Rhee
Sam Schirvar
Runqi Song
Yichen Sun
Marlie Christina Tandoc
Pei Hsuan Tseng
Alexa Brooke Woods
Haisheng Yang
Aona Zhou
May 17, 2021

Stephanie Azunwue Akanjo
Kacie M. Alaga
Kevin Donald John
Ankerholz
Joseph Jordan Anoma
Miguel Adriano Armaza
Ji Yeon Bae
Minhao Bai
Jingxuan Bao
Nicolas Baviano Pérez-Taberner
Lynn Bernabei
Patrick J. Beyrer
Kevin Bock
Jonte Jess Boysen
Nicholas Sterling Brayer
Joshua Alexander
Carmenate
Julie Castelbaum
Jason David Chen
Alexander Jordan Cohen
Cassandra Van Dinh
Hayley Doner
Guilherme dos Santos
Honório
Chengyan Feng
Bianca Fernandes
William Patrick Gallagher
Bernardo Garcia González
Rubio
Carter William Patrick
Goman

As final action cannot always be taken by the time this program goes to press, these lists of degree and prize recipients are tentative only. The appearance of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person has received a degree from the University of Pennsylvania. Conversely, the absence of a student’s name herein does not necessarily mean that the person has not been awarded a Penn degree. The student’s transcript is the official record of the University.
Bethany Elise Provan Watson
Michael Thomas Werner
Scott Caldwell Wingo
Rachel Anne Wise
Viviana Chiu Sik Wu
Le Xu
Ziyang Xu
Linlin Yang
Natacha Yazbeck
Ziyu Ye
Salina Gin-Schuan Yuan
Lingjiao Zhang
Wenjia Zhao
Songsong Zhou

December 22, 2020
Aminah H. Alkanderi
Ana Samary Almeyda-Cohen
Akshay Ananthakrishnan
Anthony Robert Angueira
Foster Osei Baah
Sonia Bansal
Amy Elizabeth Barrera-Cancedda
Antonia Ronalda Bass
Jessica Gissell Bermudez
Kevin Michael Berry
Hoang Chuong Phuc Bui Nguyen
Nelson Cardenas Ramirez
Andrea Ceolin
Chetan Getty
Nandita Chaturvedi
Kongtao Chen
Wei Chen
Zeyu Chen
Jason M. Chernesky
Ruth En-Yeung Choa
Edward Chuang
Jeremy D.W. Clifton
Brian Michael Collopy
Anthony Owen Cowley
Caroline Ines Davis
Lucas Alves Monteiro de Lima
Luiz Fernando de Oliveira Chamon
Micah Kuuini Del Rosario
Isabel Diaz Alanis
Tajah A. Ebram
Benjamin Emert
Melody Esmaeili
Ghahfarokhi
Jiaxin Fan
Julio Sebastian Figueroa
William Andrew Figueroa, Jr.
Devin Gail Fisher
Philip Carroll Friedrich
Jessica Nicole Gladstone
Hannah Katherine Greenfeld
Mengjiao Guo
Stephen A. Hackler
Meghan Elizabeth Hall
Syung Hun Han
Sohaib Khalid Hashmi
Chenpeng Huang
Lu Huang
Elizabeth E. Hunter
AbdelAziz Jalil
Joshua Jayasinghe
Adriana L. Jemison
Anupama Jha
Yi Jin
Joseph Edward Johnson, Jr.
Shelby Susan Justl
Ari Emanuel Kahn
Polly Kang
Chang-Hao Kao
Carolyn Elizabeth Keating
Sanika Vinayag Khare
Marianne Catherine Kramer
Sulekha Raghavendra
Kulkarni
Claudia B. Lanauze Torres
Linh Le
Hye-Yon Lee
Sangil Arthur Lee
Binglan Li
Jinyang Li
Minchen Li
Yezheng Li
Emily Yun Lin
William David Lindsay, Jr.
Yingxue Ashley Liu
Aoyi Luo
Carlos Henrique Machado
Silva Esteves
Colby Renato Maldini
Paul Lewis McBain
Stephen Lewis Meloni
Ernest John Monahan-Vargas
Brianna Fae Moon
Leon Morales
Kalyani Nambiar
Joshua J. M. Nelson
Samantha Laura Anne Oliver
Jacob Joseph Paiano
Joaquin Jesus Pascual Ivars
Matthew R. Paul
Pawel Popiel
Erin Sullivan Putalik
Caleb Matthew Radens
Nicholas Benjamin Rego
Sarah Lorraine Reitz
Jaclyn Ann Robustelli
Jesse L. Rodriguez
Lindsay Morgen Roth
Ronnie Matthew Russell
Rachel D. Ryley
Janani Saikumar
Eric Michael Sanford
Sabine Schneider
Samantha Nicole Schumm
Rohini Singh
Yeri Jean Song
Jillian Theresa Stinchcomb
Benjamin Jes Tajer
Louis Taylor
Barbara Terzie
Sushila Ann Toulimin
Michael Francis Vansco
Davis Varghese
Haonan Wang
We-Shao Wei
Chuanxin Weng
Michael James Whitzer
Lori Ann Winner
Connor Nathaniel Woods
Daniel Zeng Wu
Xiujing Xing
Eric Young
Serge D. Zemerov
Di Zhang
Hong Zhang
Xinyuan Zhang
Zhifeng Zhang
Zhipeng Zheng
Linda Zhou
Austin Zimmel

May 17, 2021
Min A. Addo
Oladayo Ibukunoluwa
Olaolu Adewole
Sielle Agugliaro
Faruk Akkus
Jennifer Rose Alem
Andrea Beatrice Alexandru
Ana Isabel Alvarez
Anastasia Amrhein
Sumitra Badrinathan
Lauren E. Beck
Alexander Belyakov
Ireta Anwara Binte-Farid
Jasmine L. Blanks
Mark Ross Bookman
Sara Borst
Niamh Sakile Brewer
Elizabeth Glyde Broden
Julia Katherine Brynildsen
Justin C. Burrell
Marco Devaughn Carpenter
Devin John Carroll
Juan Carlos Castrillon
Vallejo
Matthew T. caulfield
Abigail Talya Jordan
Cember
Kennan Alane Cepa
Wujoon Cha
David Paul Chavannes
Steven Weyhan Chen
Bo Cheng
Carla Patrice Clements
Jorida Coku
Courtney Elizabeth Comar
Joseph R. Cooke III
Mariel Coradin
Petra Maria Creamer
Lee Ann Williams Custer
Julia Kolchinsky Dasbach
Daniel Davies
Matthew P. DeCross
Sunbin Deng
Nicolette Leigh Driscoll
Lin Du
George Ian Dyckes
Katherine Clausen Elbert
Stacey O. Espenlaub
Kimberly Primrose Fernandes
Lindsey Rose Fernández
Lauren Ferreira Cardoso
Rachel Elizabeth French
Nathan Christopher Frey
Ellen Xiaoyu Fu
Said Kahia
Andres Garcia Londono
Keerthana Ganapradeepan
Lindsay Thompson
Goldsmith-Markey
Andrew Lewis Gunn
Aashish Gupta
Nitin Ghuma
Samana Kaivor Gururaja
Sa Min Han
Marcella Christine Hastings
Jennifer Rae Henrichsen
Michal Hodor
Courtney Hong
Jessica C. Hsu
Eileen Hwuang
Joel Pete Hypolite
Daphne Eden Ippolito
Augusta Atinuke Irele
Meagan Eleanor Ita
Elizabeth Marie Jacobs
Allison Helen Jamieson-Lucy
Kevin A. Janssen
Lightning Peter Jay
Zhurun Ji
Yebiao Jin
Amanda Jones-Layman
Nadia Abdelrazak Kadry
Katherine Imkyung Kang
Sonia Kartha
Christopher Erkki Kehayias
Heejin Kim
Hyun Ji Kim
Joowon Kim
Karren Kimberly Knowlton
Piotr Karol Kopiński
Sravya Kotaru
Jacob Allen Krimmel
Reno Joseph Kriz
Vineet Vinay Kulkarni
Divya Lakshmi Kumar
Timothy Glyn Kundro
Wei Lai
Kristen Chi-Yun Lau
Erica Holle Lawrence
David Sheng Ming Lee
Do Eon Lee
Hae Nim Lee
Hanbaek Lee
Matthew David Lee
Sukjoo Lee
Elaine Wen Juen Leigh
Suparerk Lekwijit
Kristina Beth Lewis
Xinyu Liao
Chao Lin
Desen Lin
Chao Liu
Yeting Liu
Rong Ma
Michael S. Magaraci
Mao Xinyu
Sean Michael Marks
Mauricio da Silva Medeiros
Junior
Jessica Rose Meeker
Samuel Douglas Melton
Miranda Elizabeth Mote
Somdutta Mukherjee
Patricia Leigh Murphy
Ehsan Nahvi
Mailyn Ann Nishiguchi
Robert Joseph Norgard
Matthew Edward O’Kelly
Michael Joseph O’Shea
Onome Henry Osokpo
Rachel Pacheco
Ruth-Anne Langan Pai
Germán Pallares Avitia
Evangelia Papadopoulos
Maria Pape
Yeayeun Park
Tanya S. Paul
Vladimir Pavlov
Rui Pei
Jessica Hsiang-Chieh Peng
Ian James Penkala
Stephen Phillips
Joshua Porat-Dahlerbruch
Christopher C. Price
Laura Natalia Puentes
Sophia Marie Reeder
Isabella Louise Reinhardt
John Remensperger
Sara Rendell
Kathryn Ann Riman
Tanner Ford Robertson
Kerry Carl Roby, Jr.
Elias Rodrigues
Marlen Urgiles Rosas
Jillian Vaum Rothschild
Angelina K. Ruffin
Maria Theresa Norma Ryan
Richard Taylor Scruggs
Nishal Shah
Seung-Ryong Shin
Sankaal Shukla
Kristin Van Zandt Shumaker
Amandeep Singh
David Henry Sliski
Gareth Crandell Smail
Naixin Song
Matteo Sordello
Gregory L. Sousa
Antal Spector-Zabursky
Stawnychy
Rachel Dorothy Stephens
Jennifer Stiso
Kyle Brett Super
Heather Ann Swadley
Qiaosi Tang
Laura Marie Thierer
Jothi Priyanka Thiruraman
Ekaterina Igorevna Tolstaya
Wei-Ju Tseng
Man Cheung Kevin Tsui
Esther Uduehi
Trevor Peter van Eeuwen
Gabrielle Erickson Vasey
Vasileios Vasilopoulos
Constantinos George
Vassiliou Coutifaris
Sergio Villalvazo Martin
Xiao Wang
Robert Richard Warneford-Thomson
Joshua Arnold Warner
Sarah A. Welsh
Hilary Whitham Sanchez
Elinor Williams
Mateo Wirth
Krzysztof Wojtak
Glendon Shou-Shi Wu
Hong Yu Xiao
Linx Xu
Zhifei Yan
Haisheng Yang
Begum Ipek Yavuz
Wai Ying Vivien Yiu
ROTC Commissions

AIR FORCE ROTC
Brandy A. Shirley, Lt Col, USAF
Commander, Detachment 750

The following graduate of the Air Force Reserve Officers’ Training Corps who has completed the course of instruction in Aerospace Studies and is the first Space Force Second Lieutenant commissioned in the Greater Philadelphia Area:

Beau Staso

ARMY ROTC
Captain RJ Salavec, Executive Officer
Lieutenant Colonel Laura C. Bellot, Professor of Military Science, Drexel University

The following students, members of the Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps, are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army Reserve:

John Casey
James Kim

NAVY ROTC
Matthew C. Culbertson
Colonel, U.S. Marine Corps
Commanding Officer, University of Pennsylvania

The following graduates of the Naval Reserve Officers’ Training Corps who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Marine Corps:

Ethan D. Chaffee
Noah R. McQueen

The following graduates of the Naval Reserve Officers’ Training Corps who have completed the course of instruction in Naval Science are being commissioned as Ensigns in the United States Navy:

Jonathan H. Ashton
Sydney M. Bertrand
Reagan C. Bracknell
Stephanie A. Reheuser
Nathan G. Titus
Riley M. Wagner
PHI BETA KAPPA
Delta of Pennsylvania

Phi Beta Kappa is one of the oldest and most prestigious academic societies for undergraduates. The Delta Chapter of the University of Pennsylvania was founded in 1892 and continues to thrive in the twenty-first century. It honors those students who have distinguished themselves through undergraduate research and by breadth of study in the liberal arts.

Bhaskar Sing Han Abhiraman
Katherine Elizabeth All
Harris Avgousti
Jaden Deborah Baum
Leah Hope Baxter
Zoe Elizabeth Belardo
Matthew Belyakov
Anjali Berdia
Reese Berman
Ivanna Kendra Berrios
Patrick J. Beyrer
Samuel H. Borislow
Christopher Ian Carlson
Jean Chapiro Uziel
Annah Janet Chollet
Calais Lynn Cronin
Maria Ofelia Kiamesso DaSilva
Courtney Jo Daub
Eliana Sophie Doft
Elizabeth Carson Eckhard
Deena Chaya Elul
Emmeline Robin Endresen
Regina Anne Fairbanks
Nakeeya Adriana Garland
Sarah Lucy Goldfarb
Samuel Goldstein
Alexander Gottfried
Stephanie Lynn Grossman
Catherine Antonia Hickok Gurr
Gabrielle Victoria Hemlick
Kira Z. Horowitz
Annie Hsu
Tat Hang Henry Hung
Omar Khalid Ibrahim
David James Isaacs
Geena Jung
Suchait Singh Kahlen
Daniel Clay Kargilis
Samuel I. Kim
Sangeun Shawn Kim
Lauren Elizabeth Kleidermacher
Jacob Patrick Kocan
Adam Konkol
Anne Rose Lally
Sophia Michal Landress
Abigail Brooke Laver
Daniel Stephen Leva
Howard Liu Li
Huilin Liang
Anna Lisa Lowenstein
Mary Katherine MacVittie
Dhanya Mahesh
Caitlin Elizabeth McNamara
Danielle Adrianna Miles-Langaigne
Christina M. Miranda
Alina Mizrahi
Amanda Moreno
Zoe Alexandria Moscovici
Najib Muhammad
Kristina Marie Mullen
Kirti Nath
Sabine Annaliese Nix
James Noonan
Jan Krzysztof Nowak
Erin O’Malley
Danielle Nicole Orie
Samuel Max Orloff
Zoe Kassell Osborne
Samuel Erwin Panitch
Heta Patel
George Arthur Popov
Oliver Clarke Priebi
Stefan Antoni Ranoszek
Nitin Somashekar Rao
Georgia Ray
Christina A. Recto
Jennifer Grace Richards
Adam Geoffrey Richter
Emma Faith Ronzetti
Sarah Ashley Root
Zachary Taylor Rovner
Marina S. Schechter
Sydney Grace Schwartz
Mary Grace Shinners
Suman R. Shringari
Sarah D. Simon
Catherine Marshall Simons
Marion Claire Standefer
Samantha Steeman
Rachel Steinig
Wesley E. Streicher
Varun Saichandan Sudanagunta
Chloé Pauline Sweeney
Karshik K. Tadepalli
Margaret Tebbe
Abigail Timmel
Pei Hsuan Tseng
Nicholas James Tursi
Matthias Volker
Bernie Tiger Wang
Elsa Wefes-Potter
John C. Willis V
Shoshana Ariel Gaberman Wintman
Yue Xi
Angela Yang
Yuqi Zhao
Nicholas Zhu
Linda Zou
Eirini Zoupou

MATTHEW CRYER HONOR SOCIETY (DENTAL MEDICINE)
The Matthew Cryer Honor Society was established in 1912. Membership in the Penn Dental Medicine’s Cryer Society is the highest scholastic honor awarded to the highest-ranked students in each class at the completion of the second year. The Society honors the academic achievements of its members and acts as a resource to new students entering the dental school.

Nicolette Jane Almer
Emily Clark Alper
Francesco John DeMayo III
Ami Gadha
Herta S. Granado
Elizabeth Anne Gross
Grace Huang
Elaine Hyeyun Lee
Molly Veronica Makos
Victoria Ashley Ambrogi
Peter Rekawek
Stephanie Silva
Jamie Silverberg
Cailey Treyz

OMICRON KAPPA UPSILON (DENTAL MEDICINE)
The Omicron Kappa Upsilon Honor Society (OKU), a national dental honor society, was established in 1914 to promote and recognize scholarship and character among students of dentistry. Annually, faculty members of the OKU ETA Chapter at Penn Dental Medicine select senior student recipients.

Nicolette Jane Almer
Emily Clark Alper
Scott Ethan Cannon
Francesco John DeMayo III
Elizabeth Diana Friedman
Herta S. Granado
Grace Huang
Molly Veronica Makos
Marina Shamoun
Derek M. Swanson
Shirley Zhang
**ETA KAPPA NU (ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING)**

Eta Kappa Nu is the international Electrical and Computer Engineering Society. Members of Eta Kappa Nu are selected in their junior and senior years based upon academic achievements and relevant majors.

- Bhaskar Abhiraman
- Efe Ayhan
- Divya Bade
- Jesse Blatt
- Rafael Bologna
- Grant Brewster
- Mark Choi
- Peter Chou
- Natasha Dalmia
- Matthew Goldsmith
- Michael Hackett
- Kieran Halloran
- Davis Haupt
- Tashweena Heeramun
- Aditya Hota
- Shenqi Hu
- Ben Huang
- Kamy Huo
- Dhruv Iyer
- Vatsal Jain
- Qinqrong Ji
- Jediah Katz
- Joseph LaForgia
- Jayden Lee
- Jonathan Lee
- Subin Lee
- Jake Lem
- Janine Liu
- Jina Lo
- Amit Lohe
- Rahul Maganti
- Jack Manthorp
- Sadhana Marikunte
- Andrew Merczynski-Hait
- Sydney Miller
- Anderson Myers
- Nicholas Ng
- Samuel Oshay
- Ayush Parikh
- Trishla Pokharna
- Helen Qi
- Sarah Raines
- Benjamin Robinov
- Sidharth Sankhe
- John Sarihan
- Ben-Ami Shafer-Sull
- Joan Shaho
- Lakshay Sharma
- Kenneth Shinn
- Neel Shroff
- Michael Song
- Daniel Stekol
- Nicholas Tapiero
- Marshall Vail
- Christopher Williams
- Jason Xian
- Catherine Xu
- Samuel Xu
- Weichen Zheng

**TAU BETA PI (ENGINEERING)**

As Penn’s engineering honor society, Tau Beta Pi invites exemplary juniors and seniors to join each semester. Valuing scholarship and character, the society organizes events aimed at community service, student networking and enhancement of undergraduate education.

- Maher Abdel Samad
- Bhaskar Abhiraman
- Lucas Almada-Sabaté
- John Patrick Berg
- Kevin Chen
- Chole Cho
- Mark Choi
- Peter Harrison Chou
- Natasha Dalmia
- Kieran Michael Halloran
- William Donald Hasley
- Tashweena Heeramun
- Aditya Hota
- Kamy Huo
- Dhruv Iyer
- Moksh Jawa
- Kathie Jin
- Jack Reiner Lanzi
- Gabrielle Leavitt
- Jayden Lee
- Subin Lee
- Jonathan Lee
- Yan Li
- Amit Ruchir Lohe
- Jerry Zixuan Lu
- Madison Nicole Magee
- Sadhana Marikunte
- Andrew Jacob Merczynski-Hait
- Griffin Eliot Morris
- Nicholas Ng
- Samuel Ian Pfommer
- George Arthur Popov
- Helen Qi
- Sarah Whitney Raines
- Adam Geoffrey Richter
- Jared Evan Rogers
- Ben-Ami Shafer-Sull
- Lakshay Sharma
- Zhifei Shen
- Neel Shroff
- Michael Zhou Song
- Krishna Karthik Suresh
- Gillian Anne Teitelbaum
- Uday Tripathi
- Marshall Akira Vail

**ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA (MEDICINE)**

Beta of Philadelphia

Alpha Omega Alpha is a national honor society that recognizes and perpetuates excellence in the medical profession. The organization promotes scholarship and research in medical schools, encourages a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates and recognizes high attainment in medical science, practice, and related fields.

- Modupe Olufunmilayo Adetunji
- Divyansh Agarwal
- Christina Elisabeth Hedy Bax
- Dana Christine Bellissimo
- Joshua Turner Bram
- John Logan Brock
- Laura Ashley Burkauer
- Elizabeth Blair Card
- Alexis Victoria Chaet-Lopez
- Alyssa Marie Civantos
- Nabil Fadi Darwich
- Robert Lawrence Dilley
- Matthew M. Duda
- Joshua Benjamin Franklin
- Beatrice Ching-Chen Go
- Ben Jiahe Gu
- Sebastián Gualy
- Laura Hernandez-Miyares
- Amanda Elizabeth Jones
- Carrie Jing Li
- Govind Sihari Mattay
- Jaclyn T. Mauch
- Elizabeth Berryhill McCarty
- Carrie Zimmerman Morales
- Hillary Elizabeth Mulvey
- Whitney Ugonne Orji
- Viren Patel
- Daniel Resnick
- Daniel Camargo Stokes
- Katherine Margaret Szigety
- Erik Xiaochoa Tan

**GOLD HUMANISM HONOR SOCIETY (MEDICINE)**

The Gold Humanism Honor Society (GHHS) honors medical students, residents, role-model physician teachers and other exemplars recognized for “demonstrated excellence in clinical care, leadership, compassion and dedication to service.”
Hatem O. Abdallah  
Bradford Bormann  
Joshua Turner Bram  
Joia Hordatt Brosco  
Alexis Victoria Chaet-Lopez  
Nathaniel Araia Fessehaie  
Franklin J. Garcia Cruz  
Jacob Andrew Goldenring  
Sebastián Guay  
Jeremy Michael Jones  
Brenna Kathleen Lilley  
Neil Nghia Thanh Luu  
Whitney Ugonne Orji  
Michael Angel Perez  
Ellena I. Popova  
Emily May Scire  
Jennifer Lee Wineke  
Sophia Rose Yapalater  
Andrea Carolina Yegüez

**SIGMA THETA TAU (NURSING)**

**Xi of Pennsylvania**

Sigma Theta Tau International, the Honor Society of Nursing, has a mission to support the learning, knowledge, and professional development of registered nurses. As a global community of nurses, members of Sigma Theta Tau International uphold the mission of the Society in an effort to improve the health of people worldwide. Membership is by invitation to those nursing students who exhibit academic excellence.

Elyse Joelle Berman  
Emily Elizabeth Bower  
Seung In Cho  
Ying Dai  
Allison Marie Dubiner  
Eleanor Julia Fanto  
Blake Samuel Feldman  
Erin Alexandra Finucane  
Lauren Anne Fisher  
Marcia Joan Glickman  
Kendall Maris Grasela  
Michelle Guarnizo  
Yej I Hwang  
Jason Nicolas Jemera  
Nina Angelica Santiago Juntereal  
Megan Ann Landriau  
Jeannie Marie Lozowski  
Kendall MacDonald  
Lauren Jane Marconi  
Lilly Anna Murray  
Ikechukwu Onyebuchi Obiora  
Rayleigh Melia Palmer  
Joshua Porat-Dahlerbruch  
Alexandra Simone Uscatu  
Tracy Amanda Walker  
Jill Alisa Wurzburg  
Maher Abdel Samad  
Michelle Bahar  
Rachel Brenner  
Antonio Canales  
John Casey  
Xizi Chen  
Matthew Decesare  
Whitney Elmlinger  
Soleine Fechter  
Logan Flake  
Christopher Fletcher  
Christopher Glynn  
Arjun Govind  
Arjun Guru  
Spencer Hu  
Dhruv Iyer  
Moks Jawa  
Theodore Kaplan  
Spencer Korek  
Michael Landau  
Daniel Leva  
Rachel Levin  
Alana Levin  
Jipeng Liu  
Ami Liu  
Gabriel Low  
William Marsh  
Victoria Mayer  
Contessa Mills  
Griffin Morris  
Kirti Nath  
Jodi Ng  
Samuel Oshay  
Radhik Patel  
Tiffany Paul  
Brett Rahbany  
Grace Seeley  
Ben-Ami Shafer-Sull  
Anannya Shandilya  
Adrian Sherwood  
Rohan Sinha  
Pira Srivikorn  
Simcha Stadlan  
Andrew Sun  
Crystal Sun  
Iman Tajadod  
Alvin Tsuei  
Irene Wang  
Eric Wang  
Brandon Winner  
Jason Xian  
Samuel Xu  
Nicholas Yang  
Claire Yu  
Alexandru Zanca

**PHI ZETA (VETERINARY MEDICINE)**

**Beta Chapter**

The Society of Phi Zeta was organized in 1929. Also, in 1929, a charter was granted to the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine, establishing the Beta Chapter. The goal of the Phi Zeta Veterinary Honor Society is to promote, acknowledge, and reward scholarship in the veterinary profession.

Laura Catherine Badeski  
Bailey Hannah Baumann  
Maura Grace Carr  
Victoria Lane Convey  
Natalie Katherine Dean  
Abigaile Catherine Frerotte  
Audrey Nehda Ghanian  
Tara Nicole Gleysteen  
Abby Morgan Goldberg  
Elizabeth Laura Harasym  
Alexandra MacBain Hartzell  
Brian Peter Jacobs  
Chelsea Jenner-Smith  
Kaylynn Elizabeth Johnson  
Kayla Marie Karn  
Kayla Desna Kownurko  
Sondra Hope Calhoun Lavigne  
Karalyn Joy Longren  
Magdalena Marcinczy  
Kimberly Hildreth Martin  
Amy Laura Middleton  
Emily A. Nelson  
Greta Maria Niedermeyer  
Emily Elizabeth Nogay  
Marina Relman  
Rebecca Laura Rosenthal  
Justin Charles Schumacher  
Maya Akkaraju Sekhar  
Kavita Donna Shroff  
Elizabeth Anne Snyder  
Nathalie Astrid Andrea Suciu

**BETA GAMMA SIGMA (BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION)**

**Alpha of Pennsylvania**

Beta Gamma Sigma is the international honor society serving business programs accredited by AACSB International - The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business. Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest recognition a business student anywhere in the world can receive in a business program accredited by AACSB International.
Prizes and Awards

SENIOR CLASS AWARDS
Spoon Award: Anthony Scarpone-Lambert
Bowl Award: Jude Dartey
Cane Award: Moksh Jawa
Spade Award: Camilo Duran
Althea K. Hotell Shield Award: Mercedes Owens
Gaylord P. Harnwell Flag Award: Elizabeth Youshaei
David R. Goddard Loving Cup Award: Elizabeth Carson Eckhard
R. Jean Brownlee Skimmer Hat Award: Michiyah Collins

PRESIDENT’S ENGAGEMENT PRIZE
Elizabeth Carson Eckhard, Martin Leet, Christina Miranda, Amanda Moreno, Natalia Rommen, Sarah Simon, Leah Voytovich

PRESIDENT’S INNOVATION PRIZE
Yiwen Li, Aris Saxena, Anthony Scarpone-Lambert

LEADERSHIP AWARDS
Asian Alumni Network Student Leadership Award: Jamie Chung
Association of Alumnae Fathers’ Trophy: Uchechi G. Nwogwugwu
Association of Alumnae Continuing Education Award: Emily Graves
Association of Alumnae Robert J. Alig Senior Award: Sydney Bell, Paige Orner
Association of Latino Alumni Student Leadership Award: Frances Paulino
Association of Native Alumni Student Leadership Award: Connor Beard
Black Alumni Society Student Leadership Award: Jordan King
James Brister Society Student Leadership Award: Grace Lee
James Brister Society Graduate Student Leadership Award: Loran Grishow-Schade
Class of 1915 Award: Andrew P. Douglas
Sol Feinstone Undergraduate Award: Dallas Taylor
Keller Award, Netter Center for Community Partnerships: Margaret Tebbe

Campus Compact’s Newman Civic Fellow: Oluwatomisin Oyedele
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Alumni Association Student Leadership Award: Camilo Duran
The Penn First Plus Alumni Student Leadership Award: Ana Acevedo
William A. Levi Kite and Key Society Award for Service and Scholarship: Sofia Gonzalez, Rhea Nangia

FELLOWSHIPS AND AWARDS
Dr. Andy Binns Impact Award for Outstanding Service to Graduate and Professional Student Life: Dayo Adetu, Renee Cotton, Loran Grishow-Schade, Julia Hah, Leena Kasa, Farzana Khan, Angie Ocampo, Buyan Pan, Rachel Randolph, Nahara Saballos, David Siski, Angela Anqui Song, Wai Ying Vivien Yiu
Beinecke Scholarship: Misha McDaniel, Chizina Ruth Okonkwo
Churchill Scholarship: Adam Konkol, Abigail Timmel
Kathryn Wasserman Davis Projects for Peace: Jude Darty, Elizabeth Carson Eckhard, Jessica Gooding, Morgan Smalls
Gates Cambridge Scholarship: Tathagat Bhatia
George H. Frazier Prize: Benjamin Padon
Goldwater Scholarship: Chloe Cho, Lauren Duhamel, Samuel Goldstein, Regina Fairbanks, Adam Konkol, Srinivas Mandyam, Shreya Parchure, Abigail Pateshman
Fulbright Grants: Saxton Bryant, Youvin Chung, Gabriel DeSantis, Samuel Goldstein, Caleb Oh, Neelima Paleti, Bhavana Pennmesta, Claire Slince, Edward Stevens, Alishan Valiani, Andrew Zheng
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship: Abbas Idris, Adam Konkol, Jacqueline Alice Maasch, Patrick John Mulcahey, Kristen Rye Pearson, Karthik Tadepalli, Abigail Noelle Timmel, Yarden Wiesenfeld
Norman J. Goldring Prize: Benjamin Padon, Jennifer G. Richards
Marshall Scholarship: Annah Chollet

Penn Alumni Student Award of Merit: Sanaea Bhagwagar, Sofia Gonzalez, Daniel Gordon, Andrew Lam, Jennifer Richards, Emily Solomon
President’s & Provost’s Honor for Developing New Initiatives in Graduate and Professional Student Life: Richa Agarwal, Katherine Elbert, Kristen Leong
Schwarzman Scholarship: Cristina Pogorevici, Paulina Ruta, Yixi Wang
Stephen Goff Award for Student Performing Arts: Hannah Paquet
Thouron Awards (American Fellows): Emily Davis, Elizabeth Carson Eckhard, Lauren Kleidermacher, Beau Staso
Thouron Awards (British Fellows): Radha Bhat, James Buxton, Paul Calleja, Laura Edwards, Fay Lockett, Barney McKay
Truman Scholarship: Annah Chollet, Camilo Duran, Sakshi Sehgal
Trustees’ Council of Penn Women Michele Huber and Bryan D. Giles Award: Jason Weijun Xian
Trustees’ Council of Penn Women Student Leadership Award: Sakshi Sehgal
Udall Scholarship: Paul Lin
Stephen Wise Award: Cassandra Jobman
James Howard Weiss Memorial Award: Karen Herrera

CIVIC SCHOLARS
Uroob Abid, Joyee Au Yeung, Camilo Duran, Tatiana Johnson, Danielle Miles-Langaigne, Madison Pettaway, Elsa Wefes-Potter, Michael Williams

Annenberg School for Communication
Best Student Paper Award, Association for Environmental Studies and Sciences: Hanna E. Morris
GAPSA-Provost Fellowship for Interdisciplinary Innovation: Do Eon (Donna) Lee

This is a partial list of recipients of prizes and awards. A number of awards are not announced prior to the time the Commencement program goes to press.
George Gerbner
Postdoctoral Fellow:
Pawel Popiel
Graduate Associate, Perry
World House: Jennifer R.
Henrichsen
Gressly-Fleck Fellowship,
University of Freibourg:
Jennifer R. Henrichsen
Provost’s Graduate
Academic Engagement
Fellow, Netter Center:
Sophie Maddocks
Visiting Fellow, Information
Society Project, Yale
University: Jennifer R.
Henrichsen

School of Arts
and Sciences

Graduate Awards

Dean's Scholars -
Doctoral Programs
Ajay Kumar Batra, English
Thomas Brazelton, Mathematics
Elizabeth Bynum, Anthropology and Music
Nicholas Foretek, History
Briana Last, Psychology
William Neuhaus, Chemistry
Ian Peebles, Philosophy
Rebecca Anna Schut, Demography and Sociology
Tyler Shine, History of Art

Dean's Scholar -
Professional Master's
Programs
Haley Zeliff, Environmental Studies

Dean's Award for
Distinguished Teaching
by Graduate Students
Erik Broess, Music
Samantha Gillen, Romance Languages
Lauren Harris, Sociology
Zain Mian, Comparative Literature
Brandon Orzolek, Chemistry

Sammy Sbti, Mathematics
Mikhail Strokan, Political Science
Stephanie Wesson, Philosophy
Yosiane White, Linguistics
Clinton Williamson, English

Undergraduate Awards

Dean’s Scholars - College of Arts and Sciences
Zoe Belardo, Anthropology
Jean Chapiro, Cinema and Media Studies, Communication, and Visual Studies
Annah Collet, Gender and Women's Studies, and Neuroscience
Carson Eckhard, English and History
Regina Fairbanks, Biology
Adam Konkol, Biochemistry, Biophysics, Mathematics, and Physics
Danielle Miles-Langaigne, Political Science
Varun Sudunagunta, Neuroscience
Abigail Timmel, Physics

Dean's Scholar -
College of Liberal and Professional Studies
Undergraduate Program
Emily Davis, Biology

School Prizes

Abraham D. Cohn Prize: Michiyah Collins
Association of Alumnae
Rosemary D. Mazzatenta
Scholars Award: Annie
Hsu, Rouguiatou Sall, Margaret Tebbe
Charles W. Burr Book Prize: Emma Ronzetti, Steven Wang
College Alumni Society
250th Commemoration Award: Daniel Gordon
Roy and Diana Vagelos
Science Challenge Award: Benjamin Hammel, Omar Ibrahim, Adam Konkol, Jewelianna Moore, Marvin Morgan

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL
AND PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES

Association of Alumnae
Continuing Education Award: Emily Graves
Bei Shan Tang Scholarship: Maggie Zhao
Christopher Peterson
Memorial Fellowship: Dawaine Cosey, Frank Jackson, Jozlyn McCraw
Linda Bowen Santoro
Award: Jo-Ann Christina
LPS Award for Academic Achievement in the Natural Sciences: Mary Therese Davis
LPS Distinguished Student Service Award: Javier Cuadras
Ronald J. Caridi Award: Edward Acosta

DEPARTMENTAL,
CENTER AND
PROGRAM AWARDS

Africana Studies

(Center Prizes)
Buchi Emecheta Prize in African Studies: Catherine Gurr
John Edgar Wideman
Prize in Africana Studies: Sumant Rao
Nnamdi Azikiwe Africana Studies Prize: Chinaza Ruth Okonkwo
The Arthur Fauset Award: Audrey Camille McQuieter
W.E.B. DuBois Prize in Africana Studies: Giovanna Varlotta

(Department Prizes)
Raymond Pace Alexander
Prize in Africana Studies: Winnapiekie Taloute
Sadie Tanner Alexander
Prize in Africana Studies: Nakeeya Garland
Graduate Student Prize
for Best Dissertation in Africana Studies: Jasmine Blanks Jones
Outstanding Africana
Studies Student Prize: Nakeeya A. Garland,
Winnapiekie Taloute

Communication Program
(Annenberg)
C. Nicole Dickerson Award: Connor Beard
Charles Morris Price Award: Anna Callahan
Honorable Walter H.
Annenberg Award: Sia-
Linda Lebbie, Raven Sulaimon
Phyllis C. Kaniss Award: Sophia Rodney, Natalia Rommen

Anthropology Department

Department of
Anthropology Prize: Courtney J. Daub
Asian American Studies
Program

Dr. Rosane Rocher Prize
for Best Undergraduate Essay: Lydia Ko, Amanda Oh

Biochemistry Program

Chair’s Award: Samuel Kim,
Yarden Wiesenfield
Founder’s Prize: Sumant Shringari
Helix Prize: Oliva Wedig
Hydra Prize: Brian Akins, Adam Konkol
John C. Makris Memorial
Award: Xindi Chen,
Andrew Hu
Paul Yook Class of 1996
Prize: Sarah Root

Center for Programs in
Contemporary Writing

Bassini Writing
Apprenticeships: Leah
Baxter, Kelsey Padilla
Terry B. Heled Travel and
Research Grant: Grace
Leahy, Ian McCormak

RealArts@Penn
Internships

Grandview: Luke Hrushanyk
ViacomCBS Creative &
Strategy: Eliana Doft
Flathead Beacon: Skye
Lucas
Prizes and Awards (continued)

Chemistry Department
ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry
Undergraduate Award: Bernie Wang
ACS Division of Inorganic Chemistry
Undergraduate Award: Jewelianna Moore
ACS Division of Organic Chemistry
Undergraduate Award: Najib Muhammad
ACS Division of Physical Chemistry
Undergraduate Award: Trent McHenry
ACS Scholastic Achievement Award: Heryn Wang
Alpha Chi Sigma Award: Youvin Chung
American Institute of Chemists Award: Benjamin Hammel
Master of Chemical Sciences Capstone Award: Youngtae Song
Priestley Club Award: Omar Ibrahim
Royal Society of Chemistry Award: Calais Cronin

Comparative Literature Program
Comparative Literature
Undergraduate Research Prize: Arundhati Singh
Arthur M. Daemmrich and Alfred Guenther Memorial Prize: Ivanna Berrios, Catherine Gurr

Creative Writing Program
College Alumni Society Poetry Prize: Second Place: Daniel Cooper
Gibson Peacock Prize for Creative Nonfiction:
First Place: Andrew Basile
Second Place: Wangi Fang
Third Place: Jillian Peisce
Judy Lee Award for Dramatic Writing:
First Place: Sofia Sears
Second Place: Kate Kearns
Third Place: Edmund Cai, Keely Douglas
Lillian and Benjamin Levy Award for Reviewing:
First Place: Jessica Bao
Second Place: Lauren Reiss
Third Place: Beatrice Forman
Parker Prize for Journalistic Writing:
First Place: Kylie Cooper
Second Place: Rachel Winicov
Third Place: Beatrice Forman
Peregrine Poetry Prize from the Academy of American Poets: Mir Masud-Elias
Phi Kappa Sigma Fiction Prize:
First Place: Jessica Bao
Second Place: Emma Blum
Third Place: Michelle Paolicelli

Criminology Department
J. Francis Finnegan Memorial Prize: Sabrina De Brito

Earth and Environmental Science Department
Award for Excellence in Applied Geosciences (Graduate): Emma Tardif
Award for Excellence in Environmental Studies: Richa Agarwal

Erich Friedmann Memorial Prize: Pascal Aubert

History Department
Adolph G. Rosengarten, Jr. Prize: Elizabeth Carson Eckhard
Gussie Wachs Prize: Alexandra Breckinridge
Hillary Conroy Prize: Suchait Kahlon
James V. Saporito Memorial Prize: Ana Lorena Colagrossi

East Asian Languages and Civilizations Department
Adele Austin Rickett Memorial Prize: Vito Acosta
E. Dale Saunders Council on Buddhism Prize: Mark Bookman
W. Allyn Rickett Prize: Zhan Guo
William R. LaFleur Memorial Prize: Min Seong Kim

Economics Department
Bernard Shankbaum Prize for Excellence in Economics: Stephanie Grossman

English Department
Dosoretz Prize, Honorable Mention: Ashley N. Codner
L. Barry Pick Prize for Best Undergraduate Thesis: Caitlin Quinn, Jady Wilensky
Nancy Rafetto Leach P. Sweeten Prize, Honorable Mention: Elizabeth Carson Eckhard
Phillip E. Goldfein Class of ‘34 Shakespearean Prize:
Winner: Sophia C. DuRose
Honorable Mention: Ana Lorena R. Colagrossi
Rittenberg Prize Co-winners: Benjamin Bond, Sofia M. Rabaté

Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies Program
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg Prize in Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies: Simran Chand
Lynda S. Hart Prize in Sexuality Studies: Erin O’Malley

Germanic Languages and Literatures Department
Erich Friedmann Memorial Prize: Pascal Aubert

History Department
Adolph G. Rosengarten, Jr. Prize: Elizabeth Carson Eckhard
Gussie Wachs Prize: Alexandra Breckinridge
Hillary Conroy Prize: Suchait Kahlon
James V. Saporito Memorial Prize: Ana Lorena Colagrossi
Lynn M. Case Prize: Samuel Orloff
Thomas C. Cochran Prize: Justin Greenman
History of Art Department
College Alumni Society David M. Robb Prize: Reese Berman, John Willis

International Relations Program
Bruce O. Newsome Leadership Award: Daia Ernst, Daniel Gordon
College Alumni Society Award for International Relations: Annie Hsu
Director’s Prize for Exceptional Creativity in the Senior Thesis: Beau Staso
IR Program Valedictorian: Angela Yang
Norman D. Palmer Prize for Best Thesis in International Relations: Moiz Jehangir, Angela Yang

Jewish Studies Program
Samuel and Esther Goldin Endowment Award: Sarah Goldfarb, Samuel Orloff
Kelly Writers House
Goldstein Prize: Misha McDaniel
Kerry Sherin Wright Prize: Isabella Simonetti

Latin American and Latinx Studies Program
Jose Miguel Oviedo Undergraduate Student Paper Award in Latin American and Latinx Studies: Winner: Jean Chapiro
Honorable Mention: Thomas Maggiola

Linguistics Department
Henry Hoenigswald Prize in Linguistics: Aja Altenhof

Mathematics Department
Carlitz-Zippin Prize: Jia-Choon Lee
Class of 1880 Prize:
First Place: Alex Kalbach, David Kogan
Second Place: Gokul Murugadoss, Zhong Zhang
Herbert S. Wilf Memorial Prize: Aline Zanardini
Moez Alimohamed Graduate Student Award for Distinguished Teaching in Mathematics: Man Cheng Tsui
Undergraduate Research Prize: Samuel Panitch

Middle East Center Undergraduate Essay Award: Elie El-Kefraoui

Music Department
David Halstead Music Prize: Erin Busch
Hilda K. Nitzsche Prize in Music: Justin Blum

Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations Department
Judah Goldin Memorial Prize for Excellence in Advanced Hebrew Studies: Shira Silver
Moshe Greenberg Memorial Prize: Reese Berman
Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations Essay Prize in Arabic and Islamic Studies: Leah Baxter

Neuroscience Program
Edward N. Pugh, Jr. Award: David J. Isaacs, Christina M. Miranda
Eliot Stellar Prize: Brian J. Johnson, Amanda Moreno
Steven J. Fluhraty Award: Navpreet Reehal

Organizational Dynamics Program
Paul J. Korshin Award for Academic Excellence: David James Earley, Natalie Hagerty
Faculty Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement in the Organizational Dynamics Program: Hannah Datz, Kelly Lauersen
Lois Ginsberg Prize for Community Service: Lucia Dinapoli

Penn Institute for Economic Research
Lawrence R. Klein Prize for Outstanding Research in Economics: Jipeng Liu, Karthik Tadepalli
Simon Kuznets Fellowship Award in Economics: Elizaveta Brover, Hongbo Wen

Philosophy Department
Flower Essay Prize: Andrew Shen
Ross Essay Prize: Mateen Tabatabaei
Philosophy, Politics, and Economics Program
Award for Academic Excellence: Joelle Gross
Award for Best Paper in Student Journal: Joseph Squillaro
Award for Distinguished Research: Margaret Batting

Award for Distinguished Service and Support: Jaywon Kim
College Alumni Society Prize in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics: Aaron Kahane
Goldstone Prize for Academic Excellence (GPA): Jacqueline Sussman
Goldstone Prize for Best Senior Honors Thesis: Grace Lee

Physics and Astronomy Department
Arnold M. Denenstein Prize: Anna Kofman
Elias Burstein Prize: Zhuoliang Ni, Wei-Shao Wei
Thomas H. Wood Prize: Jasleen Gill, Samuel Lee
Werner B. Teutsch Prize: Pooi Seong Chong, Jianrong Tan, Aaron Winn
William E. Stephens Memorial Prize: Samuel Goldstein, Abigail Timmel

Political Science Department
College Alumni Society Robert Holtz Memorial Prize: Chloe Sweeney
Leo S. Rowe Memorial Prize: Dennis Ronel
Philo S. Bennett Prize: Danielle Miles-Langaigne, Bayley Tuch

Religious Studies Department
Israel Goldstein Award for Religious Studies: Emmeline Endresen

Romance Languages Department
Clifton C. Cherpack Prize in French Studies: Paulina Pedas
Edwin B. Williams Memorial Award, Honorable Mention: Daniel Leva
Vittorini Prize for Excellence in Beginning Italian Language: Alexander Tan
Edwin B. Williams Memorial Prize in Hispanic Studies: Thomas Maggiola

Roy and Diana Vagelos Life Sciences and Management Program
Most Valued Peer (MVP): Catherine Ruan
Robert L. Benz and Marie Uberti-Benz Family Prize in Life Sciences and Management: Andrew Gu, Emma Lu, Hardi Patel, Ranjan Pati
Roy and Diana Vagelos Prize for a Senior Planning Graduate Study: Yiwen Li, Yixi Wang
Roy and Diana Vagelos Prize for Achievement in Scientific Research: Mary Lin, Kirti Nath

Most Valued Peer (MVP): Catherine Ruan
Robert L. Benz and Marie Uberti-Benz Family Prize in Life Sciences and Management: Andrew Gu, Emma Lu, Hardi Patel, Ranjan Pati
Roy and Diana Vagelos Prize for a Senior Planning Graduate Study: Yiwen Li, Yixi Wang
Roy and Diana Vagelos Prize for Achievement in Scientific Research: Mary Lin, Kirti Nath
Russian and East European Studies Department
Luba Zinkowsky Friedman Fund Prize for Excellence in Russian Studies: Jan Nowak
Russian and East European Studies Department Research Essay Prize: Jan Nowak

Sociology Department
Baltzell Award for Best Undergraduate Thesis: Winners: Lucia Pallotta, Marion Standefer
Honorable Mention: Mariko Lewis
Best Paper Award: Hannah Lottenberg, Joanna Kim
Outstanding Service Award: Margaret Tebbe
Outstanding Student Award: Shawn Kim

Urban Studies Program
Award for Commitment to Social Justice in the City: Sharon Zea Rincon
Award for Contribution to the Urban Studies Program: Melina Lawrence, Nicholas Zhu
Eric C. Schneider Crime and Punishment Award: Zoe Alexandria Moscovici
Gordon Fellowship: Elizabeth Carson Eckhard, Sarah Katherine Jones, Melina Lawrence, Nicholas Zhu
Hassenfeld Grants for Undergraduate Research in Urban Studies: Zoe Alexandria Moscovici, Georgia Ray
Norman Glickman Prize for the Best Senior Seminar Paper: Daniel Acosta

Vagelos Integrated Program in Energy Research (VIPER)
Distinguished Community Leadership: William Deo, Benjamin Hammel
Interdisciplinary Academic Excellence: Felipe Contipelli, Adam Richter
Outstanding Research Achievement: Bhaskar Abhiraman, George Popov

School of Dental Medicine
Academic Affairs Award: Grace Huang
Academy of Dental Materials Award: Melissa Nahcivan
Academy of General Dentistry Senior Student Dental Award: William Marshall Manolarakis
Academy of Operative Dentistry Award: Melissa Kiley James
Academy of Osseointegration Outstanding Dental Student in Implant Dentistry Award: Rekha Manoharan
Achievement Award in Pharmacology and Therapeutics: Jennifer Nicole Dumé, Maggie Kreisheh, Shivali S. Patel, Tim T. Wang
ADEA/GlaxoSmithKline Preventive Dentistry Scholarship Award: Jennifer Kay Chou, Shivali A. Govani
American Academy of Esthetic Dentistry Student Award of Merit: Cailey Treyz
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Achievement Award: Emily Clark Alper
American Academy of Implant Dentistry Undergraduate Dental Student Award: Peter Rekawek
American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Dental Student Award: Nicolette Jane Almer
American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology Achievement Award: Troy Edward McCartney
American Academy of Oral Medicine Certificate of Merit: Julia Ya-Ting Cheung
American Academy of Orofacial Pain Outstanding Senior Award: Adhithi Lakshmi Kesari
American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry Certificate of Merit Award: Cailey Treyz
American Academy of Periodontology Dental Student Award for Achievement in Periodontology: Raul Istariz
American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Dental Implant Student Award: Maggie Kreisheh
American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Dental Student Award: Scott Ethan Cannon
American Academy of Orthodontists Award: Stefanie Rachelle Kligman
American Academy of Public Health Dentistry Community Dentistry and Dental Public Health Award: Melissa Kiley James
American Association of Endodontists Student Achievement Award: Kristina H. Mendlowski
American College of Dentists Outstanding Leader Award: Marcus A. Dassah
American College of Prosthodontists Predoctoral Achievement Award: Sivothayan Sevvanthiraja
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology/2020 Horace Wells Senior Student Award: Tim T. Wang
American Equilibration Society Award: Grace Huang
American Prosthodontic Society Student of Merit Award: Sivothayan Sevvanthiraja
American Student Dental Association Award of Excellence: Craig Patrick Christopher David McKenzie
Theodore Blum Oral Surgery Award: Spencer Hiroshi Joyui Tazumi
Dr. Morris Bradin Award in Periodontics: Matthew Jon Meyer
George Bronkovic Service Award in Periodontics: Grace Huang
Eleanor J. Bushee Senior Dental Student Award: Herta S. Granado
Abram Cohen Award in Periodontics: Grace Huang
Columbia Dentoform Corporation Award: Jamie Silverberg
J. George Coslet Award in Periodontics: Julian H.A. Johnson
Matthew H. Cryer Society Award in Oral Medicine: Matthew J. Sun
Delaware Valley Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Excellence Award: Jose Antonio De La Guerra
Delaware Valley Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Implantology Award: Derek M. Swanson
Drabkin Memorial Prize for Research in Biochemistry: Grace Huang
Henry M. Goldman Award in Pathology: Grace Huang
Bal K. Goyal Memorial Award in Preclinical Removable Prosthetics: Victoria Ashley Ambrogi
Louis I. Grossman Award in Endodontics: Emily Clark Alper
HANAU™ Best of the Best Prosthodontic Award: Emily Clark Alper
Dr. Earle Banks Hoyt Teaching Award: Raul Istariz, Julian H.A. Johnson, Juliette Mann, Samer Naameh, Sivothayan Sevvanthiraja, Stefan Nicholas Stroh
International Congress of Oral Implantologists’ Pre-Doctoral Student Achievement Award: Caitlin Rose Bryan
International College of Dentists
Humanitarian Award: Shirley Zhang
Penn Dental Medicine Predoctoral Endodontics Award: Rekha Manoharan
Pierre Fauchard Academy Senior Student Award: Tim T. Wang
Prizes and Awards (continued)

International College of Dentists
Student Leadership Award: Joanna Marie Ferguson
The Adrian R. and Regina Kristeller Prize in Radiology: Jose Antonio De La Guerra, Nathaniel Ward Lamson, Molly Veronica Makos, Grace Lee Nguyen, Nora Landells Paisner
Limoli Practice Management Award and Scholarship: Francesco John DeMayo, III, Tim T. Wang, Shirley Zhang
Martin J. Loeb Leadership Award: Herta S. Granado
Eisa Mozaffari Award In Radiology: Francesco John DeMayo III
Northeastern Society of Periodontists Annual Senior Student Award: Evelyn Spencer
PASS-International Dentist Award: Naqeeb Ahmad, Becker AL
Penn Dental Medicine Community Dentistry and Pediatric Dental Health Award: Ami Gadha
Penn Dental Medicine Microbiology Award: Nicolette Jane Almer
Penn Dental Medicine Predoctoral Endodontics Award: Rekha Manoharan
Pierre Fauchard Academy Senior Student Award: Tim T. Wang
Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in Periodontics: Roberto Carlos Gonzalez Yumar
Quintessence Award for Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry: Nathaniel Ward Lamson
Quintessence Award for Research Achievement: Grace Huang
Henry B. Robinson Award in Restorative Dentistry: Jennifer Kay Chou
Judith Rodin Award: Shivali A. Govani
Drs. Samuel and Louis Rossman Endodontic Scholarship Fund: Julia Ta-Ting Cheung, Giyong Cho, Francesco John DeMayo III
Herman Segal Emergency Care Award: Shirley Zhang
Seigel Memorial Award in Endodontics: Nora Landells Paisner
Dr. Trina Sengupta Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Award: Stephanie Silva
E. Howell Smith Award in Prosthetic Dentistry: Matthew J. Sun
Brian D. Stone Memorial Award for Exceptional Care for Patients with Special Needs: Joanna Marie Ferguson
Anitha Vuppalapati, MD Award for Excellence in Compassionate Patient Care: Nora Landells Paisner
Whole Mouth Health Colgate Scholarship Award: Melissa Nakhivani, Corey M. Smigel

School of Engineering and Applied Science
Graduate Awards
John A. Goff Prize: Kevin Chalgren Galloway, Chengyang Mo
Solomon R. Pollack Award: Nicolette Leigh Driscoll, Nicholas Rainer Perkins
Morris and Dorothy Rubinoff Award: Georgios Pavlakos
Sidney J. Stein Prize: Nathan Christopher Frey
Charles Hallac and Sarah Keil Wolf Award: Heejin Jeong
Joseph D.’16 and Rosaline Wolf Award: Mohammad Hossein Idjadi, Mohammad Rostami

Undergraduate Awards
A. Norman Hixson Laboratory Report Prize: Ashwin Koul, Chase Novak, Oghenereuytan Onosode, Alison G. Simpkins, Thomas Vasquez, Carolyn M. Watkins
Albert Giandomenico Award: Casey, D. Colleran, David Alanis Garza, Yasmina Al Ghadban, Robert W. Paslaski, Phuong T. Vu
Albert P. Godsho Engineering Prize: John Berg, Pedro Sacramento de Oliveira
American Chemical Society Award: Chase Novak
American Institute of Chemical Engineers Delaware Valley Section Award: Yatin Arora, Christina Kim, Guillermo Ribeiro-Vecino
American Institute of Chemists’ Medal Award: William Hasley
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Award: Adam B. Liang
Ben and Bertha Gomberg Kirsch Prize: Arun K. Kirubarajan, Miriam K. Minsk
Bioengineering Student Leadership Award: Gabrielle E. Leavitt
Dawn and Welton Becket Digital Media Design Achievement Awards: Jake O Lem, Jiecong Lu
E. Stuart Eichert, Jr. Memorial Prize: Tirtha M. Kharel, Aaron Thomas Lee, Amiel B. Orbach
Engineering Alumni Society E. Stuart Eichert, Jr. Award: Sophia L. Bowe, Aidan K. Young
Herman P. Schwan Bioengineering Award: Krishna K. Suresh
Hugo Otto Wolf Memorial Prize: Rachel Adler, Chloe Cho, Felipe G. Contipelli, Caroline J. Evans, Delilah M. Lubarsky, Madison N. Magee, Jose A. Mendez Mendez, George Arthur Popov, Jun Ho Song, Gillian A. Teitelbaum, Jason W. Xian
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ Student Award: Noah M. Tatman
Jaros Baum & Bolles Award: Daphnie Cynthia Friedman
John Grist Brainerd Award: Liana Patel
Management and Technology Scholarship Award: Liana Patel, Yi Su
Manfred Altman Memorial Award: Abdelwahab N. Babiker, Vishaal P. Kumar
Moore School A. Atwater Kent Prize: Maher Abdel Samad
Moore School Council Cwikla Award: Ayaaaz I Versi
Naren Udayagiri Scholarship Award: Kanishka Ragula
R. M. Brick Award: Benjamin F. Hammel, Bernie T. Wang
Ralph Teeter Award: Kathie Jin, Jared E. Rogers
The Computer Science Academic Award: Allison G. Smith
Victor W. K. Ku Memorial Award: Isabelle Crawford-Eng, Keshav Vedula
Walter Korn Award: Anshul Tripathi
William L. Everitt Student Awards of Excellence: Andrew T. Butt, Han Yan
Wolf Family Award in Systems Engineering: Landon Gage Butler
Wolf-Hallac Award: Katherine E. Ballard, Ogheneruteyan Onosode, Sherya Y. Parchure

Law School

Law students are acknowledged for a variety of awards, including Order of the Coif, at the Law School graduation ceremony.

Perelman School of Medicine

AAN Medical Student Prize for Excellence in Neurology: Carrie Jing Li
Aubry Cancer Center Basic Science Research Prize: Alberto Daniel Guerra
Aubry Cancer Center Clinical/Translational Research Prize: Cody E. Cotner
Kenneth E. Appel Award: Jennifer Shane Siegel, Aminata Yasmine Traoré
Clyde F. Barker Research Prize: Divyansh Agarwal
Michelle M. Battistini, M.D. Award: Maria Paula Hazbon
Mary Ellis Bell Prize: Modupe Olufunmilayo Adetunji, Ali Farooqui
Nancy C. Bell, M.D. Memorial Prize in Dermatology: Alexis Nicole Holmes
Jeffrey W. Berger Memorial Medical Student Research Award: Modupe Olufunmilayo Adetunji, Kim Alexis Firn
Emily and Francis Botelho Prize for Excellence in Basic Science: Robert Lawrence Dilley, Viren Patel
Michael S. Brown, MD Award: Robert Lawrence Dilley
Anna Marie Chirico Award: Daniel Camargo Stokes
John G. Clark Prize: Eric Sanford
James B. Couch, M’81 Prize: John Logan Brock
Adolph J. Creskoff Prize: Tristan Lim
Leonard Davis Institute’s William L. Kissick, MD, DrPH Health Policy Research Prize: Saiesh Kalva
Helen O. Dickens, M.D. Award: Whitney Ugonne Orji, Michael Angel Perez
Gertrude M. and Ezra M. Eisen Prize: Daniel Resnick
Emergncy Medicine Prize: Whitney Ugonne Orji
Clinical Epidemiology Research Prize: Ankita Reddy
Lillie M. Erk Prize: Florence Holliday Porterfield
Stuart L. Fine Ophthalmology Medical Student Research Prize: Jacob Sterling, Kimberly Yu
William T. Fitts, Jr. Memorial Prize: Whitney Ugonne Orji
Jesse H. Frank, M.D. Prize in Pathology: Krzysztof Wojtak
Theodore Friedmann Prize: Jaclyn T. Mauch, Jennifer Lee Wineke
Ari Frosch Memorial Award for Advocacy and Social Justice in Medicine: Carrie Zimmerman Morales
Celso-Ramón Garcia Award for Outstanding Research in Women’s Health: Daniel Ian Hoffman, Mitchell Johnson
Dr. Morris Ginsburg Prize: Daniel Resnick
Dr. David B.P. Goodman Award: Eric Winter
History of Medicine Prize: Elizabeth Blair Card
George W. Householder, III Memorial Prize: Anjali Bhatia, Danielle Murashige
Byron S. Hurwitz, M.D., M’66 Memorial Prize: Piotr Karol Kopiński
Peter H. Hutchinson, MD, M’06 and Rebecca N. Hutchinson, MD, M’06 Prize: Joshua Turner Bram
ITMAT Prize for Clinical/Translational Research: Sushila Toulin
Dr. William F. Jeffers Prize: David Kersen
Rose and Hershel Kanovsky Prize in Internal Medicine: Benjamin Cassin Johnson
Kimmelman Family Prize: Nabil Fadi Darwich, Beatrice Ching-Chen Go
Walker D. Kirby Ophthalmology Medical Student Award: Lilian Chan
Owen Knopping Memorial Award: Franklin J. Garcia Cruz, Michelle Rungamirai Munyikwa
Marie Leebroin Prize in Pediatrics: Sarah Margaret McCuaig
Marc Levine, MD Radiology Research Award: Feyisope Eweje

Prizes and Awards (continued)

Rose Meadow Levinson Memorial Prize: Benjamin Emert, Aman Prasad
Henrietta and Jacob Lowenburg Prize in Pediatrics: Sebastian Gualy, Jeremy Michael Jones
Balduin Lucke Memorial Prize: Tong Wang
Master of Science in Health Policy Research Medical Student Award in Innovation and Implementation Research: Megan M. Shannon
Master of Science in Health Policy Research Medical Student Award in Community Engagement and Health Equity Research: Eden Engel-Rebiter
Joel Gordon Miller Award: Sophia Rose Yapalater
Dr. Spencer Morris Prize: Laura Hernandez-Miyares
Gail Morrison Prize: Christina Amutah, Adjoa Mante, Michelle Rungamirai Munyikwa, Sanjna Surya
Herbert and Faye Moskowitz Prize: Hatem O. Abdallah, M. Elle Saine
William G. Munns Memorial Prize: Kevin Pirruccio
Department of Neurosurgery Research Prize: China Byrns, Wanning Teng
Charles A. Oliver Memorial Prize: Taylor Judith Linaburg
Orthopaedic Research Prize: Michelle Guo, Kobina Mensah-Brown
Pediatric Research Prize: Brian Hung, Kiara Taquechel
O.H. Perry Pepper Prize: Nabil Fadi Darwich, Daniel Camargo Stokes
Nathan and Pauline Pincus Prize for Outstanding Achievement as a Clinician: Elizabeth Blair Card
Gary M. Phillips, MD, C’87, WG’91, M’92, Res’97 and Helen Apostolou Phillips, C’87 Prize: Govind Srihari Mattay
John Pryor Award in Trauma Research: Hatem O. Abdallah, Cindy Zhao
Pulmonary Research Prize: Christina Elisabeth Hedy Bax
Edward Raffensperger Research Prize: Brian Chu, Viren Patel
Eric Corey Raps Memorial Prize: Michael Angel Perez
Dr. I.S. Ravdin Prize: Kristin Elise Goodsell
Renal Research Prize: Amanda Elizabeth Jones
Jonathan Rhoads Prize for Surgical Scholarship: Robin H. Wang, Brandon White
Richard K. Root Prize for Infectious Disease Research: Hoang Bui Nguyen
David S. Seller, MD, M’22 and Robert H. Seller, MD, M’56 Prize for Excellence in Primary Care Diagnosis: Alexis Victoria Chaet-Lopez
Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Excellence Award: Jacob Andrew Goldenring
John R. Stanley Research Prize for Dermatology: Ronald Berna, Emily Keys
Dr. Freddy Stark Award for Gross Anatomy: Elizabeth Blair Card
Robert Suskind, C’59, M’63 and Leslie Lewinter-Suskind Prize in Global Health: Philip Karavitis Angelides
J. George Teplick, MD, FACR Memorial Award: Sarah Elizabeth Santucci
Dr. Robert M. Toll Prize: Anthony A. Scarpone-School of Nursing
Nikitas J. Zervanos MD Prize in Family Medicine: Nahara Lucía Saballos

School of Nursing
Dean’s Award: Anthony A. Scarpone-Lambert
Claire M. Fagin Award: Jada Ashley Edwards
Marion R. Gregory Award: Joshua Porat-Dahlerbruch
Jeanne Frances Hopkins Award: Kendall Maris Grasela
Norma Lang Award: Elyse Joelle Berman
Theresa I. Lynch Award: Lindsay Ellen Krott
Dorothy Mereness Award: Kathryn Ann Riman
JoAnn Nallinger Grant Award: Allison Marie Dubiner
Mary D. Naylor Undergraduate Research Award: Cassidy Marie Gallagher
Henry O. Thompson Prize in Ethics: Audrey Charlotte Kingman
Joyce E. Thompson Award in Women’s Health: Asaki Toda
Rosalyln J. Watts Diversity Scholar Leadership Award: Frances Anjelique Tananoco Agudo
Sigma Theta Tau BSN Leadership Award: Julia Ann Kennedy, Lindsay Ellen Krott
Sigma Theta Tau MSN Leadership Award: Alexandria Caroline Russell
Sigma Theta Tau DNP/PhD Leadership Award: Olivia Mary Frances Arnold, Elizabeth Hogan Quigley
Teaching Assistant Award: Bruno Saconi

Weitzman School of Design
AIA Pennsylvania Architectural Excellence Student Award: Robert Meyers Schaffer
American Public Transit Foundation Richard J. Bouchard-AECOM Scholarship: Kate Sutton
Best Paper Honorable Mention, 108th ACSA Conference: Liyang Ding
Christopher Leland Lyon Memorial Fund Award: Seohyung Lee
Dales Travel Fellowship: Tianhui Zhang
Second Prize, 2020 Dales Traveling Fellowship, University of Pennsylvania: Kyunghyun Kim
Penn Wharton Entrepreneurship Tangen Hall Furniture Competition: Abdullah Abdulaziz Alsaahif
Predoctoral Fellowship for Excellence through Diversity: Germán Pallares Avitia
Nominated for KPF Paul Katz Fellowship: Robert Meyers Schaffer
Pennsylvania Chapter of the American Planning Association Scholarship: Adam Ghazzawi
Pennsylvania Registration Board Licensure of Civil E.I.T.: Chia-Chia Liu
Penn Wharton Entrepreneurship Tangen Hall Furniture Competition: Abdullah Abdulaziz Alsaahif
Predoctoral Fellowship for Excellence through Diversity: Germán Pallares Avitia
Nominated for KPF Paul Katz Fellowship: Robert Meyers Schaffer
Pennsylvania Student Arts Innovation Grants: William Owen, Arely Marisol Pena, Amrita Stuetzel
Fourth Place, 2021 Seoulmade Museum Remodeling Professional Competition: Kyunghyun Kim, Tianhui Zhang
Venture for America Fellowship: Keith L. and Katherine S. Sachs
Enterprise for America Fellowship: Keith L. and Katherine S. Sachs
Prizes and Awards (continued)

Wisconsin Architects Foundation Out of State Scholarship: Robert Meyers Schaffer
Women’s Transportation Seminar Philadelphia Chapter Carmen E. Turner Graduate Scholarship Award: Emily May Kennedy
Women’s Transportation Seminar Philadelphia Chapter Eileen Della Volle Diversity & Inclusion Scholarship Award: Gabriela Maria Newell

Wharton School

Undergraduate
Class of 1975 Management Award: Daniel Leva
Dean’s Award for Excellence: Maher Abdel Samad, Hector Herrera
Dean’s Award for Innovation: Christopher Cherian
Dean’s Award for Service to Penn/Philadelphia: Evelyn Gotlieb
Dean’s Award for Service to Wharton: Cristina Pogorevici, Sola Sofela
Herbert S Steuer Memorial Prizes: Karen Herrera (senior), Nia Robinson (junior), Derek Nhieu (sophomore)
Louis Rudolph Accounting Award: Christopher Glynn
Vice Dean’s Award for Service: Maggie Browdy, Jeriann Gumila, Abenezer Mechale, Daniel Mendelsohn, Malcom Summers, Wenfei Wang
William D. Gordon Award: Amit Gupta

This is a partial list of recipients of prizes and awards. A number of awards are not announced prior to the time the Commencement program goes to press.
Faculty Honors

LINDBACK AWARDS

Under terms of a gift from the Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation, grants are announced to the following members of the faculty as Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Awards for Distinguished Teaching

Amy C. Durham, Vet
Angela M. Ellison, PSOM
Peter Fader, Wharton
Helen E. Giannakopoulou, Dental
David F. Meaney, SEAS
Salimah M. Meghani, Nursing
Melissa E. Sanchez, SAS
Kevin T. Turner, SEAS

PROVOST’S AWARD FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE BY NON-STANDING FACULTY

Keith W. Hamilton, PSOM
Asuka Nakahara, Wharton

PROVOST’S AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED PH.D. TEACHING AND MENTORING

Chenoa Flippen, SAS
Randall Kamien, SAS

Annenberg School for Communication

Emily Falk: Social & Affective Neuroscience Society (SANS) Early Career Award; International Communication Association Top Paper Award
Sandra González-Bailón: 2020-21 Penn Fellow
John L. Jackson, Jr.: International Communication Association Fellow
Kathleen Hall Jamieson: Member, U.S. National Academy of Sciences; Robert H. Koff Memorial Award, National Superintendents Roundtable; Benjamin Franklin Founders Award

David Lydon-Staley: 2020 Young Investigator Grant, Brain & Behavior Research Foundation; International Communication Association Top Paper Award
Diana C. Mutz: 2019-20 Best Publication Award, Political Science Research and Methods
Victor Pickard: 2021 Outstanding Article of the Year, Digital Journalism; Shortlisted for Bob Franklin Journal Award
Duncan Watts: Andrew Carnegie Fellowship, The Carnegie Corporation of New York; Test of Time Award, 2021 WSDM Conference
GuoBin Yang: International Communication Association Fellow; International Communication Association Top Paper Award
Barbie Zelizer: Member, American Academy of Arts and Sciences

School of Arts and Sciences

Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
David B. Brownlee
Grant Frame
Thomas M. Safley
Barbara Dianne Savage
Kaja Silverman

Roger Allen, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations (emeritus); Sheikh Hamad Award for Translation and International Understanding
Jessica Anna, Chemistry: National Science Foundation CAREER Award
Ishmail Abdus-Saboor, Biology: Rita Allen Foundation 2020 Award in Pain Scholar
Eiichiro Azuma, History: American Historical Association John K. Fairbank Prize for East Asian history since 1800
Staver Bezhan, Biology: Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching by Affiliated Faculty
Sudeep Bhatia, Psychology: Association for Psychological Science Janet Taylor Spence Award
David Brainard, Psychology: Optical Society 2021 Edgar D. Tillyer Award

Leona Brandwene, Positive Psychology: Liberal and Professional Studies Award for Distinguished Teaching in Professional Graduate Programs
Elizabeth Brannon, Psychology: Association for Psychological Science Fellow
Mary Caldwell, Music: 2021 National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Stipend; Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching by an Assistant Professor
Brenda Casper, Biology: 2021 Ecological Society of America Fellow
Aaron Chalfin, Criminology: Academy of Experimental Criminology Young Experimental Scholar Award
Jean-Christophe Cloutier, English: Society of American Archivists 2020 Waldo Gifford Leland Award; Modernist Studies Association’s First Book Prize; Modern Language Association Matei Calinescu Prize
Julie Davis, History of Art: John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellow
Joan De Jean, Romance Languages: British Academy Fellow
Anne Duchene, Economics: Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching by Affiliated Faculty
David Eng, English: Honorable Mention, 2021 Association for Asian American Studies Book Award for Outstanding Achievement in the Humanities and Cultural Studies
Zahra Fakhraei, Chemistry: Dean’s Award for Mentorship of Undergraduate Research
Martha Farah, Psychology: International Neuroethics Society Steven E. Hyman Award for Distinguished Service to the Field of Neuroethics; Society of Experimental Psychologists Howard Crosby Warren Medal
Jesús Fernández-Villaverde, Economics: Fellow, Econometric Society
Joseph Francisco, *Earth and Environmental Science:* Member, German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina
Campbell Grey, *Classical Studies:* Ira H. Abrams Memorial Award for Distinguished Teaching
Guy Grossman, *Political Science:* PoliNet Best Conference Paper Award; American Political Science Association Experimental Research Section 2019 Best Book in Experimental Research Award
Renata Holod, *History of Art (emeritus):* Middle East Studies Association 2020 Mentoring Award
Charles Kane, *Physics and Astronomy:* Honorary Doctor of Science Degree, University of Chicago; 2020 Fudan-Zhongzhi Science Award
Marisa C. Kozlowski, *Chemistry:* Dennis M. DeTurck Award for Innovation in Teaching
Dirk Krueger, *Economics:* Elected Fellow of the Econometric Society
John MacDonald, *Criminology:* Academy of Experimental Criminology’s Outstanding Experimental Field Trial (team award)
Allyson Mackey, *Psychology:* National Science Foundation CAREER Award
Megan Matthews, *Chemistry:* National Institute of Health 2020 Avenir Award in Genetics and Epigenetics of Substance Abuse
Christopher Murray, *Chemistry:* Citation Laureate for 2020 by Clarivate
Amy Offner, *History:* Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations Michael H. Hunt Prize in International History; Southern Historical Association Latin American and Caribbean Section 2020 Murdo J. MacLeod Book Prize
Guillermo Ordonez, *Economics:* Western Financial Association Elsevier Sponsored Award
Virgil Percec, *Chemistry:* Elected Foreign Member of the Academia Europaea
Kevin Platt, *Russian and East European Studies:* American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages 2020 Outstanding Service to AATSEEL Award
James Primosch, *Music:* Recording of his composition Catharge by The Crossing received Grammy nomination for Best Choral Performance
Mitchell Orenstein, *Russian and East European Studies:* Nanovic Institute for European Studies 2021 Laura Shannon Prize Silver Medal
Adrian Raine, *Criminology:* Academy of Experimental Criminology Joan Mc Cord Award
Marc Anthony Richardson, *Creative Writing:* 2021 Creative Capital Award
Nicoletta Rust, *Psychology:* National Academy of Sciences 2021 Troland Award
Tyshawn Sorey, *Music:* American Academy of Arts and Letters Goddard Lieberson Fellowship
Joseph Subotnik, *Chemistry:* American Physical Society Fellow
Dawn Teele, *Political Science:* American Political Science Association 2020 Luebbert Prize
Deborah Thomas, *Anthropology:* American Anthropological Association 2020 Gender Equity Award
Eve Troutt Powell, *History and Africana Studies:* Ira H. Abrams Memorial Award for Distinguished Teaching
Scott Weinstein, *Philosophy:* 2020 Association for Computational Linguistics 25-year Test-of-Time Award
Liang Wu, *Physics and Astronomy:* International Organization of Chinese Physicists and Astronomers Outstanding Young Researcher Award
Rakesh Vohra, *Economics and Electrical and Systems Engineering:* 2020 Association for Computing Machinery SIGecom Test of Time Award
Simone White, *English:* 2021 Creative Capital Award
Arjun Yodh, *Physics and Astronomy:* Optical Society Michael S. Feld Biophotonics Award
Bo Zhen, *Physics and Astronomy:* Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Sloan Research Fellowship

**School of Dental Medicine**
Faculty Accarded Emeritus Status
Joseph Dirienzo
Mahsa Abdolhosseini, *Periodontics:* AAP Awards for Outstanding Teaching and Mentoring in Periodontics
Evanthia Anadioti, *Preventive and Restorative Sciences:* 2020 American College of Prosthodontists Presidential Citation Junior Educator Award
Markus Blatz, *Preventive and Restorative Sciences:* 2020 Jack R. Winston Visiting Professorship in Cosmetic and Restorative Dentistry, University of Texas School of Dentistry at Houston; Associate Editor of the Journal of Esthetic and Restorative Dentistry
Yucheng Chang, *Periodontics:* AAP Foundation Fellowship to the Institute for Teaching and Learning in the Health Professions
Katherine France, *Oral Medicine:* 2020 Philadelphia Magazine Top Dentist Award
Joan Gluch, *Community Oral Health:* 2021 Pennsylvania Dental Association Public Service Award
George Hajishengallis, *Basic and Translational Sciences:* Highly Cited Researcher by Clarivate/Web of Science
Hyeran Helen Jeon, *Orthodontics:* Willie and Earl Shepard Fellowship Award from the American Association of Orthodontists Foundation (AAOF)
Richard Kim, *Preventive and Restorative Sciences:* Fellowship for Pierre Fauchard Academy 2020; Class of 2021 World Top 100 Doctor in Dentistry
Eugene Ko, *Oral Medicine:* Joseph and Josephine Rabinowitz Award
Yuan Liu, *Preventive and Restorative Sciences:* Colgate Award for Research Excellence
Faculty Honors (continued)

Arnold Malerman, Orthodontics: Top Orthodontist Nationally, Top Doctor Pennsylvania, January 2021
Oswaldo Nieves, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Penn Dental Medicine LGBTQIA+ Advocacy Award
Neeraj Panchal, Oral Surgery: John Mooney Teaching Award; Joseph Foote Mentorship Award
Francis Smithgall, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Penn Dental Medicine LGBTQIA+ Advocacy Award
Thomas Sollecito, Oral Medicine: Steering Committee of the World Workshop in Oral Medicine
Tara Sexton, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: 2021 Philadelphia Magazine Top Cosmetic Dentist Award
Rabie Shanti, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery: Emil & Lynn Hubbschman Award, Pennsylvania Hospital
Liviu Steier, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Certificate of Global Outreach Healthcare Award 2020
Maria Velasco, Department of Pediatrics: 2020 Penn Dental Medicine Young Alumni Award of Merit
Mark Wolff, Preventive and Restorative Sciences: Pennsylvania Dental Association Recognition Award, International Association of Dental Research Geis Award for Clinical Research; Academic Achievement Award from the American Academy of Developmental Medicine and Dentistry

Graduate School of Education
Robert Boruch: Jerry Lee Lifetime Achievement Award
Amalia Dache: Spencer Postdoctoral Fellowship
Howard Stevenson: Gittler Prize, Brandeis National Academy of Education
Daniel Wagner: Comparative & International Education Society Honorary Fellow

School of Engineering and Applied Science
Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
Tony Edward Smith
Jan Van der Spiegel
Firooz Aflatouni, Electrical and Systems Engineering: 2020 Bell Labs Prize, Nokia Bell Labs
Ritesh Agarwal, Materials Science and Engineering: Fellow of the Optical Society
Mark Allen, Electrical and Systems Engineering: IEEE Benjamin Franklin Key Award
Danielle Bassett, Bioengineering: Fellow of the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering; Outstanding Science Award, Organization for Human Brain Mapping
Jason Burdick, Bioengineering: Fellow of the National Academy of Inventors
Chris Callison-Burch, Computer and Information Science: Penn Engineering Ford Motor Company Award for Faculty Advising
César de la Fuente, Bioengineering: AIChE Langer Prize for Innovation and Entrepreneurial Excellence; American Chemical Society Infectious Diseases Young Investigator Award; Brain & Behavior Research Foundation Young Investigator Award
André DeHon, Electrical and Systems Engineering: IEEE Computer Society’s Mary Kenneth Keller Computer Science and Engineering Undergraduate Teaching Award
Eric Detsi, Materials Science and Engineering: Penn Engineering S. Reid Warren, Jr. Award
Dennis Discher, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering: Shu Chien Achievement Award from the Biomedical Engineering Society
Nader Engheta, Electrical and Systems Engineering: Isaac Newton Medal and Prize from the Institute of Physics (UK); Max Born Award from the Optical Society
Liang Feng, Materials Science and Engineering: Sloan Research Fellow
Hamed Hassani, Electrical and Systems Engineering: NSF CAREER Award
Chenfanju Jiang, Computer and Information Science: NSF CAREER Award
Bruce Rothmann, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: Penn Engineering Hatfield Award for Excellence in Teaching in the Lecturer and Practice Professor Track
Bomyi Lim, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering: President’s Young Investigator Award, Korean Institute of Chemical Engineers
Brian Litt, Bioengineering: NIH Pioneer Award
Marc Miskin, Electrical and Systems Engineering: Young Investigator Awards from both the United States Army and Airforce
Christopher Murray, Materials Science Engineering: Named a 2020 Citation Laureate
James Pikul, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: Toyota Programmable System Innovation Fellowship; Moore Inventor Fellowship, Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation; Haythornthwaite Foundation Research Initiation Award, American Society of Mechanical Engineers
David Pope, Materials Science and Engineering: Adolph Schaefer Special Achievement Award and the Albert Sauveur Achievement Award from the ASM
Jordan Raney, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: DARPA Young Faculty Award
Kathleen Stebe, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering: Elected to the National Academy of Engineering and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences
Cynthia Sung, Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics: Johnson & Johnson Women in STEM2D Scholars Award
Faculty Honors (continued)

Lyle Ungar, Computer and Information Science: Alan I. Leshner Leadership Institute Public Engagement Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
Rakesh Vohra, Electrical and Systems Engineering: SIGecom Test of Time Award
Duncan Watts, Computer and Information Science: Andrew Carnegie Fellowship, The Carnegie Corporation of New York
Karen Winey, Materials Science and Engineering: Herman E. Mark Senior Scholar Award, the American Chemical Society; Braskem Award for Excellence in Materials & Science Engineering, the American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Beth Winkelstein, Bioengineering: Elected Chair of the Board of Editors of ASME

Law School
Law faculty awards for excellence in teaching are announced at the Law School’s graduation ceremony.

Perelman School of Medicine
Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
Jill M. Baren
Jeffrey Bergelson
John J. Brooks
Youhai H. Chen
Andrew Dancis
Steven D. Douglas
Sol Walter Englander
Ronald M. Fairman
Aron B. Fisher
Michael Anthony Grippi
Juan E. Grunwald
Mary C. Harris
James A. Hoxie
Mark Johnson
Stephen E. Kimmel
Steven C. Larson
Risa Lavizzo-Mourey
Susan E. Levy
Stephen A. Liebhaber
Paul A. Liebman
Jon M. Lindstrom
David R. Manning
Irv Nachamkin
Bert W. O’Malley
Yvonne J. Paterson
Stanley Michael Phillips
Peter C. Phillips
Reed E. Pyeritz
Parvati Ramchandani
Milton D. Rossman
Susan Roth
Ronald Craig Rubenstein
Stephen E. Rubesin
Michael B. Simson
Steven Sondeheimer
Virginia A. Stallings
Gihan I. Tennekoon
Ralph F. Wetmore
Rebecca Ahrens-Nicklas, Pediatrics: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Basic Science Teaching
Ronald Barg, Medicine: Alfred Stengel Health System Champion Award
Adelaide Barnes, Pediatrics: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital
Todd Barton, Medicine: Robert Dunning Dripps Memorial Award for Excellence in Graduate Medical Education
Ben Black, Biochemistry & Biophysics: Stanley N. Cohen Biomedical Research Award
Donita Brady, Cancer Biology: Michael S. Brown New Investigator Research Award
Carol Chou, Medicine: Duncan Van Dusen Professionalism Award for Faculty
Louis DeStefano, Family Medicine & Community Health: Sylvan Eisman Outstanding Primary Care Physician Award
Jonathan Dunham, Medicine: Leonard Berwick Memorial Teaching Award
Lily Feldman, Emergency Medicine: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Medical Student Teaching by an Allied Health Professional
Neil Fishman, Medicine: Special Dean’s Award
Yu-Heng Guo, Psychiatry: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital
Leigh Ann Humphries, Obstetrics & Gynecology: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching by Housestaff
Meeta Prasad Kerlin, Medicine: Marjorie A. Bowman New Investigator Research Award
Ashok Linganna, Medicine: Blockley-Osler Award
David Metz, Medicine: Louis Duhring Outstanding Clinical Specialist Award
Christopher Miller, Dermatology: Luigi Mastroianni Jr. Clinical Innovator Award
Kathleen Murphy, Medicine: Special Dean’s Award
D. Rani Nandiwada, Medicine: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital
Jeanmarie Perrone, Emergency Medicine: The Scott Mackler Award for Excellence in Substance Abuse Teaching
Peter Reese, Medicine & Epidemiology: Samuel Martin Health Evaluation Sciences Research Award
Neil Romberg, Pediatrics: Lady Barbara Colyton Prize for Autoimmune Research Award
Douglas Smith, Neurosurgery: William Osler Patient Oriented Research Award
Matthew Weitzman, Pathology & Laboratory Medicine: Arthur K. Asbury Outstanding Faculty Mentor Award
Daniel Wolf, Psychiatry: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Basic Science Teaching
Zheya Yu, Psychiatry: Dean’s Award for Excellence in Clinical Teaching at an affiliated hospital

School of Nursing
Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
Anne M. Teitelman
Linda H. Aiken: Living Legend Award, American Academy of Nursing
Deborah Becker: Dean’s Award for Exemplary Professional Practice
Dawn E. Bent: 2021 Outstanding Nurse Educator Award, Graduate Student Organization
Bridgette M. Brawner: Dean’s Award for Distinguished Teaching
Margaret Compton: Betty Ford Award, Association for Multidisciplinary Education and Research in Substance use and Addiction; Barbara J. Lowery Faculty Award, Doctoral Student Organization
Monique Dowd: Undergraduate Award for Teaching, Student Nurses at Penn
Mamie K. Guidera: Dean’s Award for MS/MSN/DNP Mentorship
Holly Harner: Dean’s Award for Undergraduate Advising
Lisa M. Lewis: Estelle Osborne Recognition Award, NYU College of Nursing
Salimah H. Meghani: Distinguished Nursing Researcher Award, Hospice and Palliative Care Nurses Association
Aleaha M. Peoples: Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence
Diane L. Spatz: Dean’s Award for Undergraduate Scholarly Mentorship; Faculty Advisor of the Year, Student Nurses of Pennsylvania
Antonia M. Villarruel: Globy Award, Global Philadelphia Association; Ohtli Award, Consulate of Mexico – Philadelphia; 25 of the Al Dia 25th Year Anniversary award, Al Dia News Media
Maria White: Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence

School of Social Policy & Practice
Daniel Baker: Excellence in Teaching Awards- Part-time Instructor
Matthew Bennett: Excellence in Teaching Awards Part-time Instructor
Ram Cnaan: Excellence in Teaching Awards-Standing Faculty
Meredith Myers: Excellence in Teaching Awards Part-time Instructor
Allison Werner-Lin: Excellence in Teaching Awards-Standing Faculty

School of Veterinary Medicine
Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
Virginia B. Reef
Kimberly A. Agnello, Clinical Sciences & Advanced Medicine: Founding Fellow of Minimally Invasive Surgery, American College of Veterinary Surgeons
Gustavo D. Aguirre, Clinical Sciences & Advanced Medicine: Sanford and Susan Greenberg Outstanding Achievement Prize, End Blindness by 20/20
William A. Beltran, Clinical Sciences & Advanced Medicine: Member, National Academy of Medicine
Katrin Hinrichs, Clinical Studies-New Bolton Center: 2020 AAEP Research Award, American Association of Equine Practitioners; Alumni Achievement Award, UC Davis School of Veterinary Medicine
Michaela A. Kristula, Clinical Studies-New Bolton Center: House Officer Mentoring Award, Penn Vet
Kathryn McGonigle, Clinical Sciences & Advanced Medicine: Penn Vet Class of 2021 Lecture Teaching Award
Kathryn E. Michel, Clinical Sciences & Advanced Medicine: Competency-Based Veterinary Education Working Group, Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges
Rose D. Nolen-Walston, Clinical Studies-New Bolton Center: CS-NBC Teaching Excellence Award; Penn Vet Class of 2023 Lecture Teaching Award
Cynthia M. Otto, Clinical Sciences & Advanced Medicine: Mark Bloomberg Award, International Canine Sports Medicine Symposium; 2020 Ira M. Zaslow Distinguished Service Award, Veterinary Emergency and Critical Care Society
Mark A. Oyama, Clinical Sciences & Advanced Medicine: Penn Vet Class of 2021 Lecture Teaching Award
Dipti Pitta, Clinical Studies-New Bolton Center: 2020 Zoetis Research Excellence Award.
Dean W. Richardson, Clinical Studies-New Bolton Center: Robert Whitlock Award, Penn Vet; ACVS Founders’ Award for Career Achievement, American College of Veterinary Surgeons
Corinne R. Sweeney, Clinical Studies-New Bolton Center: Immediate Past-Chair, Association of Racing Commissioners International

Weitzman School of Design
Brad Ascalon, Architecture: 2020 Honoree, Interior Design Magazine Product Designer of the Year; Winner, Interior Design Magazine Best of Year Award 2020; Winner, Metropolis Likes Neocon Award 2020; Winner, Interior Design HiP Award 2020; Winner, German Design Award 2021
Sophie Hochhäusl, Architecture: Alexander von Humboldt Foundation Fellowship for Experienced Researchers, 2021-2024

Marion Weiss, Architecture: AIA New York City Best of Design Awards; Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Architecture; Distinguished Alumnae Award, The Maxine Platzer Lynn Women’s Center at the University of Virginia; American Architecture Award Winner, Chicago Athenaeum and The European Centre for Architecture Art Design and Urban Studies; Unbuilt Master Plan Winner, Architect’s Newspaper Best of Design Awards; Future Public Space Honorable Mention, The Plan Award; Regional and Urban Design Award, AIA National; Urban Land Institute Excellence Award in Civic Development; Public Design Commission New York City, Excellence in Design Award; Two Fast Company Innovation by Design Awards; The Plan Award; AIA National Design Award; ARCHMarathon Design Awards, Overall Winner: Architecture

Wharton School
Faculty Accorded Emeritus Status
J. Scott Armstrong
Janice R. Bellace
Jean H. Lemaire
Sigal Barsade, Management: Academy of Management Fellow, 2019
Bhaswar B. Bhattacharya, Statistics: Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowship in Mathematics, 2021
Eric Bradlow, Marketing: Fellow of the INFORMS Society for Marketing Science, 2020
Jehoshua (Josh) Eliashberg, Marketing: Gil Churchill Award, 2020
Dean Knox, Operations, Information and Decisions: Gosnell Prize for Excellence in Political Methodology
Shiri Melumad, Marketing: Marketing Science Institute, Young Scholar Award 2021
Ethan Mollick, Management: Greif Research Impact Award, 2020
Philip Nichols, Legal Studies and Business Ethics: John Bonsignore Award for Lifetime Excellence in Teaching Legal Studies
David Reibstein, Marketing:
  Chairperson, Responsible Research
  of Business and Management
Paul Rosenbaum, Statistics: IMS
  Medallion Lecturer, 2020
Weijie Su, Statistics: Alfred P.
  Sloan Research Fellowship in
  Mathematics, 2020
Prasanna Tambe, Operations,
  Information and Decisions: Poets
  and Quants Best Undergraduate
  Professors 2020
Eric Tchetgen Tchetgen, Statistics:
  Myrto Lefkopoulou Distinguished
  Lectureship, 2020
Kevin Werbach, Legal Studies
  and Business Ethics: NESTA
  Decentralised Future Prize
Wharton Teaching Excellence Award
  Recipients, 2020
Gad Allon, Operations, Information
  and Decisions
Abby Alpert, Health Care Management
Rachel Arnett, Management
David Asch, Health Care Management
Eduardo Azevedo, Business
  Economics and Public Policy
David Bard, Finance
Sigal Barsade, Management
Hamsa Bastani, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Ron Berman, Marketing
Nazli Bhatia, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Matthew Bidwell, Management
Matthew Bloomfield, Accounting
Jennifer Blouin, Accounting
Steven Blum, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Erica Boothby, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Robert Borghese, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Eric Bradlow, Marketing
Vincent Buccola, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
L. Robert Burns, Health Care
  Management
Brian Bushee, Accounting
Gerard Cachon, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Andrew Carton, Management
Robert Chalfin, Management
Peter Conti-Brown, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Gus Cooney, Operations, Information
  and Decisions
Stephanie Creary, Management
Guy David, Health Care Management
Carolyn Deller, Accounting
Ryan Dew, Marketing
Stephan Dieckmann, Finance
Robert Digisi, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Thomas Donaldson, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Itamar Drechsler, Finance
Ezekiel Emanuel, Health Care
  Management
David Erickson, Finance
Peter Fader, Marketing
Clayton Featherstone, Business
  Economics and Public Policy
Brian Feinstein, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Emilie Feldman, Management
Fernando Ferreira, Real Estate
Paul Fischer, Accounting
Santiago Gallino, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Leeza Garber, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Claudine Gartenberg, Management
Vincent Glode, Finance
Adam Grant, Management
Wayne Guay, Accounting
Mauro Guillen, Management
Joseph Gyouroko, Real Estate
Luzi Hail, Accounting
Kamal Hamidieh, Statistics
Xu (Henry) Han, Management
Jessie Handbury, Real Estate
Witold Henisz, Management
Exequiel Hernandez, Management
Richard Herring, Finance
Stephen Hessler, Finance
Lorin Hitt, Operations, Information
  and Decisions
Christopher Ittner, Accounting
Raghuriyengar, Marketing
Shane Jensen, Statistics
Kevin Kaiser, Finance
Aye Kaya, Business Economics and
  Public Policy
Judd Kessler, Business Economics
  and Public Policy
Benjamin Keys, Real Estate
Danny Kim, Management
Katherine Klein, Management
Shimon Kogan, Finance
Anthony Landry, Finance
Corinne Low, Business Economics and
  Public Policy
Mark Low, Statistics
Zongming Ma, Statistics
Sonia Marciano, Management
Cade Massey, Operations, Information
  and Decisions
Eric Max, Legal Studies and Business
  Ethics
Mary-Hunter McDonnell, Management
Shiri Melumad, Marketing
Alice Moon, Operations, Information
  and Decisions
David Musto, Finance
Asuka Nakahara, Real Estate
Gideon Nave, Marketing
Serguei Netessine, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Samir Nurieh, Management
Eric Orts, Legal Studies and Business
  Ethics
Naim Bugra Ozel, Accounting
Emil Pitkin, Statistics
David Pottruck, Management
Doug Present, Health Care
  Management
Jagmohan Raju, Marketing
David Reibstein, Marketing
Lori Rosenkopf, Management
Nancy Rothbard, Management
Stephen Sammut, Health Care
  Management
Edward Sassower, Finance
Sergei Savin, Operations, Information
  and Decisions
Rebecca Schaumberg, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Chelsea Schein, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Amy Sepinwall, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Amanda Shanor, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Marissa Sharif, Marketing
Richard Shell, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Jeremy Siegel, Finance
Nicola Siggelkow, Management
Joseph Simmons, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Christina Skinner, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Hummey Song, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
James Sprayregen, Finance
Nina Strohminger, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Xuanming Su, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Mori Taheripour, Legal Studies and
  Business Ethics
Prasanna Tambe, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Dan Taylor, Accounting
Christian Terwiesch, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Gerry Tsoukalas, Operations,
  Information and Decisions
Karl Ulrich, Operations, Information
  and Decisions
Arthur van Benthem, Business Economics and Public Policy
Jules van Binsbergen, Finance
Senthil Veeraraghavan, Operations, Information and Decisions
Natalya Vinokurova, Management
Richard Waterman, Statistics
Kevin Werbach, Legal Studies and Business Ethics
David Wessels, Finance
Patti Williams, Marketing
Maisy Wong, Real Estate
Frank Zhou, Accounting
On behalf of the 25th and 50th Reunions, and the Class Presidents, we salute the Class of 2021.

**THE CLASS OF 1971**

**Presidents:**
- Ellen Marder Pries
- Stephen Kramer

**Reunion Chair:**
- Sandy McIntosh McGee

**Gift Chairs:**
- Eddie Lenkin
- Melanie Franco Nussdorf

**CLASS PRESIDENTS**

- 1945 Jerome Zaslow
- 1946 Mary McKinney Loughran
- 1947 Clifford Baumbach and Roslyn Silverman Hahn
- 1949 Alice Way Waddington and George Wills
- 1950 Lawrence A. Blatte and Marcia Oleve Halbert
- 1951 Peter R. Sigmund
- 1952 Sara Spedden Senior and Bob Sandler
- 1953 Rogers Vaughn
- 1954 Bob Denney and Suzanne Mahn Hunt
- 1955 Norm Schonfeld
- 1956 John C.T. Alexander
- 1959 Carl Hoyler and Marilyn Wernick Toub
- 1960 Harriet Luskin Hornick and Roger Winston
- 1961 Dick Silverman
- 1962 Howard Berkowitz
- 1963 Jon Stiklorius
- 1964 Sandra Lotz Fisher
- 1965 Ben Craine
- 1966 Howard Coonley
- 1967 Howard Freedlander
- 1968 Elsie Sterling Howard
- 1970 Tim Carson and Nina Robinson Vitow
- 1971 Ellen Marder Pries and Stephen Kramer
- 1972 Jeffrey M. Rothbard
- 1973 Bill Keller and Larry Finkelstein
- 1974 Susan Frier Danilow and Harve Hnatiuk
- 1975 Lisa M. Aldisert
- 1976 Gail Spiegel Cohen and L. Howard Adams
- 1977 Michael Kitsis and Peter Rogers
- 1978 Stan Greene and Adrienne Price
- 1979 Debra Silverman and Ford Levy
- 1980 Jayne Davis Perilstein
- 1981 Dale Borenstein Bell and Leslie B. Posnock
- 1982 Sally Katz
- 1983 Lori Tarnopol Moore and Jeff Goldberg
- 1984 Sharon Greenstein and A. David Smith
- 1985 Corinne G. Keller
- 1986 David Blatte and Sue Dreier Wishnow

**THE CLASS OF 1996**

**President:**
- Dawn Lanzalotti Luedtke

**Reunion Co-Chair:**
- Marisa Carson-Bibens

**Gift Co-Chairs:**
- Rachel Bluth
- Kerry Lyon Grossman
- Kevin Johnson
- Brian Korb
- Jonathan Urfrig

**Alumni Representatives**
1987 Barry Bear and Shari Rodway Beck
1988 Brian Katz and Jill Kaufman Evans
1989 Lolita Jackson and Mike Karz
1990 Kyle Kozloff
1991 Jon Greenawalt and Russ Walls
1992 Ira Hillman and Brad Richards
1993 Lisa Nass Grabelle and Kiera Reilly
1994 Maura Mimnagh Thibault
1995 Jordan Horn Gordon
1996 Dawn Lanzalotti Luedtke
1997 Nancy Raftery Cieri and Neal Sheth
1999 Marshall Berman and Joshua Zeichner
2000 Jeremy A. Shure and Brett Weinheimer
2001 Raymond Valerio
2002 Louis "Tripp" Hornick and Josh Klein
2003 William D. Moore III
2004 Keri Vislocky and Kate Jay Zweifler
2005 Gizelle Gopez
2006 Pierre Gooding
2007 Andrew Kaplan
2008 Puneet Singh and Stephanie S. Yee
2009 BrettPerlmutter
2010 Claire Choi, Ariel Colangelo and Dennie B. Zastrow
2011 Deepak Prabhakar and Adam Behrens
2012 Jibran Khan
2013 Jonathon Youshaei
2014 Jodi Miller, Nikita Anand and Spencer Penn
2015 Ariel Koren
2016 Jesus Perez Baez
2017 Darren Tomasso
2018 Makayla Reynolds
2019 Aren Raisinghani
2020 Karim Elsewedy
Trustees of the University

EMERITUS

Mrs. Judith L. Bollinger, WG’81
Gilbert F. Casellas, Esq., L’77
Mrs. Susan W. Catherwood
William W.M. Cheung, DMD, D’81, GD’82
Gloria Twine Chisum, Ph.D., Gr’60, Hon’94
Mr. L. John Clark, W’63, WG’68
Mr. James H. Greene, Jr., W’72
Mr. Stephen J. Heyman, W’59
Mr. James J. Kim, W’59, G’61, Gr’63
Mr. Michael J. Kowalski, W’74
Mrs. Andrea Berry Laporte, Nu’69
Mr. Leonard A. Lauder, W’54
Mr. Robert M. Levy, WG’74
Mr. William L. Mack, W’61
Mr. A. Bruce Mainwaring, C’47
Mr. Howard S. Marks, W’67
Mr. Edward J. Mathias, C’64
Ms. Andrea Mitchell, CW’67
Mr. Russell E. Palmer, Hon’83
Mr. Ronald O. Perelman, W’64, WG’66
Mr. Egbert L. J. Perry, CE’76, WG’78, GCE’79
Mr. James S. Riepe, W’65, WG’67, Hon’10
Mrs. Katherine Stein Sachs, CW’69
Mrs. Adele K. Schaeffer, CW’55
Mr. Alvin V. Shoemaker, W’60, Hon’95
Dr. Krishna P. Singh, GME’69, Gr’72
Dr. P. Roy Vagelos, C’50, Hon’99
Mr. George A. Weiss, W’65, Hon’14
Dr. Charles K. Williams II, Gr’78, Hon’97
Mr. Paul Williams, W’67
Mr. Mark O. Winkelman, WG’73

HONORARY

John G. Harkins, Jr., Esq., C’53, L’58
Mrs. Margaret R. Mainwaring, Ed’47, Hon’85

As of May 2021
Officers of the University

President
Dr. Amy Gutmann

Provost
Dr. Wendell E. Pritchett

Executive Vice President of the University of Pennsylvania for the Health System and Dean, Perelman School of Medicine
Dr. J. Larry Jameson

Executive Vice President
Mr. Craig R. Carnaroli

Senior Vice President and Chief of Staff
Mr. Gregory S. Rost

Senior Vice President and General Counsel of the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Pennsylvania Health System
Wendy S. White, Esq.

Senior Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations
Mr. John H. Zeller

Senior Vice President for Institutional Affairs and Chief Diversity Officer
Ms. Joann Mitchell

Vice President for Audit, Compliance and Privacy
Mr. Gregory J. Pellicano

Vice President for Budget Planning and Analysis
Mr. Trevor C. Lewis

Vice President for Business Services
Ms. Marie D. Witt

Vice President for Facilities and Real Estate Services
Ms. Anne Papageorge

Vice President for Finance and Treasurer
Ms. Mary Frances McCourt

Vice President for Government and Community Affairs
Mr. Jeffrey Cooper

Vice President for Human Resources
Dr. John J. Heuer

Vice President for Information Technology and University Chief Information Officer
Mr. Thomas Murphy

Vice President for Institutional Research and Analysis
Dr. Stacey Lopez

Vice President for Public Safety
Ms. Maureen Rush

Vice President for Social Equity and Community and University Chaplain
Dr. Charles L. Howard

Vice President for University Communications
Mr. Stephen J. MacCarthy

Vice President and University Secretary
Ms. Medha Narvekar

Comptroller
Mr. Russell Di Leo
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